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Abstract
This thesis presents a counterexample generator for the interactive theorem prover
Isabelle/HOL that uncovers faulty specifications and invalid conjectures using
various testing methods.
The primary contributions are two novel testing strategies: exhaustive testing
with concrete values; and symbolic testing, evaluating conjectures with a narrowing strategy. Orthogonally to the strategies, this work addresses two general
issues: First we extend the class of executable conjectures and specifications. One
main aspect are techniques to improve the capabilities of the code generator to extend it to Isabelle’s logic programs and to turn non-executable specifications into
executable ones by automatic transformations. Second, we present techniques to
deal with conditional conjectures, i.e., conjectures with restrictive premises. This
thesis includes a novel approach to synthesize test data generators based on an
extended mode analysis that creates data derived from the premise’s definition.
When the tool applies these techniques, testing requires a much smaller number
of test cases to find errors in specifications.
The testing strategies and techniques are evaluated on numerous existing specifications developed in Isabelle/HOL, covering such areas as semantics of programming languages, efficient functional data structures, cryptographic protocols
and graph theory.
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Zusammenfassung
Diese Dissertation beschreibt einen Gegenbeispielgenerator für den interaktiven
Theorembeweiser Isabelle/HOL, der fehlerhafte Spezifikationen und ungültige
Hypothesen durch verschiedene Testmethoden aufdeckt.
Der primäre Beitrag dieser Arbeit sind zwei neue Teststrategien: erschöpfendes
Testen mit konkreten Werten und symbolisches Testen, bei dem Hypothesen mit
einer Narrowing-Strategie evaluiert werden. Orthogonal zu den Strategien adressiert diese Arbeit noch weitere Aspekte: Zum einen wird die Klasse der ausführbaren Hypothesen und Spezifikationen erweitert. Ein Hauptaspekt sind Techniken, um Fähigkeiten der Codegenerierung zu erweitern, und um unausführbare
Spezifikationen in ausführbare durch automatische Transformationen umzuwandeln. Zum anderen beschreiben wir Techniken, um mit bedingten Hypothesen—
Hypothesen mit restriktiven Prämissen—umzugehen. Die Arbeit beinhaltet einen
neuen Ansatz, um Testdatengeneratoren zu synthetisieren, die Daten erzeugen,
die aus der Definition der Bedingung hergeleitet werden. Der Ansatz basiert dabei
auf einer erweiterten Modusanalyse. Durch Anwendung dieser Techniken werden
wesentlich weniger Testfälle benötigt, um Fehler in Spezifikationen zu finden.
Wir evaluieren die Teststrategien und Techniken auf zahlreichen existierenden Spezifikationen in Isabelle/HOL aus Bereichen wie Semantik von Programmiersprachen, effizienten funktionalen Datenstrukturen, kryptographischen Protokollen und Graphentheorie.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The thesis describes Quickcheck, a counterexample generator for Isabelle/HOL
that uncovers faulty specifications and invalid conjectures using various testing
methods.

1.1

Motivation

Writing programs and specifications is an error-prone business, and testing is common practice to find errors and validate software. As computer scientists are aware
that testing alone cannot prove the absence of errors, formal methods are applied
for safety- and security-critical systems. To ensure the correctness of programs,
critical properties are guaranteed by a formal proof. Interactive theorem provers
are used to develop a proof with trustworthy logical inferences. Once one has
completed the formal proof, the proof assistant certifies that the program meets
its specification. But in the process of proving, errors could still be revealed and
tracking these down by failed proof attempts is a tedious task for the user.
Common user experience with interactive theorem provers suggests that most
conjectures initially stated in an interactive theorem prover do not hold. Typically,
errors in conjectures and specifications are due to typos or missing assumptions,
but sometimes they are owing to fundamental flaws in the specifications.
Modern interactive theorem provers therefore provide not only means to prove
properties, but also to disprove properties with counterexample generators. The
interactive theorem prover Isabelle [119] provides counterexample generators that
uncover invalid conjectures by two means:
• Refute [117, 118] searches for finite countermodels by reducing a conjecture
to boolean satisfiability directly. Its successor Nitpick [21] reduces to boolean
satisfiability in two steps: It first reduces the conjecture in higher-order logic
to first-order relational logic, and then employs the tool Kodkod [112], harnessing its optimized reduction from first-order relational logic to boolean
satisfiability.
• Quickcheck searches for counterexamples by testing the conjecture. Without specifications, it is common practice to write manual test suites to check
1

properties. However, having a formal specification at hand, we can automatically generate test data and check if the program fulfills its specification.
Quickcheck tests a conjecture by assigning values to the free variables of the
conjecture and evaluating it. To evaluate the conjecture efficiently, Quickcheck translates the conjecture and related definitions to an ML or Haskell
program, exploiting Isabelle’s code generation infrastructure [54]. This allows Quickcheck to test a conjecture with millions of test cases within seconds.
Although the counterexample generators are built with the same motivation
in mind, their abilities are disjoint: Refute and Nitpick can explore large abstract
relational specifications, whereas Quickcheck’s strategies are lost rather fast in the
large search space. When the specifications and conjectures are closer to functional
programs, Refute and Nitpick are usually limited to programs with a few lines of
code, but Quickcheck can be successfully applied to find errors in large functional
programs and software systems.
Novices profit a lot from counterexample generators. Counterexample generators give them the necessary feedback to learn writing correct specifications. They
also provide means to make proving a trial-and-error experience until novices
reach a better understanding how to work with an interactive theorem prover.
Nonetheless, even long-standing users benefit from the counterexample generators. They regularly do not know all details of the formalized theories by
heart. As formalizations deliberately move away from common intuitions and
descriptions in textbooks to simplify definitions or proofs in the formal system,
even experts can err and counterexample generators provide an elegant way to
check their intuitions against the formalizations. Especially when experts build
formalizations on top of existing theories from others, they learn the peculiarities
of a formalization with small concrete examples provided by the counterexample
generators.

1.2

Contributions

Our primary contribution is the continued integration of testing methods in Isabelle under the hood of the existing tool Quickcheck.
In earlier work [14], Quickcheck was originally modeled after the QuickCheck
tool for Haskell [33], which tests user-supplied properties of a Haskell program
with randomly generated values. Our first contribution is to extend Quickcheck
with exhaustive testing to complement random testing. Exhaustive testing checks
the formula for every possible set of values up to a given bound, and hence finds
small counterexamples that random testing might miss.
The two testing approaches above are limited to evaluations with ground values. Our second contribution is to extend Quickcheck with a symbolic, narrowingbased testing approach. The narrowing-based testing approach evaluates the formula symbolically rather than evaluating with a finite set of ground values. Therefore, it can be more precise and more efficient than the other approaches.
A well-known problem of testing are conditional conjectures, especially those
2

with very restrictive premises. These conjectures are problematic because when
testing naively, for the vast majority of variable assignments the premise is not
fulfilled, and the conclusion is left untested. Clearly, it is desirable to take the
premise into account when generating values. Our third contribution is to present
three solutions for Quickcheck to generate only appropriate variable assignments:
• Custom generators: Derivation of custom test data generators from user
declarations
• Smart testing: Automatic synthesis of test data generators that take the
premise’s definition into account
• Symbolic evaluation: Search space pruning by refining variable assignments
symbolically
Last, the new implementation of Quickcheck supports many specific features
of Isabelle, notably parametrized conjectures, polymorphic conjectures and underspecified functions.
In total, Quickcheck incorporates four testing approaches: random, exhaustive, smart and symbolic testing. To illustrate the different testing approaches, we
consider how they check the following conjecture about take n xs, which computes
the prefix of length n of the list xs.

∀n m xs. n ≤ m ∧ m ≤ length xs =⇒ take n (take m xs) = take n xs
Figure 1.1 shows the first test cases of the different testing approaches in Isabelle’s
Quickcheck. A test case consists of an assignment of the universal quantified
variables n, m, xs. The elements of list xs are distinct atoms a1 , a2 and a3 .
The testing approaches differ in the choice and order of test cases. We present
the advantages and disadvantages of the testing approaches by viewing the test
cases of each approach for this conjecture. In this example, we want to check the
validity of the conjecture and for possible errors in the function take, but we know
that the other functions, such as length, are implemented correctly. We also note
that test cases that do not fulfill the premises of the conjecture trivially make the
conjecture true without checking the conclusion and the function under test and
therefore are considered superfluous.
With random testing, three test cases are superfluous. The first two test cases
do not fulfill the premise n ≤ m, the fourth test case violates the premise m ≤
length xs. Only the third test case checks the conclusion and could reveal the
conjecture to be invalid. Although generating the test cases is simple, some test
cases obviously violated the premises.
Exhaustive testing suffers from this drawback in a similar way. For example,
its second and third test case violate the premise as well. Furthermore when we
test exhaustively, we test with many small values before we test with larger ones;
indeed, in the first four test cases there is not a single test case that tests the
conjecture with a list of length 2.
The third approach, smart testing, employs a special generator for the lessor-equal relation and lists of fixed length. It also determines a reasonable order
for the generation. First, we generate numbers n and m with n ≤ m, and then
3

Random Testing:

Exhaustive Testing:

1. n = 2, m = 3, xs = [a1 , a1 ]

1. n = 0, m = 0, xs = []

2. n = 4, m = 1, xs = []

2. n = 1, m = 0, xs = []

3. n = 1, m = 2, xs = [a3 , a1 , a2 ]

3. n = 0, m = 1, xs = []

4. n = 2, m = 4, xs = [a2 , a1 ]

4. n = 0, m = 0, xs = [a1 ]

Smart Testing:

Symbolic Testing:

1. n = 0, m = 0, xs = []

1. n = 0, m = M, xs = XS

2. n = 0, m = 0, xs = [a1 ]

2. n = Suc N, m = 0, xs = XS

3. n = 0, m = 1, xs = [a1 ]

3. n = Suc N, m = Suc M, xs = []

4. n = 1, m = 1, xs = [a1 ]

4. n = Suc 0, m = Suc M, xs = X · XS

Figure 1.1: Test cases of Quickcheck’s testing approaches for the conjecture
∀n m xs. n ≤ m ∧ m ≤ length xs =⇒ take n (take m xs) = take n xs

we generate a list xs that has a length greater than m. In this approach, we test
exhaustively, but avoid the superfluous test cases.
Finally, we describe the test cases of the symbolic testing. In the presentation,
variables with capital letters N, M, X and XS denote symbolic values. The first
symbolic test case chooses 0 for n, but keeps the value of xs and m purely symbolic.
If n is 0, the conjecture’s evaluation exhibits the same behavior for any xs and m,
and hence can be covered with this one symbolic test. As we explored the case that
n is 0, we continue with test cases where n is not 0, i.e, n is instantiated to Suc N
for some fresh symbolic value N. The second test case checks the conjecture with
a symbolic value with n = Suc N and m = 0. This test violates the premise n ≤ m.
All further test cases of this form can be discarded. In the next test case, we choose
n ≥ 1 and m ≥ 1 and check with the instantiation xs = []. This time, the second
premise m ≤ length xs is violated. Hence, testing continues with xs = X · XS
and instantiates N = 0. Remarkably, a single symbolic evaluation can cover many
symmetric evaluations with concrete values. In the presence of premises, symbolic
evaluation can discard many further instantiations and symbolic tests, and thus
can prune the search space.
After the presentation of this example, one might be tempted to draw premature conclusions. For example, one could think that smart testing must be more
efficient than the naive approaches, as it takes premises into account, or that symbolic testing outperforms testing with ground values because it can possibly cover
many concrete tests with one symbolic test. However, only a thorough investigation with examples and case studies will show if these hypotheses are true. This
is our last contribution in this thesis: shedding some light on the performance of
the different testing approaches.
Traditionally testing methods can be divided into white-box and black-box
4

testing, according to the point of view that one takes to choose test cases:
• Black-box testing treats the object under test, e.g., software, specifications or
conjectures, as a black box, without taking the knowledge about the internal
structure of the object into account. Random and exhaustive testing choose
the values independent of the property under test and lie in the category of
black-box testing.
• White-box testing in contrast takes an internal perspective on the object.
Our smart testing technique follows this idea of white-box testing, as the
test cases are generated taking the definition of premises into account.
The symbolic testing generates test values without taking the internal structure
into account. However, the choice of test cases is driven by the result of previous
evaluations and these results can depend on the internal structure. Hence, it seems
inappropriate to classify the symbolic testing in Quickcheck as black-box or whitebox testing.

1.3

Publications

Most of the contributions described here have been presented at international conferences. This thesis was accompanied by the following papers:
1. L. B. Smart test data generators via logic programming. In: John Gallagher and Michael Gelfond, editors, Technical Communications of the 27th
International Conference on Logic Programming (ICLP 2011), pages 139–150, volume 11 of Leibniz International Proceedings in Informatics (LIPIcs), Schloss
Dagstuhl–Leibniz-Zentrum für Informatik, 2011.
2. J. C. Blanchette, L. B., and T. Nipkow.
Automatic proof and disproof
in Isabelle/HOL. In C. Tinelli and V. Sofronie-Stokkermans, editors, Frontiers of Combining Systems (FroCoS 2011), volume 6989 of LNAI, pages 12–27.
Springer, 2011.
3. L. B. Smart testing of functional programs in Isabelle. In N. Bjørner and
A. Voronkov, editors, 18th International Conference on Logic for Programming,
Artificial Intelligence, and Reasoning (LPAR-18), volume 7180 of LNCS, pages
153–167. Springer, 2012.
4. L. B. The New Quickcheck for Isabelle: random, exhaustive and symbolic
testing under one roof. Accepted at The Second International Conference on
Certified Programs and Proofs (CPP 2012).
Some of our effort to improve code generation in Isabelle, which was done as part
of the Ph.D., is described in this joint work with Andreas Lochbihler:
4. A. Lochbihler and L. B. Animating the formalised semantics of a Java-like
language. In: M. van Eekelen and H. Geuvers and J. Schmalz and F. Wiedijk,
editors, Interactive Theorem Proving (ITP 2011), pages 216–232, volume 6898
of LNCS, Springer, 2011.
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1.4

Structure of This Thesis

The thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 briefly introduces higher-order logic, Isabelle’s definitional principles and code generation.
• Chapter 3 mainly describes random and exhausting testing, but also a collection of techniques integrated in Quickcheck.
• Chapter 4 presents two techniques to handle conditional conjectures.
• Chapter 5 describes symbolic testing by narrowing.
• Chapter 6 presents the evaluation of the testing approaches on various case
studies.
• Chapter 7 summarizes our results and gives directions for future work.
As the syntax in this thesis largely adheres to standard Isabelle notation, an expert
Isabelle user can skip chapter 2 and directly start with the subsequent chapters.
Chapter 4 relies on some parts of chapter 3. Chapter 5 can be read independently
of the previous chapters, but it requires to follow some references to chapter 3
and chapter 4 for the introduction of some examples. In any case, if parts in
subsequent chapters relate to previous descriptions in other chapters, we point to
the subsection for further reading. Related work is considered at the end of each
chapter 3 to 5. To follow the evaluation of chapter 6, readers need not to know
the technical details of the testing approaches. However, further explanations for
their behavior is only understood with some knowledge of the previous chapters.
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Chapter 2

Background
This chapter introduces interactive theorem proving, higher-order logic and the
definitional mechanisms in the interactive theorem prover Isabelle. After this general introduction, we focus on Isabelle’s code generation, which provides the basic
infrastructure for the Quickcheck tool.

2.1

Interactive Theorem Proving

Interactive theorem proving acknowledges that humans and computers capitalize
their abilities together best through interaction. Humans capture ideas with their
intuition and are gifted with creativity, whereas machines can reliably check the
correctness of human deductions and can aid the human on various computational
tasks with proof automation and decision procedures.
Interactive theorem provers or proof assistants are systems that provide means
for this type of interaction. Typical systems of this kind are ACL2 [73], Coq [18],
HOL4 [51], HOL Light [55], Mizar [86], PVS [96] and Isabelle [93, 98, 119], which
serves as platform for this work.

2.1.1

Isabelle/HOL

Isabelle is a generic interactive theorem prover, and can be instantiated with different logics. Isabelle’s most widely used logic is Isabelle/HOL. It provides classical higher-order logic with rank-1 polymorphism and axiomatic type classes.
Isabelle/HOL’s types and terms are based on the simply typed λ-calculus [32].
Types are constructed by type variables α and type constructors κ with fixed arities:
τ ::= α | (τ1 , . . . , τn ) κ
For type constructors with arity 1, we omit the parentheses and write τ κ. We
use the Greek letters α, β, γ for type variables and τ for types. Isabelle/HOL is
equipped with two special types, the type of boolean values bool and the type of
functions ⇒, commonly used infix as in α ⇒ β.
Terms are typed variables, typed constants, applications or typed λ-abstractions:
t ::= xτ | cτ | t1 t2 | λ xτ . t
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A sequence of terms is denoted by t. Terms are generally viewed under the equivalence of α-renaming, β-reduction, and η-reduction.
The type system of Isabelle/HOL is the Hindley-Milner type system extended
with type classes [116], similar to the original Haskell type system [60]. Throughout the presentation, we assume that all terms are well-typed. Whenever the type
of a term is not clear by the given context, we annotate a term t by t :: τ to denote
that it is of type τ.
Isabelle/HOL supplies meta-operators such as an universal quantifier and an
implication with its meta-logic, and copies of those two operators with higherorder logic (object operators). For our presentation, the distinction between the
meta-operators and the object operators is not relevant and we employ only the
object operators ∀ :: (α ⇒ bool) ⇒ bool and =⇒ :: bool ⇒ bool ⇒ bool.1 Mimicking
mathematical syntax, ∀(λx. P x) is written as ∀ x. P x.

2.1.2

Definitional Principles

Isabelle/HOL provides two basic means to extend a theory development consistently: simple definitions for constants and Gordon’s HOL type definitions.
Grounding on these two theory extensions, Isabelle/HOL provides many other
means to introduce new constants and type constructors.
Simple Definitions
With definition c :: τ where c x = t, Isabelle defines the constant c by introducing
the axiom c = λx. t. It ensures that the definition is conservative by some syntactic
checks. Isabelle checks that the constant c has not been declared before, and that
the closed term t refers only to existing constants and free variables in x. Furthermore, the variables x must be distinct and all type variables in t must occur
in τ.
Type Definitions
Given a non-empty subset of an existing type, a new type can be defined by
creating an isomorphic copy of the given subset. For example, to obtain a type of
three elements, we define a type three as a copy of a subset of the natural numbers:
typedef three = {0, 1, 2}
The typedef command axiomatizes the type and provides a bijection between the
new type and the set {0, 1, 2} with Repthree :: three ⇒ nat and Absthree :: nat ⇒ three.
With these bijections, we refer to the values of type three by Absthree 0, Absthree 1 and
Absthree 2. The command lift-definition and the transfer proof method [62] support
to declare definitions and theorems on the new type. The command lift-definition
spares users to employ the bijections for their definitions. For example, we define
constants zero, one and the function shift with
1 Readers

that have been heavily exposed to Isabelle’s notation should be aware that the symbol
=⇒ denotes the object logic implication in this thesis and not the meta-implication as in Isabelle.
Hence, unlike in Isabelle, the scope of ∀ ranges over this implication symbol.
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lift-definition zero :: three is 0
lift-definition one :: three is 1
lift-definition shift :: three ⇒ three is λx. if x < 2 then x + 1 else 0
Internally, the command defines zero, one and shift as Absthree 0, Absthree 1 and
λy. Absthree ((λx. if x < 2 then x + 1 else 0) (Repthree y)), respectively. Given the
theorem (λx. if x < 2 then x + 1 else 0) 0 = 1 on the existing type, the transfer proof
method allows us to derive shift zero = one.
Although the two theory extensions, constant and type definitions, suffice to
work with the system, it is convenient to have further derived mechanisms.
Inductive Datatypes
Inductive datatypes [15] define a new type by providing constructors C1 , . . . , Cn
with recursive types τ1 , . . . , τn . They are defined with the command
datatype α κ = C1 τ1 | · · · | Cn τn
The types τ1 , . . . , τn are restricted to involve recursive occurrences of the type α κ
only on the right-hand side of function types and only nested under previously defined datatypes. We heavily employ some basic datatypes, such as products, sums,
the option type, the list type and the type of natural numbers. These datatypes are
defined with
datatype α × β = Pair α β
datatype α + β = Inl α | Inr β
datatype α option = None | Some α
datatype α list = Nil | Cons α (α list)
datatype nat = 0 | Suc nat
All datatypes are equipped with associated case expressions. For example, the
case expressions for the product and sum types are defined such that

(case Pair x y of Pair a b ⇒ f a b) = f x y,
(case Inl x of Inl l ⇒ f l | Inr r ⇒ g r ) = f x and
(case Inr y of Inl l ⇒ f l | Inr r ⇒ g r ) = g y holds.
A pair with values a and b is written more readably as (a, b). The selectors on
pairs fst and snd follow the law fst (a, b) = a and snd (a, b) = b. We often employ
(λ(a, b). f a b) as notation for (case ( x, y) of (a, b) ⇒ f a b).
For lists, we use these common notations: [] and x · xs denote the two list constructors Nil and Cons x xs. Longer lists such as (x · (y · (z · Nil))) are conveniently
written as [x, y, z]. The selectors of Cons, head and tail, are denoted by hd and
tl. The hd function is only specified for non-empty lists, i.e., hd (x · xs) = x. The
tail function is also defined for non-empty lists with the equations tl [] = [] and
tl (x · xs) = xs. For natural numbers, we use numerals as abbreviations for nested
Suc terms, e.g., 1 = Suc 0 and 2 = Suc 1. Isabelle/HOL also allows mutually
recursive datatypes, but we do not use them in the presentation of the thesis.
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Inductive Predicates
An inductive predicate P is the the least predicate closed under a given set of
introduction rules. It is defined by
inductive P :: τ ⇒ bool
where
Q1,1 u1,1 =⇒ · · · =⇒ Q1,m1 u1,m1 =⇒ P t1
| Qn,1 un,1 =⇒ · · · =⇒ Qn,mn un,mn =⇒ P tn
Isabelle ensures that the introduction rules are monotonic to guarantee the existence
and uniqueness of the least fix point. For example, the inductive predicate listrel
lifts a given relation on elements r point-wise onto lists:
inductive listrel :: (α ⇒ α ⇒ bool) ⇒ α list ⇒ α list ⇒ bool
where
listrel r [] []
| r x y =⇒ listrel r xs ys =⇒ listrel r (x · xs)(y · ys)
Isabelle also allows inductive predicates to be mutually recursive. For example,
consider the predicates even and odd:
inductive even :: nat ⇒ bool and odd :: nat ⇒ bool
where
even 0
| odd n =⇒ even (Suc n)
| even n =⇒ odd (Suc n)
Foundationally, they are defined via a conjoined least fixed point and suitable
projections. Besides the introduction rules, Isabelle provides an elimination and
induction rule for every inductive predicate.
Recursive Functions
Recursive functions can be defined by recursive equations. If the recursive equations are not restricted, the definitions can easily lead to inconsistencies, e.g., the
“definition“ f x = f x + 1 is inconsistent with n 6= n + 1. Therefore, recursive function definitions are only allowed if the recursive calls induce some well-founded
ordering.
Two simple examples of recursively defined functions on lists are append and
rev. The append function is written infix as ++.
fun append :: α list ⇒ α list ⇒ α list
where
append Nil ys = ys
| append (Cons x xs) ys = Cons x (append xs ys)
fun rev :: α list ⇒ α list
where
rev Nil = Nil
| rev (Cons x xs) = rev xs ++ [ x]
10

To find the well-founded ordering in these cases is simple, as both functions are
primitive recursive on the first argument.

2.1.3

Type Classes

As type classes play a prominent role in the implementation of the counterexample
generators, we illustrate the usage of type classes in Isabelle with a simple example. We consider type classes with a programming language’s point of view: Type
classes describe collections of types that provide operations of certain names and
types. Classes are defined with the command class naming their associated operations. The membership of type τ in the class c is given by providing operations
in the context of an instantiation τ :: c.
Whereas in a programming language like Haskell, the semantic properties of
the operations are only implicit, an interactive theorem prover allows making semantic properties explicit by augmenting the classes with class axioms. Therefore,
class instances not only declare operations with certain names, but also provide
proofs that the operations respect the stated class axioms. For example, the class
order states that types of this class provide a partial order ≤:
class order =
fixes ≤ :: τ ⇒ τ ⇒ bool
assumes x ≤ x
and x ≤ y =⇒ y ≤ x =⇒ x = y
and x ≤ y =⇒ y ≤ z =⇒ x ≤ z
As stated by the three class axioms, the relation should be reflexive, antisymmetric
and transitive. Choosing the ordering on natural numbers, we declare the type nat
a member of the type class order:
instantiation nat :: order
begin
fun ≤nat :: nat ⇒ nat ⇒ bool
where
0 ≤nat m ←→ True
Suc n ≤nat Suc m ←→ n ≤nat m
instance hproofi
end
The boundary of a context is indicated by keywords begin and end. The notation
hproofi is placeholder for the proof of the class axioms for ≤nat . The actual proof is
of no interest here. Isabelle also allows parametric instances. For example, the order
on α list can be defined extending the order on α to a point-wise order on α list:
instantiation list :: (order) order
begin
definition ≤list :: α list ⇒ α list ⇒ bool
where xs ≤list ys ←→ listrel (λx y. x ≤ y) xs ys
11

instance hproofi
end
Similarly one can provide instantiations for other type constructors, like the product and sum type.
Note that there is at most one instantiation for each type constructor. Consequently, once the class order on lists is instantiated to point-wise ordering, it
permits us to redefine the ordering to be the lexicographic ordering on lists. Type
classes enable us to define constants by primitive recursion over types, e.g., the
order on lists is defined recursing on the order of the list’s type arguments. We
use type classes for definitions with primitive recursion over types heavily in this
thesis. Throughout the presentation, we denote the instance of a class operation c
with type τ by cτ .

2.2

Code Generation

With all the definitional principles and type classes at hand, HOL provides everything to serve as an adequate functional programming language and specification
language, as suggested by Nipkow’s slogan [93, ch. 1.1]:
HOL = Functional Programming + Logic
However, one should be aware of subtle differences between the HOL logic and a
functional programming language: HOL does not mandate any fixed evaluation
order. Furthermore, as HOL allows us to define non-computable functions, the
definitions in HOL may not even have a counterpart in a functional programming
language.
Isabelle’s code generator [53, 54] views a subset of HOL as a functional programming language and turns a set of equational theorems (code equations) into
a functional program with the same equational rewrite system. As it builds on
equational logic, the translation guarantees partial correctness and allows the user
to refine programs and data. The code generator supports the target languages
Standard ML, OCaml, Haskell and Scala.
For example, Isabelle’s code generator produces the following Standard ML
code for the append function:
structure List : sig
datatype ’a list = Nil | Cons of ’a * ’a list
val append : ’a list -> ’a list -> ’a list
end = struct
datatype ’a list = Nil | Cons of ’a * ’a list;
fun append Nil ys = ys
| append (Cons (x, xs)) ys = Cons (x, append xs ys);
end;
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In a first approximation, code generation might be considered a simple syntactic
transformation of the function’s definition. In the next section, we see that the
generated code can tremendously differ from the definition in HOL.
Type classes are eliminated by expressing them with suitable notions of the
target language. In Haskell, they are expressed by the built-in type classes. For
target languages that do not support type classes, like Standard ML, they can be
expressed by a dictionary construction.

2.2.1

Program Refinement

Program refinement is a technique that enables us to separate code generation issues
from the rest of the formalization. As any executable equational theorem suffices
for code generation, users can locally derive new equations to be used for code
generation. Hence, existing definitions and proofs remain unaffected, while still
providing an efficient implementation.
The Standard ML code for the rev function above can be generated using these
two theorems as code equations:
rev Nil = Nil
rev (Cons x xs) = rev xs ++ [ x]
However, the code equations are exchangeable. We can also employ other derived
equations for code generation. This mechanism is called program refinement. We
show a simple example here. We implement list reversal with an optimized tailrecursive function. At first, we simply define an additional constant prepend-rev
that prepends the reverse of a list to another list:
definition prepend-rev :: α list ⇒ α list ⇒ α list
where
prepend-rev xs ys = (rev xs) ++ ys
Intuitively, this constant captures the intermediate states in the execution of the
list reversal. From this definition, we can derive the following two equations for
prepend-rev:
lemma [code] :
prepend-rev Nil ys = ys
prepend-rev (Cons x xs) ys = prepend-rev xs (Cons x ys)
The annotation [code] registers these equations as code equations for the constant.
Instead of the definitional equations, the code generator now use the alternative
ones. The rev function is also expressed by the alternative equation
lemma [code] :
rev xs = prepend-rev xs Nil
Putting everything together, we obtain a Standard ML program that uses the tailrecursive prepend-rev function for list reversal:
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structure List : sig
datatype ’a list = Nil | Cons of ’a * ’a list
val prepend_rev : ’a list -> ’a list -> ’a list
val rev : ’a list -> ’a list
end = struct
datatype ’a list = Nil | Cons of ’a * ’a list;
fun prepend_rev (Cons (x, xs)) ys =
prepend_rev xs (Cons (x, ys))
| prepend_rev Nil ys = ys;
fun rev xs = prepend_rev xs Nil;
end;

2.2.2

Data Refinement

Data refinement enables the user to replace constructors of a datatype by other
constants and derive equations that pattern-match on these new (pseudo-)constructors. The new constructors neither need to be injective and pairwise disjoint,
nor exhaust the type. Again, this affects only code generation, but not the logical
properties of the type.
We illustrate data refinement with a simple example. In a strict language, such
as Standard ML, functions are executed eagerly. In this example, we set up the
code generator to represent lists in such a way that list functions are executed
lazily using a standard idiom [99]. The refinement step does not affect the definition of lists in HOL, but for code generation, we view lists as a datatype with
alternative constructors.
In a first step, we define the constant LCons, the constructor Cons with a semantically vacuous unit closure for its tail:
definition LCons :: α ⇒ (unit ⇒ α list) ⇒ α list
where
LCons x lxs = Cons x (lxs ())
The purpose of the unit closure is that list functions are executed lazily in the eager
language, as the closure enforces that the inner evaluation is delayed until the unit
value is applied to the closure. With the following command, code generation
views the constants Nil and LCons as constructors for the list type:
code-datatype Nil LCons
Finally, the simple program refinement
lemma [code] :
append Nil ys = ys
append (LCons x lxs) ys = LCons x (λu. append (lxs ()) ys)
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for the append function allows us to execute the function lazily. We inspect lazy
lists with the retrieve function, which returns the list’s element with a given index
and evaluates the list only as far as necessary:
fun retrieve :: α list ⇒ nat ⇒ α option
where
retrieve Nil i = None
| retrieve (Cons x xs) 0 = Some x
| retrieve (Cons x xs) (Suc n) = retrieve xs n
lemma [code] :
retrieve Nil i = None
retrieve (LCons x xs) 0 = Some x
retrieve (LCons x lxs) (Suc n) = retrieve (lxs ()) n
Provided with this setup, the code generator produces the Standard ML program
with lazy lists:
structure List : sig
datatype nat = Zero | Suc of nat
datatype ’a list = Nil | LCons of ’a * (unit -> ’a list)
val append : ’a list -> ’a list -> ’a list
val retrieve : ’a list -> nat -> ’a option
end = struct
datatype nat = Zero | Suc of nat;
datatype ’a list = Nil | LCons of ’a * (unit -> ’a list);
fun append (LCons (x, lxs)) ys =
LCons (x, (fn _ => append (lxs ()) ys))
| append Nil ys = ys;
fun retrieve (LCons (x, lxs)) (Suc n) = retrieve (lxs ()) n
| retrieve (LCons (x, lxs)) Zero = SOME x
| retrieve Nil i = NONE;
end;

As the resulting source code in the target language largely reflects the code equations, we omit the presentation of generated code in the rest of this thesis.

2.2.3

Execution of Inductive Specifications

The code generator is limited to purely equational specifications by its design.
However, Isabelle also provides means to define constants by inductive predicates (§2.1.2). For the execution of inductive predicates, we must turn an inductive
specification into an executable equational one. In the following, we present two
techniques to do this.
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Unfolding Equations
We have contributed a tool that provides a simple equational description for every
inductive predicate: the one-step unfolding of the least-fixed point equation. For
example, the predicates even and odd are equipped with the unfolding equations
even n = (n = 0 ∨ (∃m. n = Suc m ∧ odd m))
odd n = (∃m. n = Suc m ∧ even m)
As these equations contain unbounded existential quantifiers, they are not executable directly. However, if we instantiate the right-hand sides adequately and
simplify the equations, the resulting equations do not contain any existential quantifiers and can be used for code generation. In our example, instantiating even and
odd with patterns even 0, even (Suc n), odd 0 and odd (Suc 0), we automatically
obtain simple executable equations:
even 0 = True
even (Suc n) = odd n

odd 0 = False
odd (Suc n) = even n

This simple method yields an executable equation if all existential quantifiers in
the equations are eliminated. The existential elimination succeeds only in special
cases, e.g., if the variables of the right-hand sides are a subset of the left-hand
sides. If this condition is not met, we must employ a more sophisticated method,
which is integrated in the predicate compiler.
Predicate Compiler
Another contribution is the predicate compiler [16], which translates specifications of
inductive predicates (the introduction rules) into executable equational theorems
for Isabelle’s code generator. The translation is based on the notion of modes.
A mode partitions the arguments into input and output. For a given predicate,
the predicate compiler infers the set of possible modes such that all terms are
ground during execution. The code equations implement a Prolog-style depthfirst execution strategy. Lazy sequences are used to express the nondeterministic
behavior of the execution in the functional language.
For example, the predicate appendP of type α list ⇒ α list ⇒ α list ⇒ bool
corresponding to the function append is defined by the two rules, appendP [] ys ys
and appendP xs ys zs =⇒ appendP (x · xs) ys (x · zs). This predicate supports several
modes:
• From the first two arguments xs ys, we can compute the third argument,
essentially evaluating xs ++ ys. This corresponds to the mode i ⇒ i ⇒ o ⇒
bool where i denotes input and o output.
• Inversely, we can enumerate the set of the first two lists given the third list
zs, i.e., compute {(xs, ys). xs ++ ys = zs}: o ⇒ o ⇒ i ⇒ bool.
• Given all three arguments, we can check whether the first two lists appended
equal the third: i ⇒ i ⇒ i ⇒ bool.
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• Or we can allow other modes that combine computing and checking, e.g.,
modes i ⇒ o ⇒ i ⇒ bool and o ⇒ i ⇒ i ⇒ bool.
Since its initial description [16], we improved the compiler in various aspects.
First, we have enriched modes to handle the ubiquitous product types in a
finer-grained manner. For example, given a relation R of type α × β ⇒ bool it
previously was restricted to two possible modes: The argument was considered as
either input or output. Our new implementation also allows modes, where some
components of a tuple are input and others output, which enables us to enumerate
{y. R ( x, y)} for some relation R.
Second, we also improved the compilation scheme. The previous one sequentially checked which of the introduction rules were applicable. Hence, the input
values were repeatedly matched against the patterns of the terms in the conclusion of each introduction rule. This compilation scheme is fairly simple, but often
rather inefficient: Given an inductive predicate with n introduction rules, the input arguments underwent pattern-matching n times. For large specifications, such
as a full-fledged Java semantics [78] with 88 rules, this naive compilation made
execution virtually impossible due to the large number of rules. To obtain an efficient code expression, we modified the compilation scheme to partition the rules
by patterns of the input values first and then only compose the matching rules.
This resembles similar techniques in Prolog compilers, such as clause indexing
and switch detection. We achieved dramatic performance improvements with this
modification in various applications.
Third, the predicate compiler was originally limited to the restricted syntactic
form of introduction rules. We added some preprocessing that transforms definitions in predicate logic to a set of introduction rules. Thus the predicate compiler becomes applicable to predicates specified by other means than inductive
definitions. Furthermore, (recursive) functions can be automatically preprocessed
to (inductively-defined) relations by flattening nested function terms into a set of
premises. We describe this improvement in more detail in sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.
Fourth, the predicate compiler now offers program refinement similar to the
code generator.
Last, mode annotations restrict the generation of code equations to modes of
interest. This is useful because the set of modes is exponential in the number of
arguments of a predicate. Therefore, the space and time consumption of the underlying mode inference algorithm grows exponentially in that number. For larger
applications, the plain construction of this set of modes demands all available resource of memory. To sidestep this limitation, modes can be declared and hence
they are not inferred, but only checked to be consistent.

2.2.4

Contributions to Isabelle’s Code Generation

The main purpose of this chapter was to provide a gentle introduction to the
Isabelle system and its code generation facilities, upon which Quickcheck builds.
One of the key points for the added value of Quickcheck in Isabelle is the code
generator’s ability to generate executable code for many specifications.
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This ability is thanks to numerous improvements to the code generation setup
in Isabelle/HOL in the scope of this thesis. We just scratch the surface of some
improvements of different character here:
• Correcting the type erasure in the serialization.
We lifted a previously existing limitation of the code generator, concerning
the type erasure in the serialization phase for Haskell code [53, §3.4]. Serialization is the last phase where the generated code in an intermediate
language is turned into concrete source code. During the translation process, the expressions in the intermediate language are annotated with explicit types. However when printing the concrete source code, the types are
usually omitted, as they can be commonly inferred by the compiler afterward and the generated code resembles more closely to a human-written
style. Unfortunately, in the presence of type classes in Haskell source code,
omitted types cannot be not re-inferred in general. Here is a contrived example to show the problematic case.
class c =
fixes f :: α
instance nat :: c [. . .]
definition g :: nat
where g = (let x = (f :: nat) in 1)
If the definition of g is used for code generation, the annotation for f in the
definition must be preserved in the generated code, because the type is required to disambiguate the instance of f, but it cannot be inferred from g’s
type alone. Previously, the serializer to Haskell code had a simple incomplete heuristics to add types in some special cases [53, §3.4.2], but it missed
cases such as the one above. Quickcheck’s intensive application of the code
generator forced us to replace the incomplete heuristics by a solution to handle all cases correctly. The new solution applies type inference on the whole
expression after the types are erased. It then compares the expression with
inferred types against the original expression with the known types and adds
a minimal number of type annotations to the Haskell code to ensure that the
Haskell compiler is never confronted with ambiguous expressions.
• Adding a code preprocessor for set comprehensions
Sets are refined by lists for code generation. This representation requires
sets to be constructed by some basic operations, e.g., union, intersection or
Cartesian product, but disallows general set comprehensions { x. P x} for
some arbitrary boolean predicate P.
However, many set comprehensions can be expressed by the implemented
basic operations. For example, { x. ( x ∈ A ∧ x ∈ B) ∨ x ∈ C } is equivalent to
( A ∩ B) ∪ C. A less constructed example is the definition of the concatenation
of two formal languages A and B:
conc A B = {xs ++ ys | xs ys. xs ∈ A ∧ ys ∈ B}
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This definition can also be expressed with the executable operations as
conc A B = (λ(xs, ys). xs ++ ys) ‘ (A × B)
where f ‘ A = {f x | x ∈ A} and A × B = {(x, y). x ∈ A ∧ y ∈ B}
A proof procedure in the code preprocessor automatically rewrites set comprehensions to expressions built from the basic operations. This makes many
set comprehensions executable.
• Refinement of existing specifications towards executability.
A further step was to improve code generation setup of specific concepts
to enable their evaluation or to improve the evaluation’s performance. We
just mention two of these refinement here: For refutation of conjectures
about multisets, we provided setup that allows us to execute the common
set operations on multisets, e.g., union, intersection and set difference. We
also inspected existing setup for code generation for possible performance
improvements. For example, the predicate identity-on, which expresses the
identity relation over a predicate P, is defined in a way that makes the evaluation of this constant very slow:
definition identity-on :: (α ⇒ bool) ⇒ α × α ⇒ bool
where identity-on P = (λy. ∃ x. P x ∧ y = ( x, x))
By simply stating the alternative equivalent definition,
identity-on P = (λ(y1 , y2 ). y1 = y2 ∧ P y1 ),
and employing it for the evaluation increased the evaluation’s performance
of identity-on dramatically.
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Chapter 3

Random and Exhaustive Testing
This chapter describes Quickcheck’s main infrastructure and two of four testing
approaches: random and exhaustive testing.
Figure 3.1 depicts Quickcheck’s main components and artifacts during an invocation. Quickcheck takes the user’s conjecture as input and returns a falsifying
assignment of the free variables as counterexample if the conjecture is found to
be invalid. Most workload of this task is delegated to Isabelle’s code generator
and the ML interpreter. Quickcheck’s main responsibility is to transform the conjecture into a test program that attempts to refute the conjecture. Isabelle’s code
generator is responsible to produce the ML source code of this program; the ML
interpreter evaluates this program and directly returns the counterexample.
Delegating the task to the code generator and the interpreter makes Quickcheck lightweight and simple to implement. For example, as Quickcheck shares
Isabelle’s code generation with other applications, it adopts all the specific configuration of the code generator. Furthermore, it does not need to take care of many
technical issues: As it only processes the conjecture, it never needs to compute
the call graph and retrieve the code equations of functions that are used in the
conjecture. At the same time, Quickcheck’s reliance on the code generator impairs
its ability to do specific program transformations.

3.1

From Conjectures to Test Programs

Given a conjecture, Quickcheck builds a test program that combines the conjecture’s evaluation with the generation of test values. This test program is then
passed to Isabelle’s code generator, which executes it efficiently within Isabelle’s
underlying ML run-time system. Turning the conjecture into a test program is a
step common to both random and exhaustive testing.
Quickcheck creates a test program for a given conjecture by enclosing its evaluation with test data generators for its free variables. The test program returns
the counterexample as an optional value: It either returns Some x, where x is a
counterexample, or None. Both testing approaches define test data generators. A
generator creates a finite domain of values and performs a test for a given conjecture to all elements of that domain. Our presentation here focuses on exhaustive
testing. The construction for random testing is analogous.
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Figure 3.1: Main components and constructed artifacts of Isabelle’s Quickcheck
Given a function c that checks the conjecture for a single value, the generator exhaustive c yields a function that checks the conjecture for all values up to a
given bound. For further user interaction, a counterexample of type τ is mapped
to a fixed type result using the function reify :: τ ⇒ result. We describe the generators and the reification in detail in §3.2 and §3.3.4. A simple test program for a
conjecture C with a single variable x can be expressed as
exhaustive (λx. if C x then None else Some (reify x))
Test programs are improved by taking the common structure of conjectures into
account, as a list of premises and a conclusion. If a premise does not depend on a
free variable, the generation of values for this free variable can be postponed until
after checking the premise. Thus, Quickcheck optimizes the test program so that
it generates the values for each variable as late as possible. This improvement is in
particular important for exhaustive testing, as it turns the brute force enumeration
into a backtracking one, in which a large number of candidates are avoided by a
single test.
For example, consider the function insort, which inserts an element into a
sorted list in such a way that it remains sorted. If insort is implemented correctly,
the following property should hold:
sorted xs =⇒ sorted (insort x xs)
Quickcheck generates values for xs and checks the premise sorted xs. Now only
for values fulfilling the premise, Quickcheck proceeds generating values for x,
and checks the conclusion insort x xs. Consequently, Quickcheck produces this
optimized test program:
exhaustive (λxs. if ¬ sorted xs then None
else exhaustive (λx. if sorted (insort x xs) then None
else Some (reify (x, xs))))
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In the presence of (multiple) premises, this interleaving of generation and evaluation already improves its performance dramatically. In chapter 4, we optimize the
generation and evaluation of this kind of conjecture further.

3.2

Test Data Generators

Quickcheck defines test data generators for random and exhaustive testing (§3.2.2
and §3.2.3). For both strategies, Quickcheck supports the definition of generators:
Generators of inductive datatypes (§3.2.4) are defined automatically, and generators of arbitrary type definitions (§3.2.5) require some guidance from the user.
Both approaches build on a family of test data generators. These test data
generators are type-based, i.e., there is exactly one generator for each type. Generators for a complex type τ are constructed following its structure, which is nicely
described using type classes in Isabelle [120]. For example, given a generator for
polymorphic lists α list and a generator for the type of natural numbers (type nat),
the generator for nat list is implicitly composed from those two generators by the
type class mechanism (cf. §2.1.3).
Generators are combined by chaining and choosing between alternatives. The
generators express a nondeterministic (branching) computation. The generators’
operations are closely related to operations on a plus monad, a generalization of
the ideas for nondeterministic computations in [114].

3.2.1

Nondeterministic Computations

Nondeterministic computations provide a general basis for the specific purpose
of test data generation. We give an overview how nondeterministic computations
are expressed in a functional language. This summarizes some descriptions distributed over a number of papers [45, 56, 109, 114].
Monads [115] are used to express computational effects in a functional programming language. A type constructor M forms a monad if it is equipped with
the two operations, return :: α ⇒ α M and bind, (>>=) :: α M ⇒ (α ⇒ β M ) ⇒ β M,
and satisfies the monad laws:
return a >
>= f = f a
m >
>= return = m
(m >>= k1 ) >>= k2 = m >>= (λa. k1 a >>= k2 )
The monad laws express that return is left and right unit and bind is associative.
Monads are widely used to express computations with state, exceptions or output.
As we focus on nondeterministic computations, we also employ two further operations for failure and choice: mzero is the computation with no successful results,
i.e., a failing computation; and mplus combines two alternative computations, i.e.,
we allow branching computations:
mzero :: α M
mplus :: α M ⇒ α M ⇒ α M
The two functions mzero and mplus (with ⊕ as infix notation) form a monoid:
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mzero ⊕ m = m
m ⊕ mzero = m
m1 ⊕ (m2 ⊕ m3 ) = (m1 ⊕ m2 ) ⊕ m3
Together with return and bind, the four operations form a plus monad if the laws
zero >
>= f = zero, and either
(m1 ⊕ m2 ) >>= f = (m1 >>= f ) ⊕ (m2 >>= f ) (left distribution) or
(return a) ⊕ m = return a (left catch) hold.1
Nondeterministic computations are expressed employing these four primitives.
For example, the function any chooses nondeterministically one among a list of
alternative values for some plus monad M:
any :: α list ⇒ α M
any [] = mzero
any (x · xs) = return x ⊕ any xs
A simple implementation of a plus monad is the list monad. In this monad, alternative values of the computations are expressed by a list of successes:
return x = [x]
xs >
>= f = [y. y ← f x, x ← xs] = concat (map f xs)
mzero = []
mplus xs ys = xs ++ ys
where concat :: α list list ⇒ α list is defined by
concat [] = []
concat (xs · xss) = xs ++ (concat xss)
Although the list monad suffices to express nondeterministic behavior, its behavior
(in a strict language) is very inefficient because the list of all possible alternatives is
stored in the memory. In our application, testing a conjecture exhaustively with a
million test cases is expressed as a computation with a million alternatives. In the
case of such a computation, modeling the computation with the list monad would
quickly take up all physical memory. To obtain an appropriate and efficient model
for nondeterministic computations, we make use of two other plus monads, the
option monad and the continuation monad. The option monad only returns the first
successful computation:
return x = Some x

(Some x) >>= f = f x
None >
>= f = None
mzero = None
mplus (Some x) y = Some x
mplus None y = y
1 For

our purposes, we assume that if one of the two laws holds, we call it a plus monad. In a
more refined view of plus monads [121], a structure is called a plus monad if left distribution holds
and an or monad if left catch holds.
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For more efficient backtracking, we write our nondeterministic programs with
continuation-passing style. A function in continuation-passing style does not return its result to its caller, but takes as an additional argument the continuation,
which takes the computed result as argument and continues the computation. A
continuation monad can be combined with different computations. To describe
a continuation monad in its full generality requires rank-2 polymorphism. As
Isabelle’s logic HOL is limited to rank-1 polymorphism, we present continuation
monads in a restricted setting, but expressible in HOL. We assume τ to be some
fixed type. A continuation can be described as datatype cont with one constructor
Cont :: ((α ⇒ τ) ⇒ τ) ⇒ α cont and its destructor run :: α cont ⇒ (α ⇒ τ) ⇒ τ,
such that run (Cont c) = c. The monad operations are then defined by
return x = Cont (λf . f x)
m>
>= f = Cont (λc. run m (λx. run (f x) c))
If we are given two operations, failure and choice, on type τ, we can define a continuation plus monad:
mzero = Cont (λf . failure)
mplus m1 m2 = Cont (λf . choice (run m1 f ) (run m2 f )
The functions failure and choice resemble mzero and mplus but do not require τ to
be a monad. This forms the basis for expressing nondeterministic computations.
The test programs have a special characteristic compared with nondeterministic computations, which motivates the chosen plus monads employed in our
exhaustive generators (§3.2.3).

3.2.2

Basic Random Generators

Random generators are provided by the type class random, which defines a function random of type nat ⇒ seed ⇒ τ × seed for type τ in this class. The generator
yields one value of type τ, and is parametrized by the size of values to be generated. The state seed is used for the underlying random engine. Random generators
are chained together by the return and bind (>>=) operators on an open state monad:
return :: α ⇒ σ ⇒ α × σ
return x s = (x, s)
>
>= :: (σ ⇒ α × σ) ⇒ (α ⇒ σ ⇒ β × σ) ⇒ σ ⇒ β × σ
(f >>= g) s = g x s0 where (x, s0 ) = f s
In this setting, the random generator for product types is built from generators for
its type constructor’s arguments, where i denotes the size:
randomα×β i = randomα i >>= (λx. randomβ i >>= (λy. return (x, y)))
Given a list of generators with associated weights, select yields a random generator
that chooses one of the generators (randomly using the seed value). The weights
are used to give a non-uniform probability distribution to the alternatives. The
random generator for the sum type α + β (with constructors Inl and Inr) illustrates
selecting of alternative generators:
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randomα+β i = select [(1, randomα i >>= (λx. return (Inl x))),
(1, randomβ i >>= (λx. return (Inr x)))])
Given a random seed, the test program with random generators produces one
random value, tests the conjecture with this value and returns the evaluation’s
result and the next random seed. Quickcheck calls this test program for a fixed
number of times and if it finds a counterexample, it returns this counterexample
to the user. Otherwise, it continues checking the conjecture with increasing size
and a fixed number of tests, until the user-provided limit for the size is reached.

3.2.3

Basic Exhaustive Generators

Similar to random generators, exhaustive generators are provided by the type
class exhaustive with a function exhaustive of type (τ ⇒ result option) ⇒ nat ⇒
result option. In contrast to random generators, which only yield one value, the
exhaustive generators produce many values with a nondeterministic computation.
To make this computation efficient, the exhaustive generators are expressed with
continuations: They take a continuation (which ultimately checks the conjecture),
and evaluate it with all values of type τ up to the given size.
Generators are chained by nesting the continuations. For example, for a given
continuation c and size i, the generator for product types is defined by
exhaustiveα×β c i = exhaustiveα (λx. exhaustiveβ (λy. c ( x, y)) i) i
Since only the order of alternatives, but not their weights, is relevant for exhaustive
testing, generators can be simply combined with the binary operation t, which
chooses the first Some value when evaluating from left to right:

t :: α option ⇒ α option ⇒ α option
(Some x) t y = Some x
None t y = y
The generator for α + β joins the two exhaustive generators for types α and β
employing the operator t:
exhaustiveα+β c i =
exhaustiveα (λx. c (Inl x)) i t exhaustiveβ (λx. c (Inr x)) i
If we evaluate the definition of the t operation in a strict language with callby-value strategy, the second argument y is evaluated even if it is not required.
However, Quickcheck expresses the t operation with the case expression
x t y = (case x of Some x0 ⇒ Some x0 | None ⇒ y)
and inlines this definition, and hence creates a test program that evaluates the
alternatives only if required.
Relating to the descriptions in §3.2.1, the exhaustive generators can be described as a continuation plus monad combined with the option monad, but for
the definition of the generators, we omitted wrapping the continuation constructor Cont. For the nondeterministic computation of the test program, we view a
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property’s evaluation that returns true and hence does not yield a counterexample,
as a failing computation. Chaining of two generators and choosing between two
generators essentially implement the operations bind and mplus, but the operations
for exhaustive generators take the size as further argument.

3.2.4

Generators for Inductive Datatypes

Commonly, new types are defined by datatype declarations. For these types,
Quickcheck automatically constructs random and exhaustive generators upon the
type’s definition. The construction of random generators has been described
in [14], so we only sketch the construction of exhaustive generators here.
We view a datatype as a recursive type definition of a sum of product types.
For example, the datatype α list can be seen as least fixed point of the equation
α list ∼
= unit + α × (α list). Following the scheme of exhaustive generators for
product and sum type, the exhaustive generator for lists is defined recursively:
exhaustiveα list c i = if i = 0 then None else (c Nil t
exhaustiveα (λx. exhaustiveα list (λxs. c (Cons x xs)) (i − 1)) i)
Generalizing this example to an arbitrary datatype is straightforward; only recursion through functions takes some care.
Completeness of the Generators
As the test data generators are defined in the logical framework, we can prove the
completeness of the test data generators, i.e., we can prove that generators test a
given property for all possible values up to a given bound.
To express this property, we first must make the notion of size more explicit.
We define a type class size equipped with a function size :: τ ⇒ nat, which captures
the maximal depth of constructors of the value. For example, the size of lists
defined as
sizeα list [] = 1
sizeα list (x · xs) = max (sizeα x) (sizeα list xs)
We now would like to show the following property:

(∃v. sizeτ v ≤ n ∧ is-some ( f v)) ←→ is-some (exhaustiveτ f n)
where is-some (Some x) = True, is-some (None) = False
The function exhaustive checks the function f for all values whose size is less than
or equal to n. In other words, the function exhaustive covers the domain of small
values completely.
We would like to prove this property for all datatypes τ in Isabelle once and for
all. However, this is not possible, because the logic permits to express this property in this full generality. Although the construction of the exhaustive generators
follows a fixed scheme, this scheme is only defined on the metalevel. In the logical
system, Quickcheck only provides the concrete instances for every datatype when
the datatype is declared. Nevertheless, we can show the property for every declared datatype with a proof procedure that proves the property after the datatype’s
definition. For this purpose, we capture the property by the type class complete:
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class complete = exhaustive + size +
assumes (∃v. sizeτ v ≤ n ∧ is-some ( f v)) ←→ is-some (exhaustiveτ f n)
By showing that the type constructor list is an instance of this class, we prove the
completeness of the test data generator for polymorphic lists. The instance proof
for lists yields no surprises: It is proved by induction on n and deploys the type
class axiom of complete and the size definitions.
A general proof procedure for arbitrary datatypes would essentially follow
the lines of the instance proof for the list type constructor, although it might be
technically challenging to implement. As this is only of minor benefit for the
counterexample generator, we did not pursue this any further. The formalization
of the presented example can be inspected at src/HOL/Quickcheck_Examples/
Completeness.thy in the Isabelle repository.

3.2.5

Generators for Arbitrary Type Definitions

Beyond inductive datatypes, types can also be defined by other means, e.g., by
HOL-style type definitions. For such types, code generation requires special setup
by the user. Quickcheck provides a simple interface for registering custom generators. One simply lists the constructing functions for values of this type. Generators
are then built using these functions, as if they were datatype constructors for this
type. For example, red-black trees are binary search trees with a sophisticated
invariant. The type (α, β) rbt contains all binary search trees with keys of type α
and values of type β fulfilling the invariant. Values of this type can be generated
with the invariant-preserving operations
empty :: (α, β) rbt
insert :: α ⇒ β ⇒ (α, β) rbt ⇒ (α, β) rbt
Accepting these non-free constructors of (α, β) rbt as constructing functions, Quickcheck provides random and exhaustive generators for (α, β) rbt that produce values starting with the empty tree and executing a sequence of insert operations.
The random generator chooses the key and value for the insert operation randomly from the set of possible values, whereas the exhaustive generator enumerates all possible keys and values (up to a given size) for the insert operations. Since
Quickcheck does not take the equivalence classes of the non-free constructors into
account, the generator might produce many identical values. For example, the
equation insert k1 v1 (insert k2 v2 empty) = insert k2 v2 (insert k1 v1 empty) holds
if k1 6= k2 . Ignoring this equivalence, the generator produces some trees at least
twice: once when engaging the sequence of two insert operations with (k1 , v1 ) and
(k2 , v2 ), and for a second time, engaging the sequence of the two insert operations
swapped. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that the generator covers all values
of the underlying representation type up to the given size.
Generators for Functions
For random testing, the generator for functions employs a special construction.
As only a fraction of the domain of the generated function is queried, the function’s return values are generated only when the function is called. To keep the
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function’s return values consistent, previously generated return values for functions are stored. At the beginning of each test case, Quickcheck creates a reference
value that stores an empty table and a random seed. Every time, the generated
function is called, Quickcheck either returns the value that has been stored in the
table for some previous function call with the same argument or generates a fresh
random value using the stored random seed and stores it in the table. This implementation in Standard ML is then combined with the test program generated
from Isabelle.
For exhaustive testing, function values are generated by constructing constant
functions and applying a sequence of function updates:
exhaustive’ (c :: (α ⇒ β) ⇒ result option) i j = (if i = 0 then None
else exhaustiveβ (λb. c (λx. b)) j) t
(exhaustive’ (λ f . exhaustiveα (λa. exhaustiveβ
(λb. c ( f (a := b))) j) j) (i − 1) j)
exhaustiveα⇒β c i = exhaustive’ c i i
where f (a := b) = (λx. if x = a then b else f x)
In contrast to the function generator for random testing, the function generator
for exhaustive testing eliminates the need to tie some ML implementation with
the generated code.

3.3

Extensions of the Infrastructure

So far, we presented the core parts of Quickcheck. In this section, we touch on
further aspects: testing of parametrized and polymorphic conjectures and conjunctures with type classes, reification of results, and underspecified functions.

3.3.1

Parametrized Conjectures

Locales [9] in Isabelle allow us to prove theorems abstractly, relative to a set of
fixed parameters and assumptions. Interpretation of locales transfers theorems from
their abstract context to other (concrete) contexts by instantiating the parameters
and proving the assumptions.
For example, the locale antisym captures that a relation R is antisymmetric:
locale antisym = fixes R assumes R x y =⇒ R y x =⇒ x = y
Two concrete examples of the antisym locale are the polymorphic equality relation
on any type α and the order relation on natural numbers. When the user provides
a proof that these relations are antisymmetric, the system registers the two interpretations of the locale antisym, so that all facts derived in the locale context are
available for the two concrete examples.
Quickcheck has two strategies to refute a conjecture in a locale context:
• Instantiate to known interpretations. Quickcheck instantiates the conjecture to
all interpretations that have been declared by the user, and then tests the
resulting conjectures sequentially.
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• Expand the parameters and axioms. Quickcheck tries to refute the abstract conjecture by adding all locale assumptions to the abstract conjecture. As a consequence, the test programs first search for variable assignments that fulfill
the locale assumptions, and then check the conjecture.
As an example, we conjecture that every antisymmetric relation is transitive, i.e.,
∀ x y. R x y =⇒ R y z =⇒ R x z holds in antisym.
Following the first approach, Quickcheck instantiates the conjecture to the two
interpretations, and checks the two conjectures ∀ x y. x = y =⇒ y = x =⇒ x = z,
and ∀ x :: nat y :: nat. x ≤ y =⇒ y ≤ x =⇒ x = z. Following the second approach,
Quickcheck also tests the expanded conjecture:

∀R. (∀ x y. R x y =⇒ R y x =⇒ x = y) =⇒ ∀ x y. R x y =⇒ R y z =⇒ R x z
Coincidentally, the conjecture holds on the two interpretations; however for the
expanded conjecture, Quickcheck finds the counterexample, R = (λx y. ( x = a2 ∧
y = a3 ) ∨ ( x = a3 ∧ y = a1 )), x = a2 , y = a3 , z = a1 .
The two options complement each other: The first option only uses the declared interpretations, and can easily miss simple counterexamples, as we have
seen in the example. The second option is more general and can be applied even
if no interpretations in the development were declared. However, searching for
models by testing can be cumbersome, as the testing methods are inappropriate
to find functions given a set of constraints. Therefore, the second option only
succeeds if small models exist. In contrast, choosing declared interpretations renders the search for models unnecessary and reduces the search space significantly,
making Quickcheck also applicable for large models.
In Isabelle, it is still technically very complicated to obtain an executable specification for interpretations. This spoils the otherwise overall impression of Quickcheck’s enhancements with parametrized conjectures. Unfortunately, Quickcheck
is inherently limited by this weakness of the Isabelle system.

3.3.2

Conjectures with Type Classes

Polymorphic conjectures can also be restricted by sort constraints, i.e., the property
is only stated for types with specific classes. For example, one might believe that
any order is linear and state the conjecture

(a :: α :: order) ≤ b ∧ b ≤ c =⇒ a ≤ c
Although type classes and locales serve a very similar purpose, they are encoded
differently in the system. In particular, the code generator translates type classes,
but is unaware of the locale mechanism. This circumstance allows Quickcheck to
follow only an approach, similar to the first approach of parametrized conjectures.
Quickcheck instantiates the conjecture with all types that fulfill the sort constraints
and have been registered in the development.
The second approach for parametrized conjectures suggests to enumerate all
small types and the type classes’ operations that fulfill the class constraints. However, enumerating types is not possible naively as this enumeration is not expressible in the logic. If Quickcheck could choose an alternative translation of types and
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type classes, it could express the enumeration of types in the test program. However, as Quickcheck’s translation relies heavily on the code generator’s translation,
we cannot modify the translation for types and type classes.
To strengthen Quickcheck on conjectures with type classes nonetheless, Isabelle provides a special library of small types for some of the typical classes arising
in formalizations. This improves the situation with type classes to some extent, but
handling conjectures with type classes still remains a weak point of Quickcheck.

3.3.3

Polymorphic Conjectures

If the conjecture is polymorphic, we can instantiate the type variables with any
concrete type for refuting it. Older versions of Quickcheck instantiated type
variables with the type of integers (if possible depending on the type class constraints), and tested the conjecture with increasing integer values. Lately, Quickcheck prefers to use a set of small finite types instead, so that conjectures with
quantifiers, e.g., existential conjectures ∃ x :: α. P x, can be refuted by a small finite
number of P tests.
The implementation for refuting quantified formulas over a finite type is based
on the type class enum. Type classes allow us to obtain implementations for more
complex types by composition. For example, the type α × β ⇒ γ is finite if α, β and
γ are finite types. The type class enum provides three operations for every finite
type τ: The operation univ :: τ list enumerates the finite universe; the operations
all :: (τ ⇒ bool) ⇒ bool and ex :: (τ ⇒ bool) ⇒ bool check universal and existential
properties. The existential and universal quantifiers could be expressed just with
univ :: τ list, i.e., ∀ x :: τ. P x = list-all P (univ :: τ list). Due to the strict evaluation of
ML, this would be rather inefficient: The evaluation would first construct a finite
(but potentially large) list of values, and then check them sequentially. To avoid
the large intermediate list, we implement the quantifiers using continuations, similar to the construction of the exhaustive generators (cf. §3.2.3). For example, the
universal quantifiers for product and sum type are implemented by
allα×β P = allα (λa :: α. allβ (λb :: β. P (a, b)))
allα+β P = allα (λa :: α. P (Inl a)) ∧ allβ (λb :: β. P (Inr b))
For most types, the implementation is straightforward. For the function type, it is
a bit more involved. To construct the set of all functions α ⇒ β, we must create all
possible mappings, i.e., all lists of type β list with the same length as univ :: α list,
and transform those lists into functions. The function fun-of dom range defines a
function that maps the values in the list dom to their corresponding value in the
list range. This can be defined with Isabelle’s standard operations by
definition fun-of :: α list ⇒ β list ⇒ α ⇒ β
where fun-of dom range = the (map-of (zip dom range))
The function nlists n xs defines the set of all lists with length n and values from xs.
We check statements ∀xs ∈ nlists n enum. P xs and ∃xs ∈ nlists n enum. P xs
efficiently by iterating over all possible values employing the basic all and ex combinators using the following equations:
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definition ex-nlists :: ((β :: enum) list ⇒ bool) ⇒ nat ⇒ bool
where ex-nlists P n = (∃xs ∈ set (nlists n univβ ). P xs)
lemma [code] : ex-nlists P n =
(if n = 0 then P [] else exβ (λx. ex-nlists (λxs. P (x · xs)) (n − 1)))
definition all-nlists :: ((β :: enum) list ⇒ bool) ⇒ nat ⇒ bool
where all-nlists P n = (∀xs ∈ set (nlists n univβ ). P xs)
lemma [code] : all-nlists P n =
(if n = 0 then P [] else allβ (λx. all-nlists (λxs. P (x · xs)) (n − 1)))
Combining fun-of and all-nlists and ex-nlists, we finally obtain quantifiers for finite
functions:
allα⇒β P = all-nlists (λbs :: β list. P (fun-of univα bs)) (card α)
exα⇒β P = ex-nlists (λbs :: β list. P (fun-of univα bs)) (card α)
The test data generators for functions α ⇒ β with infinite types α and β were
presented in §3.2.5. However, if the types α and β are finite, Quickcheck uses
another exhaustive test data generator for functions α ⇒ β, which follows the
enumeration scheme of univα⇒β and allα⇒β . Similarly to univα⇒β and allα⇒β , it
provides a complete enumeration of all functions over a finite type. In contrast
to allα⇒β , the test data generator also returns the counterexample as an optional
value. It is implemented with the type class check-all:
class check-all = enum +
fixes check-all :: (α ⇒ result option) ⇒ result option
To enumerate all finite functions, we use the functions fun-of and checkall-nlists:
checkall-nlists :: ((α :: check-all) list ⇒ result option) ⇒ nat ⇒ result option
checkall-nlists f n = if n = 0 then f []
else check-all (λx. checkall-nlists (λxs. f (x · xs))(n − 1)))
check-allα⇒β f =
checkall-nlists (λys :: β list. f (fun-of univα list ys)) (card α)

3.3.4

Reification

To present the counterexample to the user with proper Isabelle term syntax, the
counterexample must be displayed with Isabelle’s pretty printer. To employ the
pretty printer, the execution’s result must be transformed into an Isabelle term.
One option for the implementation would be that the test program prints the
counterexample as a string and Quickcheck employs a parser to construct the
term. However, as the ML environment, in which the test program runs, is tightly
integrated with Isabelle, it is not necessary to make the detour by printing and
parsing. Instead, the test program itself is able to return an Isabelle term, which is
passed directly to the pretty printer. To generate an ML test program that returns
an Isabelle term, we must encode Isabelle’s internal type and term representations
within the logic. The necessary datatypes to encode monomorphic types and
ground terms are defined by
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datatype type = Type string (type list)
datatype term = App term term | Const string type
The two type classes typerep and term-of
class typerep = fixes typerep :: α it ⇒ type
class term-of = typerep + fixes term-of :: α ⇒ term
provide functions to obtain the type and term representation of a value, where
the phantom type α it with the single value T is used to embed types as terms.
Instances of typerep are automatically derived for all types, and instances of term-of
for all inductive datatypes. The construction of those functions is straightforward.
For example, for the boolean and product type, these functions are
typerepbool (T :: bool it) = Type “bool” []
typerepα×β (T :: (α × β) it) = Type “prod” [typerep (T :: α it), typerep (T :: β it)]
term-ofbool False = Const “False” (Type “bool” [])
term-ofbool True = Const “True” (Type “bool” [])
term-ofα×β (a, b) = App (App
(Const “Pair” (typerep (T :: (α ⇒ β ⇒ α × β) it))) (term-of a)) (term-of b)
The result type and the reify function, introduced in §3.1, are simply abbreviations
for this presentation: result abbreviates term list, and given a conjecture with free
variables x1 , . . . , xn , reify abbreviates [term-of x1 , . . . , term-of xn ].

3.3.5

Underspecified Functions

Even though HOL is a logic of total functions, users can give underspecified function definitions. The results are total functions, but equations only exist for some
subset of possible inputs. A prominent example here is the head function on lists.
It is specified by hd (x · xs) = x, but no equation is given for the Nil constructor. Some facts only hold on the domain where the function is specified, while
others may hold in general, even on values where the function has no specifying
equations. For example, the conjecture about hd and append,
hd (append xs ys) = (if xs = [] then hd ys else hd xs),
is valid for all lists xs and ys, even if xs and ys are Nil. In this special case, lefthand and right-hand side are equal because they reduce to the same term hd []. In
contrast, the conjecture hd (map f xs) = f (hd xs) is valid only if xs 6= [], because
for xs = [], as the left-hand and right-hand sides can evaluate to different values:
For the constant function f = (λx. c) with c 6= hd [], the right-hand side reduces
to f (hd []) = c, which is unequal to the value of the left-hand side hd []. Hence,
this conjecture is invalid.
To uncover counterexamples with underspecified functions, we slightly change
the test programs. The evaluation of underspecified functions in Standard ML
yields a match exception if it encounters a call to such a function and no pattern
matches the given arguments. The test program catches this exception. If we are
interested in possible counterexamples due to underspecification, we return the
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values that yield the exception as counterexample. Alternatively, if we are only
interested in genuine counterexamples, we continue to search for other values. In
the presence of underspecified function definitions, Quickcheck cannot determine
if a counterexample is genuine or spurious if it was found by the evaluation where
exception values occurred. Therefore, it marks the counterexample as potentially
spurious. On the two conjectures above, Quickcheck returns the potentially spurious counterexamples xs = [], ys = [] and xs = [], f = λx. a1 . Nevertheless, these
potentially spurious counterexamples are useful in two ways: First, it makes users
aware that the choice2 how the underspecified function is turned into a total function might be crucial for the validity of this conjecture; second, when users know
that the property only holds on values where the function is fully specified, they
can validate that the given assumptions suffice to restrict the values to the defined
part of the function by observing that no potentially spurious counterexample is
found.
In the implementation, we extend the test program as follows: The match
exceptions are caught with a special constant catch-match with a general type
α ⇒ α ⇒ α. During the execution, the special constant catch-match returns its first
argument if no match exception occurs during the evaluation of its first argument;
otherwise it returns its second argument. As exception values are not modeled
in HOL, we provide no definition for this constant, but map catch-match v e to
the pattern (v handle Match ⇒ e) in the generated source code. Furthermore, to
indicate if the counterexample is genuine or potentially spurious due to a match
exception, we extend the return type for counterexamples by a boolean flag to
(bool × result) option. Hence, the scheme for a generated test program for a conjecture C is

(if C x then None else Some (True, reify x))
handle Match ⇒ if genuineonly then None
else Some (False, reify x)
Quickcheck can search for potential and genuine counterexamples with the execution of the same test program. The test program queries the genuineonly flag
to enable the two execution modes, allowing or disallowing potentially spurious
counterexamples. As a result, Quickcheck compiles the test program for both
modes with only one invocation of the code generator. Consequently, searching for potential counterexamples does not require any additional effort during
Quickcheck’s invocation.
Although successful in practice, both execution modes are somewhat dissatisfactory: The one mode is unsound but complete, because it can return spurious counterexamples, but does not miss any counterexample. The other mode is
sound but incomplete, because all counterexamples are genuine, but it could miss
some counterexamples.
A sound and complete code generation would of course be desirable. This
can be achieved by the following construction, exploiting the specific behavior of
2 The

implementations of the definition mechanisms use different means to make the function’s
definition total.
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the current function package: First of all, we observe that the underlying function definition, which is hidden from the user, is crucial to actually find genuine
counterexamples. The current function definition packages totalize partial functions by using some default value, typically the constant undefined. The constant
undefined is a polymorphic constant in HOL without any axioms. Now, to obtain
a sound counterexample generator, we must find a counterexample for some possible value for undefined in the domain of the type. To obtain a complete counterexample generator, we have to try all possible values for undefined to ensure that
we checked all possible models.
One way to achieve this behavior is by the following steps: We create copies
of the functions, which are extended by a further argument that passes around
the chosen value for undefined. These functions are total by adding equations for
the partial patterns that simply return the value of the new argument as result.
For example, to the partial function hd :: α list ⇒ α, we obtain a function hd0 :: α ⇒
α list ⇒ α with the two equations, hd0 undef ( x · xs) = x, hd0 undef [] = undef .
Then, we rewrite the conjecture under test. For example, the two conjectures,
hd (append xs ys) = (if xs = [] then hd ys else hd xs) and
hd (map f xs) = f (hd xs),
are transformed to
hd0 undef (append xs ys) = (if xs = [] then hd0 undef ys else hd0 undef xs)
and hd0 undef (map f xs) = f (hd0 undef xs).
After this processing, Quickcheck would try all possible values for the free variable undef as part of its testing. As expected, on the first transformed conjecture, Quickcheck finds no counterexample, as the previous potentially spurious
counterexample, xs = [] and ys = [], was in fact spurious. On the second conjecture, we obtain the genuine counterexample, xs = [], f = λx. a1 , undef = a2 .
Unfortunately, the transformations described above require large modifications
of the specification under test, which is technically difficult to achieve.
An alternative is to generate a fixed value for the constant undefined at its first
occurrence in the evaluation, and then memorize it. This could be implemented
without modifying the complete specification under test, but only modifying the
code equation for the constant undefined. Nonetheless, the alternative also requires
us to modify the code generation’s setup globally. Therefore the implementation of
Quickcheck does not perform those transformation, but instead seeks for the more
minimal invasive method to extend the test programs with exception handling.
An Executable Definite Description Operator for Finite Types
Russell’s definite description operator ι :: (α ⇒ bool) ⇒ α is axiomatized by
ι (λx. x = a) = a,
which specifies the value of ι P for single-valued predicates P :: α ⇒ bool, i.e.,
predicates that only hold for exactly one value of type α. If the predicate P is not
single-valued, the value of ι P is unspecified. Like any underspecified function,
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the definite description operator poses a challenge for code generation [52, §5],
because its axiomatization is not an unconditional equation. Hence, we must
derive such an equation from the axiomatization via some refinement. To preserve
partial correctness of the code generator’s evaluation, the expression ι P is only
allowed to be evaluated to some definite value if the predicate P is single-valued.
For other predicates, the value of ι P is underspecified, and the implementation
must abort or diverge.
We provide an executable implementation for ι if α is a finite type. We evaluate
ι P as follows: We enumerate all values of the finite type and check the predicate
P. If there is exactly one value for which P holds, we return it; otherwise, we
throw an exception. This is implemented by the code equation
ι P = (case filter P univ of [x] ⇒ x | _ ⇒ The’ P)
where the constant The’ P is defined as ι P, but the evaluation of The’ P raises an
exception when evaluated.
If Quickcheck is applied to a conjecture with ι P, we obtain a genuine counterexample for single-valued predicates P, otherwise if P is not single-valued and the
exception is raised, we obtain only a potential one.

3.4

Simple Treatments

Quickcheck incorporates two basic but useful treatments: Conjectures are massaged
in a preprocessing step and test programs are optimized if the conjectures contain
premises with equalities.

3.4.1

Quantifier Massaging

So far in our presentation, we assumed that conjectures were universally quantified statements of the form A1 =⇒ ... =⇒ An =⇒ C. We extend the range
of formulas by rewriting them to obtain formulas of a suitable form. We apply
various rewrite rules
• to move universal quantifiers to the front of the formula,

(∀ x. P x) ∧ Q ; ∀ x. P x ∧ Q
(∀ x. P x) ∨ Q ; ∀ x. P x ∨ Q
(∃ x. P x) =⇒ Q ; ∀ x. P x =⇒ Q

P ∧ (∀ x. Q x) ; ∀ x. P ∧ Q x
P ∨ (∀ x. Q x) ; ∀ x. P ∨ Q x
P =⇒ (∀ x. Q x) ; ∀ x. P =⇒ Q x

• to move quantifiers through negations,

¬(∃ x. P x) ; ∀ x.¬ P x

¬(∀ x. P x) ; ∃ x.¬ P x

• to split conjunctive premises into multiple premises,

( P ∧ Q =⇒ R) ; ( P =⇒ Q =⇒ R)
• and to check equalities on functions by extensionality.

( f :: α ⇒ β) = g ; ∀ x. f x = g x
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3.4.2

Equality Optimization

For most premises, Quickcheck generates values and then tests the premise. This
behavior is typical for black-box testing tools. However, equational premises, i.e.,
premises of the form t = u, can be optimized. Consider the (invalid) conjecture
about the concatenation of two maps, i.e., functions with type α ⇒ β option:
m1 k = Some v =⇒ (m1 ⊕ m2 ) k = Some v,
where m1 ⊕ m2 = (λx. case m2 x of None ⇒ m1 x | Some y ⇒ Some y)
Testing the conjecture naively would require us to generate values for all variables
freely. However, the premise m1 k = Some v indicates how to compute the value
for v: If m1 k is a defined value, i.e., a value with constructor Some, then v can be
obtained by destructing the value m1 k. Taking this idea into account, a special
treatment of equational premises leads to an improved test program:
exhaustive (λ(m1 , k).
case m1 k of None ⇒ None
| Some v ⇒ if (m1 ⊕ m2 ) k = Some v then None
else Some (reify (m1 , k, v, m2 )))
In general, we analyze the left-hand and right-hand side of the equation and generate a case-expression to obtain the values of fresh variables on either side of the
equation. If variables occur multiple times, the test program is extended with an
if-expression with some further equality checks.

3.5

Datatype Refinements

Some conjectures cannot be refuted by Quickcheck because they are not executable
due to an inappropriate representation for the values in the conjecture. For example, to the invalid conjecture3

( x, y) ∈ (R ∪ S )∗ =⇒ ( x, y) ∈ R∗ ∪ S ∗ ,
Quickcheck finds the counterexample x = a1 , y = a3 , R = {(a1 , a2 )}, S = {(a2 , a3 )}
for a type with three elements a1 , a2 , a3 . After instantiating the polymorphic
conjecture to relations on natural numbers, it remains invalid: A similar counterexample, x = 1, y = 3, R = {(1, 2)}, S = {(2, 3)}, would show the invalidity
for relations on natural numbers quickly. Unfortunately, the conjecture on natural
numbers is not refutable with Quickcheck, because it is not executable employing
the default representation for sets. In the target language, sets are represented
by lists applying a simple datatype refinement. Hence, only finite and cofinite4
sets are representable, but the identity relation, which immediately appears in the
execution of the reflexive transitive closure, is not finite or cofinite.
Similarly, the conjecture about function composition
f ◦ g = f ◦ h =⇒ g = h
3 R∗
4A

denotes the reflexive transitive closure of the relation R.
cofinite set is a set whose complement is finite.
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is refutable with Quickcheck only if the domain type of the functions g and h
is finite. As code generation maps functions in HOL directly to functions in the
target language Standard ML, it is impossible to check equality of two functions
with an infinite domain type.
To make these conjectures executable, we require alternative datatype refinements. In the following subsections, we present two useful refinements for relations and functions and discuss how to automatically obtain suitable representations.

3.5.1

Finitely Representable Relations

To refute the conjecture about the distributivity of union and reflexive transitive
closure on relations over natural numbers, we must choose a suitable representation to execute the operations on relations. For example, it must allow us to
express reflexive transitive relations over an infinite type. We choose to represent
a relation with two finite sets: The first set describes all entries on the diagonal,
the second set describes the non-diagonal entries of the relation. This representation for relations is by no means an universal representation, but it is practical for
a number of conjectures about relations and relational dataflow dependencies in
imperative programs. In this subsection, the example illustrates how Quickcheck
can take advantage of data refinements.
The datatype refinement requires lifting constants and transferring theorems
(cf. §2.1.2, [62]). First, we define the type α rel for relations on type α, i.e., sets
of α × α, and lift the necessary set operations, i.e., membership, union, and the
reflexive transitive closure:
typedef α rel = UNIV :: ((α × α) set) set
lift-definition mem :: α × α ⇒ α rel ⇒ bool is Set.member
lift-definition union :: α rel ⇒ α rel ⇒ α rel is Set.union
lift-definition rtrancl :: α rel ⇒ α rel is Transitive-Closure.rtrancl
Now, we choose the representation for relations. The constant Rel serves as constructor for our finitely representable relations:
lift-definition Rel :: α set ⇒ (α × α) set ⇒ α rel is λX R. (Id-on X ) ∪ R
where Id-on X = {( x, x) | x ∈ X }
code-datatype Rel
With this representation, we can obtain values for the type α rel that we cannot
express on the type (α × α) set during the evaluation. For example, the identity
relation is represented with Rel Univ {} on α rel. For the new representation, we
now simply derive new code equations for the lifted operations:
mem ( x, y) (Rel X R) = (( x = y ∧ x ∈ X ) ∨ ( x, y) ∈ R)
union (Rel X R) (Rel Y S ) = Rel ( X ∪ Y )(R ∪ S )
rtrancl (Rel X R) = Rel UNIV (R+ )
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Checking relation membership reduces to an equality check and membership tests
on the diagonal and non-diagonal part of the relation. The code equations for
the union and the reflexive transitive closure reflect the insight that the Rel operator and union are distributive, and that the reflexive transitive closure can be
expressed as composition of reflexive and transitive closure.
As a last step, we define generators for abstract type α rel employing the generator for sets and pairs. After this setup, Quickcheck finds the aforementioned
counterexample, when transferring the original conjecture to
mem ( x, y) (rtrancl (union R S )) =⇒ mem ( x, y) (union (rtrancl R) (rtrancl S ))

3.5.2

Finite Functions

For an executable equality on functions, we must refine function values to values with a data representation, for which we can implement function equality. In
general, equality of two HOL functions is undecidable, but if we restrict ourselves
to refute the conjecture on a reasonable subset of the function space, the counterexample on this subset also serves as counterexample on the full function space.
One such subset of the function space is Lochbihler’s formalization of finite functions [79]. By restricting functions to be constant except for finitely many points,
we can represent them by association lists and an explicit default value. On these
finite functions, we can check the equality of two finite functions with a simple
implementation that compares the two association lists and default values.
The implementation is almost straightforward. It must take one specialty into
account: The behavior depends on the universe of the function’s domain being
finite or infinite, which can be nicely expressed with type classes. As the initial
formalization is Lochbihler’s contribution, we do not go into details here, but refer
the reader to [79].
The initial formalization required the user to modify an existing specification
extensively, or decide at the beginning of his formalization to use finite functions. Our contribution simplified the formalization employing the new lifting
and transfer mechanism [62], following similar lines to the formalization of finitely
representable relations. This engineering effort integrates finite functions with the
system smoothly, and now enables us to transfer conjectures on functions to conjectures on finite functions before trying to refute them.

3.5.3

Automatic Data Refinements

For the two examples, we came up with the representations by human insight, and
informally argued why they are suitable representations. However in general, a
suitable representation varies from one conjecture to another. For most examples,
representing sets by finite lists is preferred to represent them as membership functions. However, the set representation with finite lists permits to represent the set
{xs. length xs = 2}, but this can be easily expressed as a membership function directly. Even worse, although sets (α set) and predicates (α ⇒ bool) are isomorphic,
choosing one or the other influences whether the conjecture is within the executable fragment. Hence, users must be aware of the code representation, which
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is equipped with the various types.
The presented refinements provide only a partial solution: The chosen relation
representation cannot handle relations like {( x, y). x = c} and {( x, y). y = c}. At
the moment, the user still has to come up with a representation for code generation, for the specific class of functions, sets or relations he is interested in.
In larger specifications, choosing one representation uniformly for all set and
function types is often impossible, but one requires different representation for the
various types occurring in the specification. At the moment, this is only possible
by providing copies of the types with different representations, and manually
instructing the system with a mapping of types to its representations.
A next step is to automatically discover a suitable representation for code generation. In principle, a tool can also automatically discover that all occurring
functions can be finitely represented and obtain a suitable representation for code
generation. To do so, the tool must analyze the definitions with an appropriate
analysis, similar to the monotonicity analysis [20]. The inferred type annotations can
drive which representation for function must be chosen. Employing these analysis
abolishes the need to manually set up code generation and enables us to handle
specifications that are not based on the existing libraries. Future work must clarify
how to refine datatypes supported by such an analysis.

3.6

Related Work

There is huge amount of related work in the broad field of software testing [87].
Here we will focus the presentation of related work in the setting of functional programming languages and interactive theorem provers. Haskell’s QuickCheck [33]
was the first to explore specification-based testing in functional programming languages. Its success story has led to many descendants in interactive theorem
provers and other (functional) programming languages. Besides Isabelle, PVS [95],
Agda [43], ACL2 [44] and ACL2 Sedan [28] include a random testing tool like
the original QuickCheck. Although Coq, HOL4, HOL-Light and Mizar have a
considerable user base, counterexample generators are conspicuously missing in
these systems. The integrated development environment Focal [7] also includes a
Quickcheck-like random testing tool [25].
One of the main concerns of a testing tool like Quickcheck is to automate the
construction of test data generators. Most Quickcheck-like systems are based on
a specification language with inductive datatypes, some also support further constructions, such as records or subtypes. The automation of the test-data-generator
construction usually focuses on inductive datatypes. As theorem provers are
equipped with a well-developed meta-language, i.e., functions to construct and
inspect types and terms, automated construction is technically simpler than in a
programming language: Besides Isabelle’s Quickcheck, PVS and ACL2 Sedan also
provide an automatic construction for datatypes. The construction essentially follows along similar lines, with minor variations due to the different type definition
mechanisms in the theorem provers.
Constructing test data generators in a programming language is technically
more involved, and requires an introspection mechanism. This can be provided
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by generic programming frameworks (cf. [58] for an overview), such as Template
Haskell [106] and Generic Haskell [57]. Besides Haskell, other functional programming languages also provide Quickcheck-like testing tools, e.g., Standard
ML [76], OCaml [108], Erlang [6] and Scheme. The tools are conceptionally very
similar to the Haskell version, but the implementations differ as the underlying
programming languages lack the concept of type classes. Due to this deficiency,
Quickcheck for Standard ML requires the user to explicitly write out test data
generators, essentially imitating the type class mechanism by creating dictionaries
manually. To overcome this deficiency, another Quickcheck for ML [85] deploys
a special reflection mechanism for types in a special ML dialect. The work [72]
describes some infrastructure for automating the construction of test data generators in Standard ML. Similar work [24] is also done for the language OCaml. This
work also extensively focuses on a uniform distribution of random values.
Our exhaustive testing is inspired by Haskell’s SmallCheck [105] but is targeting ML with its strict evaluation. The implementation of Haskell’s SmallCheck
takes advantage of its laziness, simplifying the definition of generators, while Isabelle’s tool takes the strictness of ML into account and uses continuations.
The Feat package [42] for Haskell allows us to enumerate values of algebraic
types and separates the enumeration of values from its strategy. Hence, we can
enumerate exhaustively, randomly or with various hybrid strategies by implementing the strategies employing only a single family of generators. Its distribution for the exhaustive enumeration differs from the one in SmallCheck, which
was critically important while testing with large datatypes.
Gast [75] is an exhaustive testing tool for the programming language Clean.
As Clean supports generic programming, Gast can automatically construct the
test data generators for all datatypes when being invoked.
Beyond functional languages, Jhala and Majumdar [67, sect. 2] give an overview
of bounded software model checking with concrete values for imperative programming languages, which is closely related to exhaustive testing.
Quickcheck has been successfully applied in a number of industrial applications [6, 34, 35, 39, 63, 64] and teaching [97].
In this work, we focused on the implementation aspects to check polymorphic conjectures to obtain test programs that check properties with finite domains
very efficiently. The theoretical work of testing polymorphic properties [17] exploits parametricity of the functions under test. It presents an analysis to compute
the monomorphic type that a polymorphic property should be tested on. Their
analysis gives an upper bound for cardinality of the monomorphic type, i.e., the
computed monomorphic type is sufficiently large to ensure that there exists a
counterexample to the polymorphic property if and only if there exists a counterexample to the monomorphic instance.
Although the potential of this technique sounds promising, the analysis is only
applicable for checking (dis)equality of truly polymorphic functions, i.e., polymorphic functions that do not use equality in their definitions. Hence, this is only
applicable for very special conjectures and has not been implemented yet.
Isabelle’s counterexample generator Nitpick employs a monotonicity analysis
[20] to prune the search space for polymorphic conjectures with multiple type
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variables. If a formula with n atomic types is monotonic, it suffices to check all
models in which all atomic types have cardinality k, instead of kn combinations of
cardinalities. For example, to check associativity of the concatenation of maps,

(m1 :: α ⇒ β option) ⊕ (m2 ⊕ m3 ) = (m1 ⊕ m2 ) ⊕ m3 ,
the counterexample generator must choose types with a fixed cardinality for the
type variables α and β. In general, one would have to check all combinations
of cardinalities for the types α and β. As the proposition is monotonic, one can
limit checking to the cases where α and β have the same cardinalities. Nitpick
employs an analysis to determine if the formula is monotonic. In contrast, Quickcheck chooses α and β with same cardinalities without a further analysis by default. Due to the lack of the monotonicity analysis, it is incomplete in theory.
However in practice, most conjectures are monotonic, as already pointed out by
Blanchette and Krauss [20]. We never observed missing a counterexample due to
this incompleteness—besides on especially constructed examples to illustrate the
weakness. In the future, one could integrate Nitpick’s monotonicity analysis into
Quickcheck to regain completeness in this respect, but this would put higher load
on its current architecture.
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Chapter 4

Conditional Conjectures
Counterexample generators that test with random values or exhaustively with
small values, perform well on conjectures without premises. For example, for the
invalid conjecture about lists
reverse (append xs ys) = append (reverse xs) (reverse ys),
the counterexample generators provide the counterexample xs = [a1 ] and ys = [a2 ]
(for a1 6= a2 ) instantaneously. For conjectures of this kind, random and exhaustive
testing are perfectly suited.
The main weakness of both random and exhaustive testing, already mentioned
in the original QuickCheck for Haskell paper [33], is that they do not cope well
with hard-to-satisfy premises. For example, when testing our previous conjecture
about insort (cf. § 3.1),
sorted xs =⇒ sorted (insort x xs)
the conjecture is evaluated with all lists up to a given bound for xs. For all unsorted
lists, the premise is not fulfilled, and the conclusion is left untested. Clearly, it
is desirable to take the condition into account when generating values: In this
example, we would like to generate only sorted lists.
Often, these conditional conjectures arise in the verification of functional data
structures, e.g., red-black trees. A properly implemented delete operation for redblack trees satisfies the following property:
is-rbt t =⇒ is-rbt (delete k t )
The predicate is-rbt captures the invariant of red-black trees on the type of binary
search trees (α, β) tree.1 Again, binary trees generated naively rarely satisfy the
premise, and we prefer to generate only trees satisfying the invariant.
In this chapter, we present two techniques to handle conditional conjectures:
custom and smart generators.

1 The

type (α, β) tree should not be confused with type (α, β) rbt from § 3.2.5.
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4.1

Custom Generators

The simplest solution to test conditional conjectures effectively is to let the user
provide a custom generator. Assuming the user provides a generator for some
type restricted by a predicate (cf. §3.2.5) that matches the condition, Quickcheck
automatically lifts the conjecture to the restricted type. For example, the conjecture
about delete is automatically lifted to the type (α, β) rbt, where Reprbt t0 maps a redblack tree t0 of type (α, β) rbt to its representative binary tree on type (α, β) tree:
is-rbt (Reprbt t0 ) =⇒ is-rbt (delete k (Reprbt t0 ))
Note that t0 is now of type (α, β) rbt, unlike the original conjecture, where t has the
type (α, β) tree. As all representatives of type (α, β) rbt satisfy the predicate is-rbt
(by the type’s construction), the premise is-rbt (Reprbt t0 ) simplifies to true. This
way, Quickcheck obtains an unconditional conjecture, which it tests either with
the random or exhaustive generator of (α, β) rbt.

4.2

Smart Generators

Custom generators suffice to test conditional conjectures effectively. However to
employ them, users have to spend some effort to set them up. In the case of
the example with red-black trees, this might be an acceptable effort for users, as
they spend considerable time proving operations on red-black trees and invent
various conjectures for the operations with the premise is-rbt t. As users also
define operations to construct red-black trees, setting up a custom generator fits
naturally in the development process in this scenario.
In other scenarios, e.g., when stating the conjecture about sortedness, providing custom generators is more difficult. The function insort could serve as function
for constructing sorted lists, but this requires to have already proved that insort
preserves sortedness. When proving another conjecture with a premise sorted xs,
users do not want to pursue a number of steps just to obtain a more effective
test data generator.2 Instead, users simply state the conjecture and hope that the
counterexample generator does its best, as custom generators are too laborious for
conjectures with premises that are unlikely to reoccur repeatedly in many other
conjectures.
A more sophisticated solution to test conditional conjectures effectively, is
smart test data generators that take the condition’s definition into account. These
test data generators construct values in a bottom-up fashion, simultaneously testing the condition and generating appropriate values. In contrast to custom generators, they do not require any user setup. We present two examples for these
smart generators.
For further illustration, we focus on the valid conjecture about distinct lists:
distinct xs =⇒ distinct (tl xs).
2 To

obtain the generator, users would have to define the insort function, prove that it preserves
sortedness, define a new type of sorted lists, and set up a custom generator.
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The counterexample generator that tests exhaustively employs the following test
program (cf. §3.1 and §3.2.3) to check the validity of the conjecture:
exhaustivenat list (λxs. if ¬ distinct xs then None
else if distinct (tl xs) then None else Some xs) i
This test program implements a simple generate-and-test loop. It uses the function
exhaustivenat list to generate all lists of natural numbers up to a given bound and
iteratively test the property at hand.
The smart generators interleave generation and checking in a way that avoids
generating lists that are not distinct. From the definition of the distinct predicate,
distinct [] = True
distinct (x · xs) = (x ∈
/ set xs ∧ distinct xs),
we can derive how to construct distinct lists: First, the empty list is distinct; secondly, larger distinct lists can be constructed taking a (shorter) distinct list and
prepending an element which is not in the list already. This insight is reflected in
the smart test data generator exhaustive-distinct for lists of type α:
exhaustive-distinctα list c i = (if i = 0 then None else (c Nil t
(exhaustive-distinctα list (λxs. exhaustiveα
(λx. if x ∈
/ set xs then c (x · xs) else None) (i − 1)) (i − 1))))
The function exhaustive-distinct only generates and tests the given property with
distinct lists. It constructs lists by applying the two rules mentioned above. With
this generator, we can check the conclusion more efficiently with the test program
exhaustive-distinctnat list (λxs. if distinct (tl xs) then None else Some xs) i
For the conjecture about insort, Quickcheck can automatically derive a test data
generator that constructs only sorted lists. From the definition for sorted,
sorted Nil = True
sorted [x] = True
sorted (x1 · (x2 · xs)) = (x1 ≤ x2 ∧ sorted (x2 · xs)),
we obtain an exhaustive generator that constructs sorted lists from either Nil or
a singleton list [x], or by prepending an element to a sorted list if the element is
smaller than the list’s head:
exhaustive-sortedα list c i = (if i = 0 then None else (c Nil t
exhaustiveα (λx. c [x]) (i − 1) t
exhaustive-sortedα list (λxs0 . case xs0 of Nil ⇒ None
| x2 · xs ⇒ exhaustiveα (λx1 . if x1 ≤ x2 then c (x1 · (x2 · xs))
else None) (i − 1)) (i − 1)))
The counterexample generators in the previous chapter test the conjecture with
concrete values. Testing with concrete values has the clear advantage of being
natively supported by the targeted functional programming language and hence
is executed very fast, but it has the drawback that a large set of test inputs may
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exhibit indistinguishable executions. For example, in our example about distinct
lists, the lists [1, 1, 2], [1, 1, 3], [1, 1, 4], . . . are all non-distinct because of the nondistinct prefix [1, 1], and hence they exhibit the same execution in the test program.
The smart test data generators aim to find a balance between fast execution with
concrete values and avoiding symmetric executions. They produce concrete values
during the execution, so that it can be translated directly into the target functional
programming language.
For conjectures without premises, we enumerate all possible concrete values.
This is fairly effective, because usually there are only very few symmetric executions in that case. When premises occur in conjectures, the smart test data
generators only produce values fulfilling the condition, and then test the conclusion. We generate values fulfilling the premises with a program that queries the
premises’ predicate. This generator enumerates values by considering all derivations for the predicate, similar to a query in Prolog, but in contrast to Prolog, the
generator returns only ground solutions but does not use schematic variables. The
query is integrated in a lightweight fashion into the test program by a compilation.
Throughout this section, we use the term compilation to designate our translation of
Horn clauses to programs written in Isabelle’s functional programming language.
More specifically, Quickcheck synthesizes these generators by reformulating
the definitions as a set of Horn clauses and computing its dataflow dependencies.
The smart test data generator for a given predicate is produced by a compiler
that analyzes the predicate’s definition and synthesizes a purely functional program that serves as generator. For this purpose, the compiler reformulates the
predicate’s definition as logic programs by translating formulas in predicate logic
with quantifiers and recursive functions to Horn clauses. The compiler analyzes
the Horn clauses with a dataflow analysis, which determines which values can
be computed from other values and which values must be generated. From this
analysis, the compiler constructs the desired generators.
Using these generators reduces the number of tests, and as our evaluation (§6.2)
shows, this allows us to explore test values of larger sizes where exhaustive testing cannot cope with the explosion of useless test values. More precisely, in our
simple example with distinct lists, naive exhaustive testing cannot check all lists
of size 15 within one hour, where the smart generator can easily explore all the
lists up to this size within 30 seconds.
Smart generators also address an issue with conditional conjectures that are
expressed as a conjunction of conditions, such as
length xs = length ys ∧ zip xs ys = zs =⇒ map fst zs = xs ∧ map snd zs = ys
sorted xs ∧ i ≤ j ∧ j < length xs =⇒ nth xs i ≤ nth xs j
At first sight, it is not clear in which order the conjuncts should be checked. Smart
generators attempt to reorder conjecture’s premises based on the findings of its
dataflow analysis.

4.2.1

Architecture

The counterexample generator performs these steps: As the original specification
can be defined using various definitional mechanisms, the specification is prepro46

cessed by a few simple syntactic transformations (§4.2.2) to Horn clauses. The core
component, which was previously described in [16], consists of a static dataflow
analysis, i.e., the mode analysis (§4.2.4), and the code generator (§4.2.5). This core
component only works on a syntactic subset of the Isabelle language, namely Horn
clauses of the following form:
Q1 u1 =⇒ · · · =⇒ Qn un =⇒ P t
In a premise Qi ui , Qi must be a predicate defined by Horn clauses and the terms
ui must be constructor terms, i.e., only contain variables or datatype constructors.
Furthermore, we allow negation of atoms, assuming the Horn clauses to be stratified. If a premise obeys these restrictions, the core compiler infers modes and
compiles functional programs for the inferred modes. If a premise has a different form, e.g., the terms contain function symbols, or a predicate is not defined
by Horn clauses, the core compiler treats them as side conditions. Enriching the
mode analysis, we mark unconstrained values to be generated. Once we have inferred modes for the Horn clauses, these are turned into test data generators using
nondeterministic executions and type-based generators.

4.2.2

Processing of Definitions to Horn Clauses

A definition in predicate logic is transformed to a system of Horn clauses, based
on the observation that a definition of the form P x = ∃y. Q1 u1 ∧ · · · ∧ Qn un can be
soundly under-approximated by a Horn clause Q1 u1 =⇒ · · · =⇒ Qn un =⇒ P x.
Predicate logic formulas in a different form are transformed into the form above
by a few logical rewrite rules in predicate logic. We rewrite universal quantifiers to
negation and existential quantifiers, put the formula in negation normal form, and
distribute existential quantifiers over disjunctions. In the process of creating Horn
clauses, it is necessary to introduce new predicates for subformulas, as our Horn
clauses do not allow disjunctions within the premises or nested expressions under
negations. Furthermore, we take special care of if , case and let-constructions.
Example 1. The distinct predicate on lists is defined by the two equations,
distinct [] = True
distinct (x · xs) = (x ∈
/ set xs ∧ distinct xs)
In the preprocessing step, these are made to fit the syntactic restrictions of the core
component, yielding the two Horn clauses
distinct []
distinct xs =⇒ x ∈
/ set xs =⇒ distinct (x · xs)

4.2.3

Function Flattening

To enable inversion of functions, we preprocess n-ary functions to (n + 1)-ary predicates defined by Horn clauses, which enables the core compilation to inspect the
definition of the function and leads to better synthesized test data generators. This
is achieved by flattening a nested functional expression to a flat relational expression, i.e., a conjunction of premises in a Horn clause.
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Basic terms
flatten c = {(c, ∅)} for any constant c
flatten x = {( x, ∅)} for any free variable x
flatten (λx. t ) = {(λx. t, ∅)}
Special function application
flatten (if b then x else y) =


(r, {b} ∪ P ). (r, P ) ∈ flatten x ∪ (r, {¬b} ∪ P ). (r, P ) ∈ flatten y
flatten (case t of C1 y1 ⇒ rhs1 | . . . | Cn yn ⇒ rhsn ) =
Sn  0
0
i=1 (r , {r = C i yi } ∪ P ∪ Q). (r , P ) ∈ flatten rhsi , (r, Q) ∈ flatten t
flatten (let x = t in u x) =
 0
(r , P ∪ Q). (r 0 , Q) ∈ flatten (u r ), (r, P ) ∈ flatten t
General function application
If for the function f a predicate fP is defined:
flatten ( f u1 . . . un ) =

S
(r, { fP res1 . . . resn r } ∪ ni=1 Pi ). (res1 , P1 ) ∈ flatten u1 , . . .
. . . , (resn , Pn ) ∈ flatten un
otherwise:
flatten ( f u1 . . . un ) =

S
( f res1 . . . resn , ni=1 Pi ). (res1 , P1 ) ∈ flatten u1 , . . . , (resn , Pn ) ∈ flatten un
Figure 4.1: Definition of function flattening
Example 2. The length of a list is defined by length [] = 0, and length (x · xs) =
Suc (length xs). We derive a corresponding relation lengthP with two Horn clauses:
lengthP [] 0
lengthP xs n =⇒ lengthP (x · xs) (Suc n)
The premise length xs = length ys is then transformed into
lengthP xs n ∧ lengthP ys n
In the new formulation, the constraint of the two lists having the same length is
expressed by their shared variable n. This relational description helps our mode
analysis to find a more precise dataflow.
Commonly, recursive functions in Isabelle are specified by equations, f t = rhs
where t are constructor patterns. For every function f, we define a predicate fP
such that fP t res holds if f t = res. Right-hand sides of equations are flattened
into a set of pairs with a result expression and set of premises by the function
flatten :: term ⇒ (term × premise set) set (see figure 4.1). For every equation f t = rhs
and for every pair of result expression and premises (r, P ) ∈ flatten rhs, we derive
a Horn clause P1 =⇒ P2 =⇒ . . . =⇒ Pn =⇒ fP t r with { P1 , . . . , Pn } ∈ P .
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This well-known technique of flattening has been described previously in the
literature, e.g., by Naish [89] and Rouveirol [104]. Our implementation also supports flattening of higher-order functions, which allows inversion of higher-order
functions if the function argument is invertible.

4.2.4

Mode Analysis

For the execution of a predicate P, the predicate’s arguments are classified as input or output, made explicit by means of modes.3 Modes can be inferred using a
static analysis on the Horn clauses. Our mode analysis is based on Mellish [84].
There are more sophisticated mode analysis approaches, e.g., by using abstract
domains [107] or by translating to a boolean constraint system [94]. For our purpose, it suffices to apply the simple mode analysis, because if the analysis does
not discover a dataflow due to its imprecision, the overall process still leads to a
test data generator.
Modes. For a predicate P with k arguments, a mode is a particular dataflow assignment which follows the type of the predicate and annotates all arguments as
input (i) or output (o), e.g., for lengthP , o ⇒ i ⇒ bool denotes the mode where the
first argument is output, the last argument is input.
A mode assignment for a given clause Q1 u1 =⇒ · · · =⇒ Qn un =⇒ P t is a list
of modes M, M1 , . . . Mn for the predicates P, Q1 , . . . , Qn . Let FV (t ) denote the set
of free variables in a term t. Given a vector of arguments t and a mode M, the
projection expression t h M i denotes the list of all arguments in t (in the order of
their occurrence) which are input in M.
Mode Consistency. Given a clause Q1 u1 =⇒ · · · =⇒ Qn un =⇒ P t, a corresponding mode assignment M, M1 , . . . Mn is consistent if the chain of sets of variables
v0 ⊆ · · · ⊆ vn defined by (1) v0 = FV (t h M i) and (2) v j = v j−1 ∪ FV (u j ) obeys the
conditions (3) FV (u j h M j i) ⊆ v j−1 and (4) FV (t ) ⊆ vn . Mode consistency guarantees
the possibility of a sequential evaluation of premises in a given order, where v j represents the known variables after the evaluation of the j-th premise. Without loss
of generality, we can examine clauses under mode inference modulo reordering of
premises. For side conditions R, condition (3) has to be replaced by FV (R) ⊆ v j−1 ,
i.e., all variables in R must be known when evaluating it. This definition yields a
check whether a given clause is consistent with a particular mode assignment.
Example 3. Consider the predicate appendP , which is obtained by flattening the
append function, with its two Horn clauses
appendP [] ys ys
appendP xs ys zs =⇒ appendP (x · xs) ys (x · zs)
The modes i ⇒ i ⇒ o ⇒ bool and o ⇒ o ⇒ i ⇒ bool for the predicate appendP admit
a consistent mode assignment for the two Horn clauses. For the first clause and
the two modes, the four conditions are respected as v0 = {ys} = vn . For the
second clause and M = i ⇒ i ⇒ o ⇒ bool, we choose M1 = i ⇒ i ⇒ o ⇒ bool
3 Modes

were already introduced in §2.2.3. For a self-contained presentation, we recap parts
from §2.2.3, but present the mode analysis in more detail.
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and meet the four conditions, as v0 = {x, xs, ys}, FV (u1 h M1 i) = { xs, ys} ⊆ v0
and v1 = {x, xs, ys, zs} ⊇ FV (t ) holds. Similarly for M = o ⇒ o ⇒ i ⇒ bool, we
choose M1 to be o ⇒ o ⇒ i ⇒ bool and meet the four conditions, as v0 = {x, zs},
FV (u1 h M1 i) = {zs} ⊆ v0 and v1 = {x, xs, ys, zs} ⊇ FV (t ) holds.
Generator Mode Analysis. To generate values that satisfy a predicate, we extend
the mode analysis: If the mode analysis cannot detect a consistent mode assignment because the values of some variables are not constrained after the evaluation
of the premises, we allow the use of generators. The values for these variables
are constructed by an unconstrained enumeration. The overall resulting generator
enumerates values either driven by the computation of a predicate or by generation
based on its type. More specifically, the mode with all arguments classified as
output describes a dataflow in the Horn clauses that generates values satisfying
the predicate. For example, the generator mode analysis for the predicate distinct
with mode o ⇒ bool infers how to generate distinct lists.
Example 4. Given the predicate op ∈
/ in x ∈
/ set xs has one mode i ⇒ i ⇒ bool
only, the classical mode analysis fails to find a consistent mode assignment for the
predicate distinct with mode o ⇒ bool due to its second Horn clause
distinct xs =⇒ x ∈
/ set xs =⇒ distinct (x · xs).
To generate values for x and xs fulfilling distinct (x · xs), we combine computation
and generation of values as follows: The values for variable xs are built using
distinct with M1 = o ⇒ bool; values for x are built by a generator and undergo the
check of x ∈
/ set xs with mode M2 = i ⇒ i ⇒ bool for predicate op ∈
/.
This extension gives rise to a number of possible modes, because we omit the
conditions (3) and (4) for the mode analysis. Instead, we use a heuristic to find
an appropriate dataflow by locally selecting the optimal premise Q j and mode M j
with respect to the following criteria:
1. minimize missing values, i.e., have |FV (u j h M j i) − v j−1 | be minimal;
2. prefer functional predicates with their functional mode;
3. prefer predicates and modes that do not require generators themselves;
4. minimize number of output positions;
5. prefer recursive premises.
Next, we motivate and illustrate these five criteria. In general, we would like
to avoid generation of values and computations that could fail, and to restrain
ourselves from enumerating any values that could possibly be computed. Hence,
the first priority is to use modes where the number of missing values is minimal.
This way, we partly recover conditions (3) and (4) from the mode analysis.
Example 4 (continued). A priori, the mode analysis has two alternatives for the
mode M1 to the premise distinct xs: generating values for xs and then testing
distinct xs with mode i ⇒ bool, or only generating values for xs using distinct with
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o ⇒ bool. The first choice generates values and rejects them by testing; the latter
only generates fulfilling values and is preferable. The analysis favors o ⇒ bool to
i ⇒ bool thanks to criterion 1: for v0 = {}, u1 = xs and M1 = i ⇒ bool, FV (u1 h M1 i) −
v0 = {xs}; whereas for M1 = o ⇒ bool, FV (u1 h M1 i) − v0 = {}. |FV (u1 h M1 i) − v0 | is
minimal for M1 = o ⇒ bool.
Due to the second criterion, the mode analysis prefers functional predicates
with their functional mode. This criterion attempts to reduce the number of possible intermediate solutions: The evaluation of predicates with functional modes
cannot fail, returns exactly one value and can be implemented more efficiently.
Example 5. Consider a clause R x y =⇒ F x y =⇒ P x y where F is functional.
R and F both allow modes i ⇒ o ⇒ bool and i ⇒ i ⇒ bool. For M = i ⇒ o ⇒
bool, R x y and F x y can be evaluated in either order. Our criterion 2 induces
preference for computing y with the functional computation F x y and checking
R x y, i.e., whether the one value for y can fulfill R x y or not. In contrast, the
opposite order, i.e., computing y with R x y and then checking F x y could lead to
generating many values for y, where at most one is fulfilled by F x y.
Criterion 3 induces avoiding the generation of values in the predicate to be
invoked. Furthermore, we minimize output positions, e.g., we prefer checking a
predicate (no output position) before computing some solution (one output position) as we illustrate by the following example:
Example 6. In a clause R x y =⇒ Q x =⇒ P x y with mode i ⇒ o ⇒ bool for R and
P, and i ⇒ bool for Q, we prefer Q x to R x y, since computing values for y would
be useless if Q x fails. This ordering is enforced by criterion 4.
Finally, we prefer recursive premises. This commonly leads to a bottom-up
generation of values.
Example 7. In a clause P xs =⇒ C xs =⇒ P (x · xs), where P and C admit both
modes i ⇒ bool and o ⇒ bool, the mode analysis could choose one of the two
alternatives: The mode assignment o ⇒ bool for P xs and i ⇒ bool for C xs yields
a dataflow that generates values fulfilling P and checks the condition C. The
alternative assignment i ⇒ bool for P xs and o ⇒ bool for C xs leads to generate
values for xs from the premise C xs and checks P xs. The mode analysis prefers
the first mode assignment to the second due to criterion 5. Here, generators should
exploit the recursion in the predicate’s definition: Given a recursive definition of a
predicate, the corresponding generator attempts to generate values by recursively
generating smaller values, for which the predicate holds. In our example, values
fulfilling P (x · xs) are generated by prepending values for x to all values generated
for P xs and fulfilling C xs.
This generator mode analysis results in mode-annotated Horn clauses, where
annotations mark which values are enumerated by exhaustive generators. In summary, it not only discovers an existing dataflow, but helps to create a dataflow by
filling the gaps with the type-based test data generators.
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4.2.5

Generator Compilation

In this section, we discuss the translation of the compiler from mode-annotated
Horn clauses to functional programs. The central idea underlying the compilation of a predicate P is to generate a function P M for each mode M of P that,
given a list of input arguments, enumerates all tuples of output arguments. The
dataflow given by the mode-annotated Horn clauses allows the compiler to generate a functional program with nondeterministic computations. The function P M
for the mode M with all arguments as output serves as test data generator for
predicate P.
First, we discuss the execution mechanism based on nondeterministic computations. Then, we sketch the compilation scheme and its applications to the
introductory examples.
Monads for Nondeterministic Computations
We use continuations to enumerate the (potentially infinite) set of values fulfilling
the involved predicates.
Employing the plus monad operations describing nondeterministic computations. Depending on our enumeration scheme, we employ three different plus
monads: one for unbounded computations, and two others for depth-limited computations within positive and negative contexts, respectively.
The continuation plus monad supports four operations: return, bind, mzero and
mplus. Their definitions and properties have been provided in §3.2.1.
If we employ these operations in Standard ML to compute solutions to query a
predicate, the execution reflects a Prolog-like execution strategy with a depth-first
search. This strategy is fine for user-initiated evaluations, but for counterexample
generation, automatically generated values might cause infinite computations escaped from the control of the user. To avoid that the execution is stuck in such
a computation, we employ a plus monad that limits the computation by a depth
limit. As the evaluation answers negative queries with a negation-by-failure semantics, it must take special care of negation when evaluating predicates with
a depth-limited computation. We implement different behaviors for queries in
different contexts: for positive contexts, the implementation computes an underapproximation; for negative contexts, an overapproximation.
More specifically, the plain continuations without the depth limit have type
(α ⇒ result option) ⇒ result option. For a depth-limited computation in positive contexts, we provide an extended continuation plus monad with type (α ⇒
result option) ⇒ int ⇒ result option. The bind+ operation checks the depth limit and
if reached, it behaves like a failing computation; otherwise it passes a decreased
depth limit to its argument. This yields a sound underapproximation of the query.
The other three plus monad operations pass around the additional argument and
behave like the usual continuation monad operations:
mzero+ = (λc i. None)
return+ x = (λc i. c x)
bind+ m f = (λc i. if i = 0 then None else (m (λa. (f a) c i) (i − 1)))
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mplus+ c1 c2 = (λc i. case c1 c i of None ⇒ c2 c i | Some x ⇒ Some x)
In negative contexts, we must explicitly distinguish failure (no solution found)
from reaching the depth limit. To signal reaching the depth limit, we include an
explicit element to model an Unknown value, and continue the computation with
this value.
datatype α unknown = Unknown | Known α
A negative computation can yield None or Some x, but it can also yield the unknown value. We encode the possible results in the ext-option type:
datatype α ext-option = Unknown-value | Some α | None
For the negative depth-limited computation, the type of the continuation plus
monad is (α unknown ⇒ result ext-option) ⇒ int ⇒ result ext-option.
The monad operations mzero− , return− and mplus− do not consider the depth
limit and are similar to their counterparts for positive contexts:
mzero− = (λc i. None)
return− v = (λc i. c (Known v))
mplus− c1 c2 = (λc i. case c1 c i of
None ⇒ c2 c i | Some x ⇒ Some x | Unknown-value ⇒ Unknown-value)
The bind− operation implements the conjunction of two computations and handles
the conjunction of a computation reaching the depth limit and failing computation
special: If one computation reaches the depth limit and the continuation fails,
then the overall computation fails; in other words failure absorbs the unknown value
(which is consistent with a Kleene three-valued logic interpretation).
bind− m f = (λc i. if i = 0 then c Unknown
else m (λa. case a of Unknown ⇒ c Unknown
| Known a0 ⇒ f a0 c i) (i − 1))
Because negative and positive occurrences of predicates are intermixed, actual
enumerations combine the positive and negative monads: The bridge between
them is performed by not-operations that handle the unknown value depending
on the context. For instance, when applied to a solution enumeration of a negated
premise, unknown is mapped to true; this reflects the intuition that if we were not
able to prove a negated premise ¬ Q x within a given depth limit for x, then all we
can soundly assume is that Q x may hold; hence the overall computation cannot
proceed further.
The compilation scheme in the next subsection builds on the interface of plus
monad structure and hence is employed for all three monads uniformly. For the
rest of the presentation, we only employ the depth-limited monad for positive
contexts and write mplus+ and bind+ infix as t and >>=.
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Compilation of Mode-Annotated Clauses
The functional equation for P M is the union of the output values generated by
the characterizing clauses. Employing the dataflow from the mode inference, the
expressions for the clauses are essentially constructed as chains of type-based generators and function calls for premises, connected through bind and case expressions. All functions P M are executable in Standard ML, because they only employ
the monad operations and pattern matching. A formal description of the compilation scheme is provided in [16]. For the extended compilation with generators,
we only had to extend it such that the exhaustive type-based generators (cf. §3.2.3)
are included if they are necessary. To give the reader some intuition of the compilation, we provide two examples of the compiled programs and show another
example in §6.3.2.
Example 8. For the predicate distinct, we can infer the mode o ⇒ bool: The first
clause distinct [] allows the mode o ⇒ bool, as the empty list is just a constant value.
The second clause allows the mode o ⇒ bool by choosing modes for its premises,
i.e., distinct xs with mode o ⇒ bool and x ∈
/ set xs with mode i ⇒ i ⇒ bool. This is
then compiled to a test data generator distincto for lists of type α:
distincto = return+ [] t
(distincto >>= (λxs. exhaustiveα >>= (λx. if x ∈
/ set xs then return+ (x · xs)
else mzero+ )))
Instantiating α to the natural numbers and unfolding the plus monad operators in
the definition of distincto , we obtain the test data generator exhaustive-distinct from
section 4.2.
Example 9. For the premise length xs = length ys ∧ zip xs ys = zs, we obtain the
following mode-annotated clause:
• lengthP xs n with mode o ⇒ o ⇒ bool,
• lengthP ys n with mode o ⇒ i ⇒ bool,
• zipP xs ys zs with its functional mode i ⇒ i ⇒ o ⇒ bool
In other words, we enumerate lists with their corresponding length, and as we
know the length of xs, we only enumerate lists ys of equal length, and finally we
obtain zs by executing zip xs ys. The generator for this premise then is
lengthP oo >
>= (λ(xs, n). lengthP oi n
>
>= (λys. return+ (zip xs ys) >>= (λzs. return+ (xs, ys, zs))))
Unfolding the definitions of the plus monad operators and reducing the syntactic
clutter, we obtain
λ c d. if d = 0 then None
else lengthP oo (d − 1) (λ(xs, n). lengthP oi n (d − 1) (λys. c (xs, ys, zip xs ys))
The arguments c and d make the continuation and the depth limit explicit, which
are implicitly passed around by the monad operations.
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4.2.6

Extensions

The mode analysis and the compilation is extended in two simple ways:
Simple support for arithmetic. For addition and subtraction on natural numbers
and integers, we have special support, so that the mode analysis utilizes that these
operations are invertible. For example, for a premise a + b = c, the analysis is
aware that one can compute a given values for b and c by a = c − b. For subtraction
on natural numbers, we must take special care of the case where the result value
is zero: If a − c = 0 holds, we only know that the value a is in the interval of
0 < a ≤ c. For such intervals on natural numbers, we can enumerate all numbers
within their bounds. This simple support for arithmetic operations suffices to
obtain smart test data generators for various conjectures, e.g., conjectures about
operations on indices in lists, because the conjectures contain only very simple
arithmetical constraints. For intricate arithmetic constraints one would need to
employ a constraint solver and dedicated decision procedures.
Specialization. Often, some crucial modes cannot be inferred because the mode
analysis is too imprecise. For example, the function lookup returns the value of a
key k from an association list.
lookup [] k = None
lookup ((k, v) · kvs) k0 = if (k = k0 ) then Some v else lookup kvs k0
For a predicate with the premise lookup kvs k = Some v0 , the evaluation must
enumerate all possible values for k and v given kvs. By flattening the function
(§4.2.3), we obtain the premise lookupP kvs k (Some v0 ), where the predicate lookupP
has the Horn clauses
lookupP [] k None
k = k0 =⇒ lookupP ((k, v) · kvs) k0 (Some v)
lookupP kvs k0 v0 =⇒ k 6= k0 =⇒ lookupP ((k, v) · kvs) k0 v0
For enumerating all possible values for k and v given kvs, lookupP must allow the
mode i ⇒ o ⇒ o ⇒ bool. The first Horn clause lookupP [] k None disallows this
mode. However, for all results (k, v) due to this Horn clause, v is None. Hence,
they do not match the premise lookupP kvs k (Some v)—they lead only to failing
computations for this premise. Here, the mode analysis is too imprecise to detect
that if the third argument should only match the pattern Some v0 , the first Horn
clause of lookupP provides no results.
If we define a specialized predicate lookup-SomeP kvs k v defined by the formula
lookup kvs k = Some v, and derive the specialized Horn clauses,
k = k0 =⇒ lookup-SomeP ((k, v) · kvs) k0 v
lookup-SomeP kvs k0 v0 =⇒ k 6= k0 =⇒ lookup-SomeP ((k, v) · kvs) k0 v0 ,
it allows us to enumerate all possible values for k and v given kvs, as the mode
analysis now infers mode i ⇒ o ⇒ o ⇒ bool for lookup-SomeP . In general, Quickcheck can derive new predicates with specialized Horn clauses, and refine some
premises. As this specialization can give rise to a greater number of modes, it
selectively enhances the employed mode analysis.
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4.3

Related Work

We have already described some related work for testing functional programs in
the related work section of the previous chapter. In this section, we keep our focus
on white-box testing approaches for functional and logic programs.
Closely related to our work is the glass-box testing by Fischer and Kuchen [47]
for functional logic programs in Curry. They take advantage of narrowing and
natively supported nondeterministic executions in Curry. In their setting, test
cases are generated with respect to some selected coverage criteria. To record the
covered branches of the test case execution, the original functional programs are
transformed to return the function’s result and the branch decisions. Other related
work based on symbolic evaluations is described in §5.5.
Another approach to finding values that fulfill the premises is to use a CLP(FD)
constraint solver, as done by Carlier et al. [26, 27] for functional programs. Using
constraint solving to find values for logic programs in Mercury is described in [38].
The work of Cheney and Momigliano [29] tests specifications in αProlog [30].
One of their key features is to eliminate negations in premises. If the negation
elimination is applied successfully, negative occurrences of a predicate are turned
into positive occurrences of a derived predicate. If predicates only occur positively
in the Horn clauses, the test data generation is simplified because it does not need
to handle negation by failure.
Related work to the compilation of inductive specifications to functional programs is described in [16].
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Chapter 5

Narrowing-Based Testing
The random and exhaustive strategies suffer from two important limitations: They
cannot refute propositions that existentially quantify over infinite types, and they
often repeatedly test formulas with values that checks essentially the same executions (e.g., because of symmetries).
Both issues arise from the use of ground values and can be addressed by evaluating the formula symbolically. The technique we use is called narrowing and is
well known from term rewriting. The main idea is to evaluate the conjecture with
partially instantiated terms and to progressively refine these terms as needed. The
following simple conjecture illustrates the benefit of the narrowing approach:

∃n :: nat. ∀m :: nat. n = m
To disprove it, we must show for every natural number n that ∃m. n 6= m. Taking
a symbolic view, if n = 0, we can choose any m 6= 0 and if n > 0, then 0 can serve
as a witness for m.
The above example is perhaps too simple to be convincing. A more realistic
example is based on the observation that the palindrome [a, b, b, a] can be split into
the list [a, b] and its reverse [b, a]. Generalizing this to arbitrary lists, we boldly
conjecture that
rev xs = xs =⇒ ∃ys. xs = ys++rev ys.
The narrowing approach immediately finds the counterexample xs = [a1 ], inferring that there is no witness for ys in the infinite domain of lists: If ys is empty,
ys++rev ys = [] 6= [a1 ], and if ys is not empty, ys++rev ys consists of at least two
elements and hence cannot be equal to [a1 ].
Narrowing also deals very well with conditional conjectures. In our example
with the delete operation on red-black trees (cf. chapter 4),
is-rbt t =⇒ is-rbt (delete k t)
the premise is-rbt t ensures that the tree t has a black root node, and in fact, after a
few refinements, narrowing will only test symbolic values satisfying this property,
already pruning away about half of the overall test cases. Further refinements
prune the search space even further, enabling us to find unique counterexamples
in faulty implementations (§6.3.1).
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5.1

Introduction to Narrowing

In this section, we give a short introduction to narrowing, as it forms the theoretical foundations for the evaluation mechanism of functional logic programming
languages and our Quickcheck tool. We make use of this common notation from
term rewriting (cf. [8]): t | p denotes the subterm of t at position p, σ(t ) denotes
the application of an substitution σ to a term t, and t [r ] p denotes replacing the
subterm t | p with the term r in t. In our examples, we only need very specific positions:  denotes the root position of a term, l and r denote the position of the first
and second argument applied to a binary function symbol, i.e., f a b|l = a and
f a b|r = b. With this notation at hand, we define a term rewrite step.
Definition 1. For a term t, t → p,l→r t0 is a rewrite step if
1. a position p is in t,
2. l → r is a rewrite rule (with fresh variables w.r.t. t),
3. and there exists a substitution σ with t | p = σ(l) and t0 = t [σ(r )] p .
Term rewriting allows us to describe the evaluation of functional programs
in a formal manner. A functional program is described as term rewrite system,
which is defined by a set of rewrite rules. The term rewrite system for the append
function is given by the two rewrite rules

[] ++ ys0 → ys0 (R1 )
(x · xs) ++ ys → x · (xs ++ ys)

( R2 )

With this term rewrite system, the term [a, b]++[c, d] is rewritten to [a, b, c, d] with
the intermediate steps

[a, b]++[c, d] →,R2 a · ([b]++[c, d]) →r,R2 a · (b · ([]++[c, d]) →rr,R1 [a, b, c, d].
An evaluation by narrowing combines the facets of functional and logic programming and is an interesting model for functional, logic and declarative programming. More precisely, narrowing allows us to apply rewrite rules to expressing
containing logical uninstantiated variables. Hence, we can solve equations t ≈ t0
by finding all possible substitutions σ such that σ(t ) and σ(t0 ) are reducible to the
same ground constructor term.
In general, programmers benefit from narrowing most because it adds value to
various function definitions. For example, splitting a list can be expressed using
the append function and solving the equation xs++ys ≈ zs for some given list
zs. For zs = [a, b], we obtain the solutions {xs 7→ [], ys 7→ [a, b]}, {xs 7→ [a], ys 7→
[b]}, {xs 7→ [a, b], ys 7→ []}. Functions to compute the prefix or suffix of a list can be
expressed similarly using the append function. Instead of spending time to write
these related functions to append, programmers can simply employ the append
function for those purposes.
More specifically for our objective, counterexample generation benefits from
narrowing by computing a substitution in a conjecture t that is reducible to false.
This substitution serves directly as a counterexample to the conjecture.
Formally, a narrowing step extends a rewrite step by an instantiation of variables in t.
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Definition 2. For a term t, t ; p,l→r,σ t0 is a narrowing step if
1. p is a non-variable position, and
2. σ(t ) → p,l→r t0 , where σ is a unifier of t | p and l, and t0 = σ(t [r ] p ).
For rewrite rules for append, the two possible narrowing steps for xs++ys are
xs++ys ;,R1 ,{xs7→[],ys0 7→ys} ys and xs++ys ;,R2 ,{xs7→x0 ·xs0 ,ys0 7→ys} x0 · (xs0 ++ys) where x0 ,
xs0 and ys0 are the fresh variables of the rule R2 .
A narrowing strategy selects the rewrite rule to be applied and its position
in the term for its reduction. A strategy can be defined with different (possibly competing) criteria in mind, e.g., the strategy should be easy to implement
or it should avoid unnecessary rewrite steps. There are a number of narrowing
strategies, e.g., basic narrowing [65], innermost narrowing [49, 59], lazy narrowing [50, 71, 101] and needed narrowing [4]. Needed narrowing is Curry’s evaluation mechanism [3] and it is roughly simulated by our Quickcheck tool.

5.2

Existing Narrowing Implementations

Evaluating a term by narrowing can be implemented in at least three different
ways:
1. Target a language that natively supports narrowing, such as the functionallogical language Curry, instead of ML.
2. Simulate narrowing by generating a functional program that includes its
own refinement algorithm [105].
3. Simulate narrowing by embedding the narrowing-based execution with a
library of combinators [48, 77] in a functional language.
We tried out the first two approaches: For our experiments, we extended the code
generator to produce source code for Curry with type-class support, which can
be executed by the Münster Curry compiler [82]. However, we found that the
Curry execution is prohibitively slow, and the second approach using Haskell and
a refinement algorithm is considerably faster than the Curry execution. The third
approach looks promising but would require a more involved translation.

5.3

Abstract Description of the Narrowing Implementation

In this section, we give an abstract description of the implemented narrowing
evaluation mechanism.
At its core, the mechanism evaluates boolean expressions where free variables
are replaced by partially instantiated terms. These terms are constructor terms, i.e.,
they are built from datatype constructors and distinct variables, e.g., Suc n, Zero
and Cons x1 (Cons x2 x3 ). Exploiting evaluations in Haskell, an expression with
partial terms is evaluated to head normal form as far as possible: The execution
either returns the ground reduct if it is reduced despite variables in the initial
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Table 5.1: Conjunction and disjunction truth tables
term, or it indicates which variable is critical for the evaluation. For the evaluation
of a boolean expression, it yields ground values true or false, if the expression is
true or false for all substitutions of the free variables, resp., or it indicates the
critical variable. For example, the execution determines that Zero 6= Suc n is true
for all natural numbers n, but the value of Suc Zero 6= Suc n depends on the value
of n.
On top of this evaluation for partial terms, there is a refinement algorithm that
refutes formulas in prenex normal form.1 It uses a refinement tree that records
the results of the evaluation with partial terms and keeps track of refinements.
The tree is used to determine the formula’s truth value and successive evaluations
with partial terms. Figure 5.1 shows the refinement tree during the refutation of
the conjecture ∃n :: nat. ∀m :: nat. m = n.
Leafs of the tree carry the evaluation’s result: initially unevaluated (X), and after
the evaluation, the definite results true (T) or false (F). If the evaluation required
a further refinement beyond the maximal bound, the leafs are annotated with
unknown (U). Inner nodes carry a variable and are classified as universal or existential. Each branch assigns a single constructor with fresh variables as arguments
to its parent’s variable. A path from the root to a leaf represents an assignment
of partial terms by composing the substitutions along the path. For example, the
path to the node annotated with T in figure 5.1d assigns Zero to n and m.
The truth value of a tree is defined recursively: The leafs’ values are given by
their annotations; the value of a universal node is the conjunction of the values of
its subtrees; dually for existential nodes, it is the disjunction of its subtrees. Conjunction and disjunction are defined by truth tables in table 5.1. On the boolean
domain, the operators behave as their boolean counterparts. For conjunction, falsity has priority over unevaluated, and unevaluated has priority over truth. Disjunction is defined dually.
Starting with an initial tree with no refinements, the refinement algorithm performs the following three steps:
1. It finds by depth-first search a leaf that makes the tree’s truth value unevaluated, and evaluates the property with the partial terms associated with this
leaf.
2. If the evaluation yields a boolean truth value, the algorithm updates the
leaf’s annotation with the boolean value. If the evaluation calls for a refine1A

formula is in prenex normal form if it has a prefix of universal and existential quantifiers
followed by a quantifier-free part.
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Figure 5.1: Refinement tree for the evaluation of ∃n :: nat. ∀m :: nat. m = n
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ment, the algorithm alters the refinement tree reflecting a case distinction on
the critical variable.
3. If the new tree’s truth value is false, the algorithm has found a counterexample to the conjecture. If the new tree’s truth value remains unevaluated,
the algorithm continues with the first step. If the tree’s truth value is unknown as the evaluation requires too many refinement steps, the algorithm
aborts. In rare cases, the tree’s truth value might be true, indicating that the
conjecture is a theorem.
The illustrated evaluation in figure 5.1 starts with an initial tree that represents the quantifier part of the formula above and one leaf annotated with X (figure 5.1a). The first evaluation of m = n with symbolic values m and n yields to
refine m. The top-most constructor of m can either be Zero or Suc (figure 5.1b).
The next evaluation with m 7→ Zero requires a refinement of n, resulting in the
state of figure 5.1c. Now, the evaluation with n 7→ Zero, m 7→ Zero yields true (figure 5.1d), and for n 7→ Zero, m 7→ Suc m0 with some fresh variable m0 yields false
(figure 5.1e). As the truth value of the upper branch n 7→ Zero is false, we continue
with the lower branch n 7→ Suc n0 . The last evaluation for n 7→ Suc n0 , m 7→ Zero
yields false, and thus shows the invalidity of the formula (figure 5.1f). We note
that the refutation never evaluated n 7→ Suc n0 , m 7→ Suc m0 .
Our refinement algorithm is designed for counterexample generation in contrast to proving. This choice plays a role in the chosen semantics of the two operators conjunction and disjunction on the values unknown and unevaluated. As we
are interested in finding counterexamples, we define U ∨ X = U and U ∧ X = X.
These choices are justified as follows. Our goal is to find if the formula could
possibly evaluate to false. For a formula A with the truth value U, and a formula
B that has not been evaluated (truth value X) the formula A ∨ B can be found to
be true if B is true. It remains unknown otherwise. For finding A ∨ B to be false,
the evaluation of B is pointless. We avoid it by choosing U ∨ X = U. On the other
hand, A ∧ B becomes false if the truth value of B turns out to be false through its
evaluation. For A ∧ B, we do not omit the evaluation of B. We choose U ∧ X = X. If
we were interested in proving properties, we would invert the two choices, i.e., define U ∧ X = U, and U ∨ X = X. In actual developments, it is rather unlikely that
proofs are found by narrowing, as it is limited to equational rewriting with the
constants’ definitions, and structural case distinctions for the occurring variables.
In other words, narrowing is limited to proofs with do not require any induction
step or any derived property of the functions.

5.4

Implementation

Technically, the implementation consists of two parts. One part of the implementation generates the Haskell program under test employing Isabelle’s code generator. Similar to the random and exhaustive testing, the generators for narrowing are
defined for each type of the variables in the conjecture. As the types are defined
in Isabelle, Quickcheck can inspect the type’s definition and automatically define
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these generators. The generators, the conjecture and all definitions necessary for
the conjecture’s evaluation are then transformed into Haskell source code.
The other part of the implementation provides the narrowing-based evaluation
with its refinement algorithm. This part is independent of the conjecture under test
and was directly implemented in Haskell. The Quickcheck tool combines the code
generated by Isabelle and the Haskell source code, compiles it with the Haskell
compiler, executes the compiled program, and reads back the program’s result.
Despite being implemented in Isabelle and Haskell, we focus on the presentation
of the combined source code in Haskell’s syntax in this section. As Haskell’s
syntax is similar to Isabelle/HOL’s syntax, we introduce Haskell by pointing out
the main differences from Isabelle.
In Haskell, types are composed from type variables denoted with lowercase
letters, and type constructors are capitalized. Haskell provides among others the
boolean type Bool, the product type (a, b) and the polymorphic list type [a]
with elements of type a. Haskell’s lazy datatypes are declared with data, type
abbreviations with type. Signatures, such as f :: [a] -> [b], declare the type of
functions.
In expressions, constructors are capitalized; all other values start with a lowercase letter. For example, True and False are the two boolean constructors, and not
negates a boolean value. Haskell’s notation \ x -> f x stands for λx. f x. We use
an underscore in an abstraction if the bound variable is not used, as in \_ -> True.
Furthermore, [] and (:) are the two list constructors Nil and Cons.
Haskell provides syntax to define local functions, as in f x = y where y = x
where y is defined locally in the function f. We use the IO monad with the return
function and infix notation (>>=) for the bind function and employ Haskell’s do
notation, which makes do y <- f x; g y a short cut for f x >>= (\y -> g y).
We use common Prelude functions without further explanations (cf. [69] for
their definitions). To avoid CamelCase and underscores in this presentation, we
relax Haskell’s syntax and allow identifiers to contain hyphens.

5.4.1

Basic Data Structures

Partial terms are represented by the two datatypes Type and Term:
type Position = [Int]
data Type = T [[Type]]
data Term = Var Position Type | Ctr Int [Term]

Given a datatype, the Type datatype reflects the type’s structure as a sum of products. For example, Haskell’s boolean type with two nullary constructors True and
False is isomorphic to a sum type of two nullary products (two unit types). Hence,
its type value is boolT = T [[], []]. Analogously, the Haskell type (Bool, Bool)
is built from the single binary constructor Pair and hence has the type value
T [[boolT, boolT]]. We can also express recursive datatypes with infinite values: The value for the type of natural numbers with constructors Zero and Suc is
natT = T [[], [natT]]. In 5.4.3, we describe the construction of type values for
all datatypes in more detail.
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Partial terms can either be a variable with some type and a specific position,
or a constructor applied to a list of argument terms. Given a mapping from integers to constructors for every datatype, constructors in partial terms are identified
by an index. In §5.3, variables were referenced by names, and we invented fresh
names during the refinement step. In the actual implementation, we use the positions in the term as names. Positions are simply encoded as a list of integers
that describe the path in the tree-shaped term. For example, given the Nat type
has constructors Zero with index 0 and Suc with index 1, the abstract partial term
Suc n0 (n0 has position [0, 0]) obtained after refinement of variable n (position [0])
has the Haskell value Ctr 1 [Var [0, 0] natT].
For a fixed conjecture, the basic evaluation function eval takes a list of partial
terms as input and returns an Answer value: When the conjecture’s evaluation
with the partial terms results a boolean value b, it returns Known b. Otherwise if
position p must be refined, it returns Refine p. As the evaluation uses exceptions,
we must employ the IO monad:
data Answer = Known Bool | Refine Position
eval :: [Term] -> IO Answer

We present the implementation of the evaluation mechanism later in §5.4.3. For
now, we consider the function eval as a black box.
The central data structure of the refinement algorithm is the refinement tree,
which is defined by three datatypes. The tree has three different nodes: leafs that
carry truth values, variable nodes with only one branch, and constructor nodes
with one branch for each constructor.
data Quantifier = Existential | Universal
data Truth = Evaluated Bool | Unevaluated | Unknown
data Tree = Leaf Truth |
Variable Quantifier Truth Position Type Tree |
Constructor Quantifier Truth Position [Tree]

The variable nodes correspond to inner non-branching nodes in §5.3. The constructor nodes correspond to the inner branching nodes that are obtained by refinement steps. The variable and constructor nodes originated from an universally
or existentially quantified variable. This origin is stored as part of the node with
the value of type Quantifier. The variable nodes carry the information about their
variable’s type structure and position. Although the truth values in the leafs suffice to determine the tree’s truth value, the inner nodes also carry the truth value
of their subtree to quickly find the leaf that makes the tree’s truth value unevaluated. The truth values of inner nodes are kept consistent whenever the truth value
of some leaf is changed. As a result, the tree’s truth value can always be retrieved
from the truth value in the root node:
value-of :: Tree -> Truth
value-of (Node v) = v
value-of (Variable _ v _ _ _) = v
value-of (Constructor _ v _ _) = v
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The trees in figure 5.1a and figure 5.1b depict the values a and b:
a = Variable Existential Unevaluated [0] natT
(Variable Universal Unevaluated [1] natT (Leaf Unevaluated))
b = Variable Existential Unevaluated [0] natT
(Constructor Universal Unevaluated [1] natT
[Leaf Unevaluated, Leaf Unevaluated])

5.4.2

Refinement Algorithm

The refinement algorithm iteratively modifies the refinement tree. It finds the
next leaf in the tree (which is addressed by its path) and evaluates the conjecture
with the partial term corresponding to the selected path (functions find, terms-of
and eval). Depending on the answer of the basic evaluation, the tree is refined.
Answers of the form Known b are recorded in the refinement tree. The position
for an answer Refine p is used to refine the tree. As the algorithm checks the
position’s length, it stops the refinement at a fixed depth. As long as there are
some leafs to be visited, the algorithm continues the refinement with the updated
tree:
refute :: Tree -> IO Tree
refute t =
do
path <- return (find t);
a <- eval (terms-of [] path);
t’ <- case a of
Known b -> return (update path (Evaluated b) t))
| Refine p ->
if length p < maximal-depth then
return (refine-tree path p t)
else return (update path Unknown t));
case value-of t’ of
Unevaluated -> refute t’
| _ -> return t’

Besides addressing leafs in the tree, the path also carries all information to construct the partial terms, i.e., the positions, the node’s kind and the type of a variable or the constructor’s index.
data Edge = V Position Type | C Position Int
type Path = [Edge]

The functions find and update are easy to implement (listing 5.1). When we
update a truth value, we recompute the cached truth value of the nodes along
the path to ensure their consistency. Functions ball and bexists, which compute
the new truth value from the given subtrees, are omitted from listing 5.1. They
basically encode the truth tables of table 5.1. The function refine-tree finds the
node with the critical position on the selected path and replaces the variable node
by a constructor node with a forest of fresh variable nodes. This replacement is
expressed with the refine function.
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refine (Variable quant truth pos (T typss) t) =
Constructor quant truth pos [foldr
(\(i,typ) t -> Variable quant truth (pos++[i]) typ t) t
(zip [0..] typs) | typs <- typss]

The functions replace and refine-tree are then straightforward (listing 5.1).
Listing 5.1: Auxiliary Functions for the Refinement Algorithm
position-of :: Edge -> Position
position-of (V p _) = p
position-of (C p _) = p
term-of :: Position -> Path -> Term
term-of p (C [] i : es) = Ctr i (terms-of p es)
term-of p [V [] ty] = Var p ty
terms-of :: Position -> Path -> [Term]
terms-of p es = terms-of’ 0 es
where
terms-of’ i [] = []
terms-of’ i (e : es) = (t : terms-of’ (i + 1) rs)
where
(ts,rs) = partition (\e -> head (position-of e) == i) (e : es)
t = term-of (p ++ [i]) (map (map-pos tail) ts)
map-pos f (V p ty) = V (f p) ty
map-pos f (C p ts) = C (f p) ts
find :: Tree -> Path
find (Leaf Unevaluated) = []
find (Variable _ _ p ty t) = V p ty : (find t)
find (Constructor _ _ p ts) = C p i : find (ts !! i)
where
Just i = findIndex (\t -> value-of t == Unevaluated) ts
update :: Path -> Truth -> Tree -> Tree
update [] v (Leaf _) = Leaf v
update (V _ _ : es) v (Variable q r p ty t) =
Variable q (value-of t’) p ty t’
where
t’ = update es v t
update (C _ i : es) v (Constructor q r p ts) = Constructor q r’ p ts’
where
(xs, y : ys) = splitAt i ts
y’ = update es v y
ts’ = xs ++ (y’ : ys)
r’ = val ts’
val = case q of { Universal -> ball; Existential -> bexists}
replace :: (Tree -> Tree) -> Path -> Tree -> Tree
replace f [] t = (f t)
replace f (V _ _ : es) (Variable q v p ty t) =
Variable q v p ty (replace f es t)
replace f (C _ i : es) (Constructor q v p ts) = Constructor q v p ts’
where
(xs, y : ys) = splitAt i ts
ts’ = (xs ++ (replace f es y : ys)
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refine-tree :: [Edge] -> Position -> Tree -> Tree
refine-tree es p t = replace refine (path-of-position p es) t
where
path-of-position p es = takeWhile (\e -> position-of e /= p) es
refine (Variable q r p (T tss) t) =
Constructor q r p
[foldr (\(i,ty) t -> Variable q r (p++[i]) ty t) t
(zip [0..] ts) | ts <- tss]

5.4.3

Basic Evaluation Mechanism

To evaluate the conjecture with partial terms, term representations are turned into
Haskell terms with exception values at the variable positions using Haskell’s native error function [70]. Due to Haskell’s lazy evaluation, the conjecture can be
evaluated with partially-defined values. Hence, the exception values at variable
positions are not raised as long as their evaluation is not needed, i.e., evaluation
does not pattern-match against the value. E.g., [] = (error ’a’ : error ’b’)
evaluates to False despite of the exception values on the right-hand side. Thanks
to this feature in Haskell, our symbolic evaluations can be mapped to Haskell evaluations. The mechanism ensures that when an exception is raised, the exception
value returns the position of the variable in the input term.
For example, the abstract partial term Suc n0 where n0 is the variable at position
[0, 0] is represented as Haskell term
Suc (error (marker : map toEnum [0, 0]))

where marker distinguishes the refinement exception values from other ones, and
Prelude functions toEnum and fromEnum convert between positions and strings.
For the conversion from the partial term datatype to Haskell values, we use a list
of constructor functions. For each constructor, the constructor function takes partial
terms for the constructor’s arguments as input and returns the Haskell value of the
constructor applied to the arguments that correspond to the given partial terms:
conv :: [[Term] -> a] -> Term -> a;
conv cs (Var p uu) = error (marker : map toEnum p);
conv cs (Ctr i xs) = (cs !! i) xs;

For example, conv csnat converts the partial term Ctr 1 [Var [0, 0] natT] to
Suc (error (marker : map toEnum [0, 0])), where csnat are the constructor functions for the Nat type:
csnat = [\[] -> Zero, \[t] -> Suc (conv csnat t)]

Employing this conversion function, we convert values of the partial term datatype
and apply them as arguments to the boolean expression that is the quantifier-free
part of the property under test. This boolean value is evaluated with the answer
function. The function employs Haskell’s native functions try and evaluate. The
function evaluate :: a -> IO a forces its argument to be evaluated to weak head
normal form. We can catch exception values with try. The expression try x
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returns Right r if no exception was raised and the evaluation of x resulted in
value r. If an exception was raised, the expression try x returns Left e where e
is the exception value. The answer function evaluates the boolean value, catches
the refinement exception values and converts them into refinement answers that
carry the position of the critical variable:
answer :: Bool -> IO Answer;
answer a =
do res <- try (evaluate a)
case res of
Right b -> Known b
Left (ErrorCall (marker : p)) -> Refine (map fromEnum p)
Left e -> throw e

The dedicated type class Narrowing provides the constructor functions for the
conversion and the description of the type’s structure for every datatype:
data N a = N Type [[Term] -> a]
class Narrowing a where narrowing :: N a;

For example, the narrowing instance for the natural numbers could be defined by
the values natT and csnat from our previous examples. Borrowing the terminology from the other testing approaches, we call values of type N a the (narrowing)
generator for type a. We define generators for all datatypes with three basic combinators. Given a datatype constructor of type a, the cons combinator builds the
associated conversion and the type description, wrapping it into N a. The second combinator apply applies a generators to another. The third combinator sum
creates the union of two generators.
cons :: a -> N a
cons a = N (T [[]]) [(\ _ -> a)]
apply :: N (a -> b) -> N a -> N b
apply (N (T p s) cfs)) (N t cs) =
N (T (map (\ ts -> t : ts) ps))
map (\ cf (x : xs) -> cf xs (conv cs x)) cfs
sum :: N a -> N a -> N a
sum (N (T ta) ca) (N (T tb) cb) = N (T (ta ++ tb)) (ca ++ cb)

For a given datatype, generators are composed following the datatype’s structure.
For example, the generator for type Nat is built from cons Zero :: N Nat and
cons Suc :: N (nat -> nat). To the latter expression, we must apply the generator for type Nat. The entire generator, called narrowing-nat, is defined as the sum
of those two expressions.
narrowing-nat :: N nat
narrowing-nat = sum (cons Zero) (apply (cons Suc) narrowing-nat)
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Similarly for lists, the generator is expressed as sum of constructor Nil and the
constructor Cons with two values applied. As we require a generator for the list’s
element type, the type for a must belong to the Narrowing class.
narrowing-list :: Narrowing a => N [a]
narrowing-list = sum (cons [])
(apply (apply (cons (\ a b -> a : b)) narrowing) narrowing-list)

Following the scheme of these examples, Quickcheck automatically derives instances for all datatypes.
Finally, values of type Property encode formulas in prenex normal form. The
Property constructor wraps the quantifier-free part of the formula. Quantifiers of
the formula are expressed with the functions exists and forall.
data Property =
UniversalP Type (Term -> Property)
| ExistentialP Type (Term -> Property)
| Property Bool;
exists :: Narrowing a => (a -> Property) -> Property
exists f = ExistentialP ty (\ t -> f (conv cs t))
where
N ty cs = narrowing;
forall :: Narrowing a => (a -> Property) -> Property
forall f = UniversalP ty (\ t -> f (conv cs t))
where
N ty cs = narrowing;

For example, the conjecture ∃n :: nat. ∀m :: nat. m = n corresponds to this expression:
exists (\ n -> forall (\ m -> Property (m = n))

Given a property P, functions tree-of and eval-of extract the initial refinement
tree and the evaluation function, respectively (cf. listing 5.2). The refute function
actually takes the aforementioned eval function as argument. Now, checking a
property p is expressed by
check p = refute (\ts -> answer (eval-of p ts)) (tree-of 0 p)

Before we present the last aspect of the implementation (§5.4.4), we must draw
some attention to a delicate issue in this tool. In the beginning of this section,
we pointed out that parts of the implementation are formulated in Isabelle/HOL
and turned into Haskell code by Isabelle’s code generator. More specifically, the
narrowing instances of all datatypes are defined in Isabelle. In case of recursive
datatypes, the description of the type’s structure is an infinite tree, not representable by an inductive datatype, but only by a coinductive datatype. However
at the time of its development, Isabelle/HOL only supported the definition and
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code generation of inductive datatypes. To define coinductive datatypes, one must
derive the type, the constructors and its properties manually with the basic definition mechanisms. As this is laborious, the narrowing instances are axiomatized
in Isabelle without providing a proper definition, but only with axioms that allow
code generation in Haskell. The consistency of the logical system is not in danger,
as the axioms are used only in Quickcheck and are not leaked to the user. The
newly introduced support of codatatypes in Isabelle [113] would allow a proper
and simple definition of the narrowing generators and make the axioms obsolete.
Listing 5.2: Auxiliary Functions for the Evaluation Mechanism
eval-of :: Property -> [Term] -> Bool
eval-of (Property b) = (\[] -> b)
eval-of (UniversalP _ f) = (\(t : ts) -> eval-of (f t) ts)
eval-of (ExistentialP _ f) = (\(t : ts) -> eval-of (f t) ts)
tree-of :: Int -> Property -> Tree
tree-of n (Property _) = Leaf Unevaluated
tree-of n (UniversalP ty f)

= Variable Universal Unevaluated [n] ty

(tree-of (n + 1) (f undefined))
tree-of n (ExistentialP ty f) = Variable Existential Unevaluated [n] ty
(tree-of (n + 1) (f undefined))

5.4.4

Presentation of Results

After the execution of the refutation algorithm, we must extract the variable assignment of the counterexample from the resulting refinement tree. If the property
only uses universally quantified variables, we simply extract the partial terms of
the variables from the refinement tree. In the presence of existential quantifiers,
the counterexamples are not just a single assignment of partial terms, but rather
the relevant subtree of the refinement tree. As for the other strategies, we present
the counterexample as an assignment of the universally quantified variables, but
the variable assignment might depend on the values of the existential quantified
variables. These dependencies can entail case distinctions, which are presented by
case expressions in the counterexample. To our example ∃n :: nat. ∀m :: nat. m = n,
Quickcheck returns the counterexample
m = case n of Zero ⇒ Suc _ | Suc _ ⇒ Zero.

5.5

Related Work

There are a number of tools that implement or employ narrowing with the goal
of counterexample generation. EasyCheck [31] and its successors [46] are testing
tools for Curry. As Curry supports narrowing directly, its testing tool can easily
employ narrowing for testing Curry programs. Lindblad’s work [77] implements
a narrowing-based counterexample generator that builds on a very basic compiler for narrowing. The implemented system shows the theoretical benefits for
counterexample generation by narrowing, but as the compiler is very rudimentary,
the practical benefits are only very moderate.
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The program analysis Reach [90] computes values that causes the evaluation
of a functional program to reach explicitly marked target expressions using a
narrowing-based evaluation strategy.
The tool LazySmallCheck [105] uses Haskell’s evaluation mechanism, which
makes the implementation lightweight and the evaluation fast. Our approach
builds on the same evaluation mechanism. However to support existential quantifiers, the necessary refinement algorithm is considerably more involved than LazySmallCheck’s refinement algorithm. Recently, LazySmallCheck has been successfully applied in a larger application [102], which tests the correctness of compiler
implementations and optimizations.
We chose to implement narrowing by the simulating it in Haskell instead of
using a direct translation to Curry as in our experiments executing Curry programs were slower than executing it by simulation (as done by LazySmallCheck).
In the meantime, there have been further steps to improve the performance of
Curry programs: Various techniques to embed nondeterministic computations
into functional programs [2, 48] and the implementation of the Curry compiler
KiCS2 [22, 23] have shown very promising results to improve the run time of
functional logic programs.
Independently of the work in functional languages, Darga and Boyapati [36,
103] have discovered model checking techniques that are very similar to narrowing
for testing data structures and type systems written in object-oriented programming languages.

5.6

Discussion

Combining narrowing and data refinement allows us to evaluate the conjecture
with abstractions that are dynamically refined during the evaluation. For example, let us assume that we express the arithmetic operations on real numbers by
operations on intervals, i.e., an upper and lower bound approximating the real
number. With a suitable datatype refinement, partially instantiated values represent intervals with fuzzy bounds. As a result, a narrowing-based execution
evaluates conjectures starting with a large (fuzzy) interval and refinement steps
tighten those bounds if needed for the conjecture’s evaluation.
To refute conjectures with functions, we already employ a simple data refinement. Functions are approximated by finite functions defined by a simple datatype
datatype (α, β) ffun = Constant β | Update α β (α, β) ffun
For example, the conjecture over functions f and g

∀ f g xs. map g (map f xs) = map (f ◦ g) xs
is rewritten to a conjecture over the dedicated datatype (α, β) ffun,

∀ f g xs. map (evalffun g) (map (evalffun f ) xs) = map ((evalffun f ) ◦ (evalffun g)) xs,
with
fun evalffun :: (α, β) ffun ⇒ α ⇒ β
where
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evalffun (Constant c) x = c
| evalffun (Update x0 y f ) x = (if (x = x0 ) then y else evalffun f x)
The evalffun function requires the values on the domain to allow an equality check.
If this is not possible, e.g., for types such as (nat ⇒ nat) ⇒ nat, we employ a
reduced datatype with the Constant constructor only.
The functions produced by these simple data refinements were sufficient to
refute most invalid conjectures about functions in Isabelle. However, this data
refinement cannot express simple functions such as

(λx. case x of Inl l ⇒ True | Inr r ⇒ False) :: nat + nat ⇒ bool
To cover a large set of functions, one could use a tree structure as representation
and evaluation functions that turn these trees into functions built by nested caseexpressions. However for the current applications, we expect small gains.
Although we can handle existential and universal quantifiers, there are still
even very simple conjectures that the narrowing-based evaluation cannot refute,
essentially because it is limited to finitely many refinements. For example, the
conjecture ∃x. x = Suc x is invalid. However, narrowing refines the values for the
variable x repeatedly, but it cannot ultimately refute the conjecture. A simple disunification check could easily determine that there no value for which x = Suc x
holds. Undoubtedly, refuting conjectures with existential quantifiers can be very
difficult. It could require to derive some sophisticated proof that employs intermediate lemmas and induction. For such conjectures, a narrowing-based evaluation
alone might not be powerful enough.
The technique of narrowing and smart generators (§4.2) share the motivation
to handle hard-to-satisfy premises. Both techniques reduce the search space of
test values by rather different ways. In general, it is very difficult to compare
the two techniques. For a given premise, smart generators are constructed after
inspection of the premise. The dataflow analysis reorders the original program’s
dataflow for generating values. Hence typically, smart generators construct values
in a bottom-up fashion. Narrowing constructs partial values and refines them,
leading to construct values in a top-down fashion. Smart generators are restricted
to fully instantiated values. In contrast to narrowing, possible symmetries in the
conjecture’s conclusion are not exploited by the smart generators. It is interesting
to investigate how to combine ideas from these two approaches: Smart generators
could construct partial values, or narrowing could employ the mode analysis to
reorder premises before evaluating them symbolically.
Once future Curry implementations are still immature; should newer versions
perform better, we could consider integrating code generation to Curry in Isabelle.
Although Curry’s syntax closely follows Haskell’s syntax, Curry still lacks the
support of type classes. Hence, Isabelle’s code generator would have to resolve
type classes by a dictionary construction. The evaluation with Curry allows us
to execute programs with distinguished features, such as existential quantification
and unification constraints, and it offers a new method for executing inductive
predicates.
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Chapter 6

Empirical Results and
Applications
In the previous chapters, we have presented various techniques in Quickcheck to
refute conjectures. In this chapter, these techniques are compared on a large set of
benchmarks and a number of representative case studies of Isabelle formalizations.
In the second part, we describe further applications of Quickcheck.

6.1

Evaluation on Theorem Mutations

To obtain a large set of non-theorems in Isabelle, we derive formulas by mutating existing theorems, as in [14, 21]. The formulas are constructed by replacing
constants and swapping arguments in the existing theorems. Table 6.1 shows the
results of running the counterexample generators on 400 mutated theorems of 13
theories with a liberal time limit of 30 seconds. The chosen set of theories focuses
on executable ones, and leaves out those that are obviously not executable. For example, theories with axiomatic definitions or with coinductive datatypes are not
executable with Isabelle’s code generation. Conjectures in these theories can be
checked only by Nitpick. The first nine are basic theories in Isabelle from three
different domains: arithmetics (Divides, GCD, MacLaurin), set theory (Fun, Relation, Set, Wellfounded), and simple inductive datatypes (List, Map). The last
four theories selected from the Archive of Formal Proofs [74] and cover these domains: graph theory (Max-Card-Matching), formal language theory (Regular-Set)
and data structures (Huffman, List-Index).
The four columns show the absolute number of genuine counterexamples of
the different approaches: random testing, exhaustive testing, narrowing-based
testing, and Nitpick. We omit Refute from this evaluation as it has been superseded by Nitpick. In a cell with values A/B, A is the number of mutants
that exhibit a genuine counterexample and B the number of mutants that are
executable by the corresponding counterexample generator. As Nitpick is not
restricted to a clearly specified fragment, it is in principle able to check all 400
mutants. Quickcheck can use finite types or integers to instantiate polymorphic
conjectures (cf. §3.3.3). For theories with polymorphic conjectures, we show both
modes separately in the table, indicated with [fin] and [int]. Using finite types for
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polymorphic conjectures makes almost all conjectures in the set theory domain
amenable to Quickcheck, closing the previously existing gap between Quickcheck
and Nitpick in this domain. The narrowing-based testing can execute more conjectures than concrete testing with random and exhaustive testing. We gain most
on the Regular-Sets theory, increasing from 304 to 368.
We also compared the tools against each other, and measured the number
of counterexamples that can be found uniquely by one tool compared with another. Table 6.2 shows the comparison of random against exhaustive (Ran./Exh.),
exhaustive against narrowing (Exh./Nar.), narrowing against Nitpick (Nar./Nit.)
and exhaustive against Nitpick (Exh./Nit.). Exhaustive testing slightly outperforms random testing. Narrowing often finds a few more counterexamples than
exhaustive testing, but this is mainly due to the larger set of executable formulas. The exceptions, i.e., Fun [fin] and Wellfounded [fin], reveal a weakness with
narrowing-based testing: They contain conjectures with many quantifiers over
some large finite domains. Exhaustive testing can evaluate ground formulas faster
than narrowing, and thus also explores the large finite domains faster. In a few
cases, exhaustive testing finds the counterexample where narrowing reaches the
time limit. Narrowing and Nitpick complement each other to some extent, as witnessed most prominently by Isabelle’s GCD theory. In absolute numbers, narrowing and Nitpick find 228 and 216 counterexamples, respectively; hence differing
only by 12. However, they succeed on different conjectures—narrowing finds 23
counterexamples where Nitpick fails, Nitpick finds 11 where narrowing fails—
meaning that employing them in combination yields 239 counterexamples.
Quickcheck’s major strength—already acknowledged by its name—is its high
reactivity. Although the counterexample generators could search for thirty seconds, almost all counterexamples are found by any counterexample generator
within the first four seconds. Figure 6.1 shows the total number of refuted conjectures on all theories on a time line. On the large collection of mutated theorems,
the counterexample generator mainly respond with different reactivity due to their
individual system architectures, but not due to their individual techniques.
Random and exhaustive testing require no external system calls, and immediately respond with counterexamples. Within half a second, both strategies are
close to their asymptotic bound. Nitpick requires a fixed start-up time of half a
second to start its back-end tool. Then, the number of refuted counterexamples
slowly increases while Nitpick steadily increases the scope of its finite approximations, but after two seconds, Nitpick is also close to its bound. The system
architecture of Narrowing requires to compile a Haskell program. The compilation for Haskell takes about one second and all refutations are found within the
next two seconds.
Nevertheless, the evaluation on automatically generated mutants has to be
taken with a grain of salt: Mutating theorems at arbitrary term positions can
break very natural abstractions. Some mutants are terms that users cannot even
input. For example, in mutants of the arithmetical theories, some arbitrary part of
the internal representation of numerals is replaced by a variable, and Quickcheck
and Nitpick deal with these obscure terms very differently. Sometimes these conjectures appear executable to Quickcheck at first, but then produce strange errors
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Figure 6.1: Responsiveness of the counterexample generators
during the execution, hindering Quickcheck from refuting those conjectures. Some
heuristics in the mutation generation tries to reduce these obscure examples, but
still some fraction of the mutants which can be genuinely solved by only one of
the tools is due to these candidates.
If all constants of the theory are executable, Quickcheck performs equally well
or sometimes even better than Nitpick. As Quickcheck is more responsive than
Nitpick, users normally prefer Quickcheck in that case. To illustrate the differences
in strength between testing with Quickcheck and model finding with Nitpick, we
show two interesting examples of our evaluation. On the one hand, consider one
of the monotonicity lemmas for integer division:
b · q + r = b0 · q0 + r 0 ∧ 0 ≤ b0 · q0 + r 0 ∧ r 0 < b0 ∧ 0 ≤ r ∧ 0 < b0 ∧
b0 ≤ b =⇒ q ≤ q0
For Quickcheck, it is no problem to detect two typos that change the second
premise to 0 ≤ b0 · b0 + r 0 and the fifth premise to 0 < q0 . It produces the counterexample b = −2; q = 3; r = 1; b0 = −2; q0 = 1; r 0 = −3 instantaneously, while
Nitpick replies after seven minutes with a similar counterexample.
On the other hand, in the theory of maximal matchings in graphs (Max-CardMatching), a certain invalid conjecture is refuted by constructing a graph with
four vertices and a matching with two edges. Owing to the power of its SAT
solver, Nitpick finds this matching within a few seconds. Exhaustive testing tries
to enumerate all graphs and searches for matchings naively. Thus, Quickcheck
needs roughly a minute to find a counterexample. Random testing does not find
the counterexample, even with 100,000 iterations for each size and testing a few
minutes—a matching for a valid graph is unlikely to be obtained by randomly
chosen values. Narrowing prunes the search space before evaluating the conjecture with all possible concrete values, and finds a counterexample in about thirty
seconds.
These two examples demonstrate the strength of both tools: Quickcheck is
strong on arithmetics, while Nitpick handles boolean constraints over finite domains well.
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Theory

Counterexample generators
Random Exhaustive Narrowing

Arithmetics
Divides [fin]
Divides [int]
GCD
MacLaurin [fin]
MacLaurin [int]

199/318
224/369
203/294
44/61
55/79

212/318
239/369
203/294
44/61
55/79

221/343
248/394
228/336
45/77
56/95

Set Theory
Fun [fin]
Fun [int]
Relation [fin]
Relation [int]
Set [fin]
Set [int]
Wellfounded [fin]
Wellfounded [int]

214/394
146/254
248/395
139/230
246/395
205/329
229/372
45/94

215/394
144/254
251/395
155/230
246/395
206/329
233/372
47/94

201/396
161/326
248/395
160/258
249/395
220/369
232/373
51/122

Datatypes
List [fin]
List [int]
Map [fin]
Map [int]

197/319
191/312
257/400
146/221

197/318
193/312
257/400
148/221

215/354
212/351
257/400
160/248

AFP Theories
Huffman
List-Index
Max-Card-Matching [fin]
Max-Card-Matching [int]
Regular-Sets

244/399
256/399
152/345
4/11
154/304

248/399
256/399
212/345
4/11
152/304

246/399
263/399
212/345
4/11
210/368

Nitpick

259/400
216/400
19/400

235/400
247/400
260/400
249/400

245/400
258/400

251/400
271/400
214/400
142/400

Table 6.1: Results for running counterexample generators on mutated theorems
with a time limit of 30 seconds
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Theory

Ran./Exh.

Relative comparison
Exh./Nar.
Nar./Nit.

Exh./Nit.

Arithmetics
Divides [fin]
Divides [int]
GCD
MacLaurin [fin]
MacLaurin [int]

0/13
0/15
0/0
0/0
0/0

0/9
0/9
0/25
0/1
0/1

8/46
19/30
23/11
26/0
37/0

5/52
16/36
13/26
26/1
37/1

Set Theory
Fun [fin]
Fun [int]
Relation [fin]
Relation [int]
Set [fin]
Set [int]
Wellfounded [fin]
Wellfounded [int]

0/1
9/7
0/2
0/15
0/0
0/1
1/4
0/2

18/4
0/17
3/0
1/6
0/3
0/14
4/4
2/6

1/35
0/74
8/7
8/95
3/14
2/42
5/22
2/200

0/20
0/91
8/4
8/100
0/14
0/54
5/22
2/204

1/1
0/2
0/0
1/3

1/31
0/23
0/0
0/12

11/29
10/39
0/1
0/98

6/54
6/58
0/1
0/110

0/4
5/6
0/0
0/3
0/60
0/0
2/0

3/1
0/10
0/7
0/7
0/0
0/0
0/58

0/7
2/9
0/8
0/8
16/18
0/210
85/17

0/5
0/17
0/15
0/15
16/18
0/210
39/29

Datatypes
List [fin]
List [int]
Map [fin]
Map [int]
AFP Theories
Huffman [fin]
Huffman [int]
List-Index [fin]
List-Index [int]
Max-Card-Matching [fin]
Max-Card-Matching [int]
Regular-Sets

Table 6.2: Relative comparison of the counterexample generators on mutated theorems
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6.2

Evaluation on Conditional Conjectures

To evaluate exhaustive testing, the smart generators (§4.2) and narrowing-based
testing (§5), we compared their performance against each other on some conditional conjectures. We compare their performance validating conjectures up to a
given size. As random testing checks the conjecture in an incomplete manner, it
does not make sense to compare its run time against the other approaches in this
setting.
Table 6.3 shows the number of test cases up to a given size, and the number of
test cases (for that size) for which the premises distinct and sorted hold. In other
words, we measured the density of the search space if restricted by some premise,
compared with the unrestricted search space. For example, testing the proposition
distinct xs =⇒ distinct (tl xs), the table shows how many test cases are generated
by the naive exhaustive testing and by the smart test generators. This already
gives a rough estimate of the possible improvement avoiding vacuous tests.
Table 6.4 shows the run time1 to validate properties with values up to a given
size on some representative conjectures from Isabelle’s library with the premise
distinct (D1 , D2 , D3 ) and sorted (S1 , S2 , S3 ):
• D1 : distinct xs =⇒ distinct (tl xs)
• D2 : distinct xs =⇒ distinct (remove1 x xs)
• D3 : distinct xs =⇒ distinct (zip xs ys)
• S1 : sorted xs =⇒ sorted (remdups xs)
• S2 : sorted xs =⇒ sorted (insort-insert x xs)
• S3 : sorted xs ∧ i ≤ j ∧ j < length xs =⇒ nth xs i ≤ nth xs j
For the premise distinct xs and sorted xs, employing the smart generators with the
depth limit i covers the same set of values as employing the exhaustive generators
and narrowing with the size i. In general, the distribution of enumerating values
with smart generators up to some depth can differ significantly from enumerating
values up to some size. For distinct and sorted, the depth limit and size coincide
and one can compare the run time meaningfully.
The numbers of D1 indicate the improvement using the smart test generators
for distinct. In the case of D2 , a more representative conjecture of the Isabelle’s theory of lists, we observe a similar behavior. In the case of D3 , the exhaustive testing
does not enumerate all pairs of lists for xs and ys, but only generates lists ys if the
generated list xs is distinct. This simple optimization (cf. §3.1) already reduces the
number of useless tests dramatically. With this optimization, only 0.025 percent of
all tests are rejected by the premise. As a result, using the smart generator does
not add any further significant improvement in the run time behavior. Hence the
smart generators perform practically the same to the exhaustive testing. Symbolic
1 All

tests ran on a Pentium DualCore P9600 2.6GHz with 4GB RAM using Poly/ML 5.4.1 and
Ubuntu GNU/Linux 11.04.
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execution with narrowing performs worst due to its overhead in the execution in
all three cases.
On the very sparse premise, sorted xs, the improvements with smart test data
generators are even more apparent. For example, in the case of S1 , naive exhaustive testing times out at size 15 (with a time limit of one hour), where the smart
generators can still enumerate lists up to size 20 within a second. Narrowing performs better than exhaustive testing, but is still slower than the smart generators.
These numbers show that the test data generators outperform the naive exhaustive
testing and the symbolic narrowing-based testing.
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–
distinct
sorted

predicate
24
16
15

5
89
39
31

6

425
105
63

7

2,373
315
127

8

size
9
16,072
1,048
255

125,673
3,829
511

10

1,112,083
15,207
1,023

11

10,976,184
65,071
2,047

12

119,481,296
297,840
4,095

13

1,421,542,641
1,449,755
8,191

14

Table 6.3: Number of test cases for given sizes and premise
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0
0
0

0
0
0

E
N
S

E
N
S

S2

S3

0
0
0

0
0.1
0

0
0
0

4.3
17
4.3

0
0.1
0

0
0.1
0

9

0
0.1
0

0
0.1
0

0
0
0

155
446
157

0
0.5
0

0
0.4
0

10

0.2
0.1
0

0.2
0.1
0

0.2
0.1
0

0.4
4.0
0.1

0.3
3.5
0

11

2.3
0.2
0

2.5
0.1
0

2.7
0.1
0

3.8
37
0.4

3.2
32
0.2

12

27
0.5
0.1

29
0.2
0

31
0.1
0

45
395
2.5

38
364
0.7

13

337
1.3
0.1

381
0.4
0.1

404
0.2
0

16

589

3.8

509

14

2.9
0.2

0.8
0.1

0.4
0

98

22

15

6.9
0.4

1.8
0.2

0.9
0

671

135

size
16

16
0.9

3.9
0.5

2.0
0.1

862

17

38
2.2

8.8
1.1

4.6
0.2

18

87
5.1

20
2.5

10
0.3

19

204
12

44
5.5

23
0.8

20

467
26

98
12

52
1.7

21

1064
59

218
28

115
3.6

22

136

286
61

257
7.8

23

311

1063
135

565
17

24

708

292

1238
36

25

Table 6.4: Run time in seconds for given sizes – E, N, S denote exhaustive testing, narrowing, and smart generators, resp.; 0 denotes
time < 50 ms, empty cells denote timeout after 1h; bold numbers indicate the lowest run time

0
0
0

0.1
0.9
0.1

E
N
S

D3

E
N
S

0
0
0

E
N
S

D2

S1

0
0
0

E
N
S

D1
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6.3

Case Studies

In the evaluation on theorem mutations, we were interested in many conjectures
that were simple to refute. The presented case studies have a different flavor:
Here, we are interested in the refutation of a few conjectures of some skewed
formalization. The formalizations and their intricate conjectures are difficult to
refute and allow us to show the benefits of the new techniques.

6.3.1

Functional Data Structures

We evaluated the different testing approaches on faulty implementations of typical
functional data structures. We injected faults by adding typos into the correct
implementations of the delete operation of AVL trees, red-black trees, and 2-3
trees. By adding typos, we create 10 different (mostly incorrect) versions of the
delete operation for each data structure.
On 2-3 trees, we check two invariants of the delete operation, keeping the tree
balanced and ordered, i.e., balanced t =⇒ balanced (delete k t), and ordered t =⇒
ordered (delete k t). We check two similar properties for AVL trees, and three similar properties for red-black trees. With the 10 versions, this yields 20 tests each
for 2-3 and AVL trees, and 30 tests for red-black trees, on which we apply various counterexample generators. In this setting, we compare how the techniques
deal with conditional conjectures. Random testing is applied with 2,000 and 20,000
iterations for each size (abbreviated R2K , R20K ). Furthermore, we used exhaustive testing (Exh.), custom generators (Cu.G., §4.1), smart generators (Sm.G., §4.2),
narrowing (Nar.) and Nitpick (Nit.).
Table 6.5 summarizes the results. Overall, narrowing, smart, and custom generators beat exhaustive testing, which itself performs better than random testing
and Nitpick. Nitpick struggles with large functional programs and is limited to
shallow errors in the smaller implementations of AVL and red-black trees. Increasing the number of iterations for random testing helps, but in our experience,
it does not find any error that was not also found by testing exhaustively. For
the 2-3 trees, the smart generators and narrowing find errors in 5 more cases than
exhaustive testing. In principle, exhaustive testing should find the errors eventually. Thus, in these more intricate cases, we increased the time for the naive
exhaustive testing to finally discover the fault. Even after one hour of testing, exhaustive testing was not able to detect a single one. This shows that using the test
data generators and narrowing-based testing in this setting is clearly superior to

AVL trees
Red-black trees
2-3 trees

R2K

R20K

Exh.

Cu.G.

Sm.G.

Nar.

Nit.

5
10
5

7
18
5

7
21
7

9
22
11

9
19
12

11
26
12

4
11
0

Table 6.5: Number of counterexamples on faulty implementations of functional
data structures (time limit: 30 s for AVL and red-black trees; 120 s for 2-3 trees)
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naive exhaustive testing. The smart generators and narrowing find 12 errors in 20
conjectures. In the eight cases where they did not find anything within the time
limit, even testing more thoroughly for an hour did not reveal any further errors.
There are two possibilities: Either Quickcheck is not able to reveal the invalidity
of the property, or the property still holds, as the randomly injected faults do not
necessarily affect the invariant.

6.3.2

Hotel Key Card System

As a further case study, we checked a hotel key card system by Nipkow [92]. The
faulty system contains a man-in-the-middle attack that is only uncovered by a
trace of length 6.
It models a digital key card system, similar to existing ones in many hotels.
We describe a hotel key card system where every room is secured by a digital
lock. Every guest of the hotel receives a card at the reception. The locks at the
rooms can read the cards from the guest, and open the door if it is the card of the
owner. In the decentralized key card system, the locks cannot communicate with
each other or the reception. Nevertheless, only guests that check in for a room
should be allowed to enter, and previous guests should not have further access to
the room once they checked out.
Safety is achieved by the following protocol: Upon check-in, a new guest gets
a card at the reception which carries two keys, the old key of the previous guest
of the room and his own new key. The locks only store their current key, i.e., the
key of the latest guest the lock has been aware of. When a new guest enters the
room, the lock checks if the old card key matches its current key, and if so discards
the old key and stores the new key as its new current key. Once the lock has been
recoded, it allows access only to the card with the current key until the next guest
enters the room. This recoding ensures that the previous guest cannot enter the
room after the new guest has been in his room.
Nipkow [92] gives a formalization of this hotel key card system in Isabelle,
which itself was inspired by a model by Jackson [66]. The safety property of the
hotel key card system is: Once the owner of the room, i.e., the guest who was the
last to check in, entered his room, no previous guest can enter the room (even if
they have kept or copied their cards).
In Isabelle, the hotel key card system is formalized as follows: We consider
three events, a guest g checking in for a room r where he gets a card with keys
(k, k0 ) from the reception, a guest g entering a room r with a card with keys
(k, k0 ), or a guest g leaving a room r. We model the events Checkin g r (k, k0 ),
Enter g r (k, k0 ), and Exit g r with the event datatype.
datatype event =
Checkin guest room (key × key) | Enter guest room (key × key) | Exit guest room
A trace, represented as a list of events, describes the temporal order of events
taking place. Given a trace evs, a room r and a guest g, the functions currentkey evs r
and roomkey evs r denote the key that is currently recorded at the reception for the
room r and the last key that the room was entered with, respectively. The functions
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issued evs, cards evs g, isin evs r, owner evs r denote the set of already issued keys,
the set of cards of a guest g, the guests in a room r, and the owner of a room r. The
set of possible and valid traces in a hotel is given by the functional description of
the predicate hotel.
hotel [] = True
hotel (e · evs) = (hotel evs ∧ (case e of
Checkin g r (k, k0 ) ⇒ k = currentkey evs r ∧ k0 ∈
/ issued evs |
0
0
Enter g r (k, k ) ⇒ (k, k ) ∈ cards evs g ∧ (roomkey evs r ∈ {k, k0 }) |
Exit g r ⇒ g ∈ isin evs r))
This reflects the explanation above: An empty trace is valid; the card that the new
guest receives when checking in contains the key k of the previous guest and a
fresh key k0 ; a guest can only enter a room if one of the two keys k or k0 on a card
he owns matches the current room key; and to exit a room, the guest must have
been in the room before.
A guest might feel safe in room r if he was the last person to check in and the
room was empty when he entered the room after his check-in.
safe evs r = (∃evs1 evs2 evs3 g c c0 .
evs = evs3 ++ (Enter g r c · evs2 ++ Checkin g r c0 · evs1 ) ∧
noCheckin (evs3 ++ Enter g r c · evs2 ) r ∧
isin (evs2 ++ Checkin g r c0 · evs1 ) r = {})
where noCheckin evs r = ¬(∃g c. Checkin g r c ∈ evs).
The safety property is formally
hotel evs ∧ safe evs r ∧ g ∈ isin evs r =⇒ owner evs r = g.
When checking the validity of this property, the random and exhaustive testing
face two problems: Firstly, the naive black-box testing generates many traces for
which the hotel predicate evaluates to false. Secondly, the safe predicate cannot be
executed (without refinement) because it contains unbounded existential quantifiers (over an infinite type) for evs1 , evs2 , evs3 .
The smart generators tackle the two problems, generating test data that fulfills
the premise, and eliminating the existential quantifiers by its dataflow analysis.
For this example, the smart generators find the man-in-the-middle attack within a
few seconds.
In this paragraph, we describe the function hotelo with mode o ⇒ bool that
serves as smart test data generator for values of the predicate hotel. The necessary
notions are introduced in chapter 4.
hotelo = (return+ []) t
(hotelo >>= (λevs. hotelaux oi evs >>= (λe. return+ (e · evs)))))
hotelaux oi evs = (return+ evs >
>= (λevs. currentkeyP ioo evs >>= (λ(r, k1 ). exhaustivekey
>>= (λk2 . not (issuedii evs k2 ) >
>= (λ(). exhaustiveguest
>>= (λg. return+ (Checkin g r (k1 , k2 )))))))) t
(return+ evs >>= (λevs. cardsioo evs >>= (λ(g, (k1 , k2 )). hotelaux2 ioii evs k1 k2
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>
>= (λr. return+ (Enter g r (k1 , k2 )))))) t
(return+ evs >>= (λevs. isinioo evs >>= (λ(r, g). return+ (Exit g r))))
hotelaux2 ioii evs k1 k2 =
(return+ (evs, (k1 , k2 )) >>= (λ(evs, (k1 , _)). roomkeyP ioi evs k1 >>= (λr. return+ r))) t
(return+ (evs, (k1 , k2 )) >>= (λ(evs, (_, k2 )). roomkeyP ioi evs k2 >>= (λr. return+ r)))
The generator hotelo constructs hotel traces in a bottom-up fashion. hotelaux oi adds
a new event as prefix to shorter hotel traces. hotelaux oi can either prefix a trace by
Checkin, Enter, or Exit events; the conditions for these events, i.e., restriction on the
values of these constructors, are fulfilled by either computing values using further
generating functions or are generated unrestrictedly based on their type. An instance of computation is the call isinioo evs to construct Exit events; an instance of
generation is genguest to enumerate all guests for Checkin events.
Applying the smart generators to the safety property results in the following
counterexample trace:
Enter g1 r0 (k1 , k2 ) · Enter g1 r0 (k0 , k1 ) · Checkin g0 r0 (k2 , k3 )
· Checkin g1 r0 (k1 , k2 ) · Checkin g0 r0 (k0 , k1 )
This resembles the following situation in a hotel with one room r0 :
1. Joe (Guest g0 ) checks in and gets a card (k0 , k1 ).
2. Eve (Guest g1 ) checks in and gets a card (k1 , k2 ).
3. Joe checks in again and gets a card (k2 , k3 ).
4. At this point, Joe has two cards for the room: He tries the newest card (k2 , k3 ),
but as it does not open the door, so he uses the card from his last stay (k0 , k1 )
which unlocks the door.
5. At night, Eve enters the room with card (k1 , k2 ).
A subtle error in the key card system causes this jeopardy and can be resolved if
Joe would have followed a reasonable safety policy and used only his recent card.
Adding this safety policy, Nipkow proved the safety of the key card system.
While the smart generators excel at this conjecture, the other testing approaches
perform poorly or need some manual refinements. After refining the formalization
and removing the existential quantifiers, the naive random and exhaustive testing
fail to find the counterexample within ten minutes of testing, as the search space
remains too large. Narrowing-based testing can handle the existential quantifiers
in principle, but in practice it performs badly with the deeply nested existential
quantifiers in the specification. This renders it impossible to find the counterexample with narrowing. After eliminating the existential quantifiers manually,
we also obtain a counterexample with narrowing within a few seconds.
On this trace-based version of the hotel key card system, Nitpick fails to find
the counterexample with a time limit of ten minutes. However, Nitpick finds
the counterexample on a state-based reformulation of the hotel key card system
(cf. [21], §6.2). This indicates that Quickcheck and Nitpick excel on formalizations
with different specification styles: Nitpick on relational descriptions, Quickcheck
on realistic functional programs and trace-based descriptions.
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6.3.3

Needham-Schroeder Security Protocol

We show how Quickcheck is used to find a man-in-the-middle attack to the faulty
Needham-Schroeder security protocol, based on the formalization of Bella and
Paulson [12, 100]. The Needham-Schroeder protocol [91] based on public key
encryption consists of three steps:2
1. A → B : { NA , A} KPB
2. B → A : { NA , NB } KPA
3. A → B : { NB } KPB
A and B denote the two agents Alice and Bob, KPA and KPB are the public keys
of Alice and Bob. The agents use asymmetric public key encryption for sending
secret messages. The agents initially know their own private key and the public
keys of all agents. We assume that the public keys were distributed via some
public key infrastructure beforehand. Assuming that the private keys of the agents
are never compromised, only Alice can decrypt a message that was encrypted with
her public key, i.e., only Alice can obtain the plain message X from an encrypted
message { X } KPA . Alice initiates a communication with Bob sending an encrypted
message for Bob with a nonce NA and her name. Bob invents a nonce NB , and
sends a encrypted message with Alice’s nonce NA and a fresh nonce NB for Alice.
Sending back NA , he proves his authenticity to Alice, as Bob is the only one that
could have decrypted the initial message. Finally, Alice authenticate herself by
sending back Bob’s nonce NB to Bob. At the end of the protocol, only Alice and
Bob know the two nonces NA and NB , but they are not known to eavesdroppers.
The two nonces NA and NB can be used as a secret session key for subsequent
communication between those two agents. However, the protocol is vulnerable to
a well-known man-in-the-middle attack, initially found by Lowe [80].
We present a simplified formalization in Isabelle, based on Paulson’s formalization [100]. On the original formalization, none of the testing approaches can
find the attack due to various definitions that cause an explosion of the search
space. We removed and simplified some definitions, e.g., some definitions that
serve as common basis for several security protocols, but are unnecessary for the
specific Needham-Schroeder protocol. We then employed Quickcheck on this simplified formalization to gain some insight about the performance of the testing
approaches.
In the formalization, there are three agents, Alice, Bob and the attacking spy:
datatype agent = Alice | Bob | Spy
A basic message is an agent’s identifier, a key or some unguessable nonce. Messages can also be composed or encrypted with a key:
datatype key = pubK agent | priK agent
datatype msg = Agent agent | Nonce nat | MPair msg msg | Crypt key msg

2 We

use here the common security protocol notation.
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We use {|m1 , m2 |} = MPair m1 m2 for pairing two messages m1 and m2 .
The communication of agents adheres to the assumptions of the Dolev-Yao
model [41]. The only event in the network is sending messages from one agent to
another:
datatype event = Says agent agent msg
We assume that messages cannot be lost in the network, but agents are free to
choose whether they react to a message or not. Furthermore, agents cannot distinguish the sender, and the spy can see all messages of the network. In Isabelle, we
encode the trace of events in the Needham-Schroeder protocol using an inductive
predicate:
inductive needham :: event list ⇒ bool
where
needham []

| needham evs =⇒ Nonce NA ∈
/ used evs
=⇒ needham (Says A B (Crypt (pubK B) {|Nonce NA , Agent A|}) · evs)
| needham evs =⇒ Nonce NB ∈
/ used evs
0
=⇒ Says A B (Crypt (pubK B) {|Nonce NA , Agent A|}) ∈ set evs
=⇒ needham (Says B A (Crypt (pubK A) {|Nonce NA , Nonce NB |}) · evs)
| needham evs
=⇒ Says A B (Crypt (pubK B) {|Nonce NA , Agent A|}) ∈ set evs
=⇒ Says B0 A (Crypt (pubK A) {|Nonce NA , Nonce NB |}) ∈ set evs
=⇒ needham (Says A B (Crypt (pubK B) (Nonce NB )) · evs)
The first rule provides a starting point for deriving valid protocol runs by defining the empty trace as a valid run. The other three rules encode the three steps
of the Needham-Schroeder protocol. They are mainly reflecting our description
above, but make some assumptions about the messages sent over the network
more explicit. Note that the needham predicate describes arbitrarily many protocol
interactions between any agents. When checking the conjecture
needham evs =⇒ Says A B (Crypt (pubK B) (Nonce NB )) ∈
/ set evs
with Quickcheck, it returns a counterexample that provides a valid run of the
protocol in which Alice witnesses Bob that they share the common secret nonces.
Random, exhaustive, and narrowing-based testing cannot find such a run of the
protocol within one hour. Smart testing performs great by enumerating only valid
traces and finds the valid protocol trace within a tenth of a second.
Determining that the protocol is productive with Quickcheck is pleasant, but
the real scenario for a counterexample generator is to detect the man-in-the-middle
attack. In the model, the attacker has no ability to send messages to interfere with
Alice’s and Bob’s communication. Following [100], the general rule for the spy
needham evs =⇒ M ∈ synth (analz (spies evs))
=⇒ needham (Says Spy B M · evs)
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expresses the spy’s ability to send fake messages to other participants. Given a
set of messages M, the functions synth and analz describe the messages one can
synthesize and analyze from M, respectively. The function spies describes the spy’s
knowledge after the trace of events evs (i.e., the set of all messages sent over the
network in a trace of events evs). Its combination synth (analz (spies evs)) describes
the (infinite) set of messages the spy can synthesize after analyzing all messages
that the spy has seen in the trace of events evs. By adding this rule to the definition
of the inductive predicate needham, we model the spy’s ability to interfere in the
protocol.
The secrecy theorem states that if the second message of the protocol with nonces
NA and NB is sent from the honest agent B to the honest agent A, then the spy
cannot determine the nonce NB with his ability to analyze the messages that were
sent over the network:
needham evs ∧ A 6= Spy ∧ B 6= Spy ∧ A 6= B ∧
Says B A (Crypt (pubK A) {|Nonce NA , Nonce NB |}) ∈ set evs
=⇒ Nonce NB ∈
/ analz (spies evs)
Unsurprisingly, random, exhaustive, and narrowing-based testing cannot find the
man-in-the-middle attack, but even the smart testing does not succeed within one
hour. The general rule for the spy is difficult to handle because it allows the spy
to send infinitely many different messages with a large degree of branching. Thus
the search space of the needham predicate explodes and makes it infeasible to find
the attack. Quickcheck is not directly applicable.
At this point, we reformulate the general rule to direct the search for test
cases to some extent based on the following insight: Although the spy can send
many different messages, only very few messages can confuse other participants
in the protocol. Hence we restrict the spy to only fake messages that the other
participants would react to: The faked messages must match the format of first or
second message of the Needham-Schoeder protocol. This is done by replacing the
general rule by these two rules:
needham evs =⇒
needham (Says Spy B (Crypt (pubK B) {|Nonce NA , Agent A|}) · evs)
needham evs =⇒
needham (Says Spy A (Crypt (pubK A) {|Nonce NA , Nonce NB |}) · evs)
After replacing the rule, the testing with smart generators finds Lowe’s attack as
a counterexample within thirty seconds:3
evs = [Says Alice Spy (Crypt (pubK Spy) (Nonce 1)),
Says Bob Alice (Crypt (pubK Alice) {|Nonce 0, Nonce 1|}),
Says Spy Bob (Crypt (pubK Bob) {|Nonce 0, Agent Alice|}),
Says Alice Spy (Crypt (pubK Spy) {|Nonce 0, Agent Alice|})]
A = Alice, B = Bob, NA = 0, NB = 1

3 To

read the trace in its chronological order, it must be read from back to front.
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To test the specification, we must do some manual work to provide implementations of the inductive sets analz and parts. We show the necessary refinement for
analz. The steps for parts are analogous. The set analz is defined inductively, where
invKey K stands for the key to decrypt a message encrypted with key K:
inductive-set analz :: msg set ⇒ msg set
where
X ∈ H =⇒ X ∈ analz H
| {|X, Y|} ∈ analz H =⇒ X ∈ analz H
| {|X, Y|} ∈ analz H =⇒ Y ∈ analz H
| Crypt K X ∈ analz H =⇒ Key (invKey K) ∈ analz H =⇒ X ∈ analz H
To enumerate this set, we compute the least fix-point by tabulation. This is guaranteed to terminate, as the set operators preserve finiteness and the set of messages
sent over the network is finite. For this example, we just provide a simple but
inefficient implementation of the fix-point equation:
analz H = (let
step = (λm. case m of
{|X, Y|} ⇒ {X, Y} |
Crypt K X ⇒ if Key (invKey K) ∈ H then X else {} |
_ ⇒ {})
S
H 0 = H ∪ (step‘H )
in if H 0 = H then H else analz H 0 )
Harvesting the library for computing transitive closures [110], one could provide
a more efficient implementation by reusing general work-list algorithms, but the
performance improvements in this case study would be minor because the computed sets remain small.
Although we fell short of reaching the goal of finding the counterexample
in the original formalization, the restricted formulation shows the benefit of the
smart testing approach compared with previously existing ones. It gives a dramatic improvement compared with random or exhaustive testing and also outperforms narrowing testing.
However, it was not our main goal to develop a tool that checks security protocols for errors. There are other tools [5, 19, 81] already existing with much
more developed techniques. Nevertheless, it is nice to see that our general testing
tools can also handle checking security protocols. Finding the man-in-the-middle
attack on the original specification in Isabelle remains a challenge. It motivates future work to either integrate helpful analysis for the search and the enumeration
of test cases, or to exploit external tools that already incorporate such analyses
and transformations.

6.4

Applications

Although counterexample generators cannot prove conjectures, they certainly can
bring some evidence for the validity of conjectures: If the counterexample generator does not find a counterexample after checking for a large number of variable
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assignments, the conjecture is probably valid—even if we have not found a proof
for it. We show two applications of Quickcheck, in which we take advantage of
this circumstance.

6.4.1

Synthesis of Conjectures

The tool IsaCoSy [68], a program for inductive theory formation, synthesizes conjectures and tries to prove them automatically. To make this process tractable,
a sophisticated constraint mechanism generates conjectures and employs Quickcheck to reduce the number of conjectures that are then passed to the automatic
inductive prover IsaPlanner [40]. The authors noted “that many of the conjectures
in this theory which pass counter-example checking, but are not proved by IsaPlanner, appear to be theorems. A random selection of 20 out of the 46 unproved
conjectures were proved by hand, and no non-theorems were found, which supports our confidence in Isabelle’s counter-example checker for simple equational
theories” [68].
By our collaboration, we improved the performance of the synthesis of conjectures. The main bottleneck of the synthesis was the large number of code generator
invocations while employing Quickcheck heavily. As generating the test program
with the code generator takes about 100 ms (for the typical conjectures) and most
non-theorems can be refuted with very few test cases, the generation of a single
test program commonly took more time than the actual testing.
To improve its performance, Quickcheck provides a special compilation, in
which Quickcheck compiles test programs for multiple conjectures with one invocation of the code generator. When generating test programs for multiple conjectures with one code generator invocation, the overall run time for generating
the test programs conjoined is lower than generating the test programs individually. Furthermore, we are not interested in the counterexample, but only if a
counterexample exists or not. This allows us to simplify the test programs and reduces the size of the generated code. Overall, our experience showed that the run
time reduced by at least one order of magnitude when using the special-purpose
compilation in this application.
As the synthesized conjectures are simple equational theorems, the random
testing approach suffices to refute the non-theorems. In the future, synthesized
theorems with premises for larger development could benefit from the more sophisticated testing approaches.

6.4.2

Detection of Superfluous Assumptions

In a theory that serves as library for further developments, general theorems are
more useful than specialized ones. There are many ways in which a theorem
can be more specialized than necessary. We focus on the existence of superfluous
assumptions.
For example, given sets A and B, a function f is injective on A ∩ B, if f is
injective on A or B. However, Isabelle’s library only provided the overspecialized
theorem
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inj-on f A ∧ inj-on f B =⇒ inj-on f ( A ∩ B)
with superfluous assumptions inj-on f A and inj-on f B, whereas either one of
those would suffice. To apply the theorem, users would need to clutter their proof
with unnecessary steps to discharge the superfluous assumption.
Another example is found in the theory about lists, which provided the following property of tl and replicate:
n 6= 0 =⇒ tl (replicate n x) = replicate (n − 1) x
At first sight, the assumption seems to be necessary: If n = 0, the list replicate n x
is Nil, and it does not have a tail. However, tl Nil is defined as Nil, and hence both
sides on the equation are equal, even for the case n = 0. Again, the assumption is
this property is superfluous.
Isabelle’s library also contained a theorem about uniqueness of remainder for
integer division, where divmod-int-rel a b (q, r ) holds if and only if a divided by b
is q with remainder r:
divmod-int-rel a b (q, r ) ∧ divmod-int-rel a b (q0 , r 0 ) ∧ b 6= 0 =⇒ r = r 0
The first two premises are essential for stating uniqueness, while the third premise
seems to be a side condition for the theorem to hold. However in this case, the
definition of divmod-int-rel ensures the property’s validity even for b = 0. These
three examples already suggest that theorems with superfluous assumptions occur
in many theories.
There are various reasons why theory developments might provide a more
specific theorem than the most general one:
• Proving a specialized theorem is simpler than proving a more general one. Consider
this overspecialized theorem about lists and mappings:
length ys = length xs ∧ length zs = length xs ∧ x ∈
/ set xs ∧
map-of (zip xs ys)( x 7→ y) = map-of (zip xs zs)( x 7→ z)
=⇒ map-of (zip xs ys) = map-of (zip xs zs)
The stated fact also holds for lists of unequal lengths, i.e., length ys = length xs
and length zs = length xs are superfluous assumptions. However, proving
this fact requires more effort than the one with the assumptions that the lists
are equal length. In the latter case specialized induction and simplification
rules can be applied, while for the general theorem more case distinctions
are required.
• The theorems were stated with only one concrete application in mind. Commonly
during a proof development, users notice that theorems about basic functions are missing in the library. Users then prove those theorems as they
require them for their own proofs. At that point, they might not be the most
general statement.
Eventually if they are of general interest, these theorems are integrated back
to the library theories. Even though the theory development of the libraries is
done with great care and attention, an overspecialized theorem occasionally
slips into the library theories.
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• They evolve by generalizing definitions. The library theories in Isabelle are subject to frequent changes by various developers. Definitions are often generalized, and theorems adapted to those generalizations. Modifications of
library theories are checked by ensuring that existing developments remain
intact. However, this does not guarantee that existing theorems are generalized after the definitions were changed.
• Users are not aware of the corner cases in some definitions. In our example above
about tl and replicate, some user might have been misled by the relationship
of hd and replicate, that holds only if n 6= 0:
n 6= 0 =⇒ hd (replicate n x) = x
Such confusions about corner cases of definitions frequently occur with functions that are intuitively partial function, but made total in Isabelle/HOL
choosing some reasonable value. Examples of such functions are the already
seen tl for lists, and the division operation for arithmetic domains, i.e., in
contrast to common mathematics, x divided by zero is defined to be zero in
Isabelle/HOL.4
Irrespective of the reasons they arise, it is usually preferable to remove the needless
assumptions. We provide a tool that allows users to check if theorems of a theory
have superfluous assumptions. It removes assumptions and checks if Quickcheck
can find a counterexamples to those modified conjectures. If it finds a counterexample to such a conjecture, the assumptions that were removed are essential
for the validity of the original theorem. If it does not find a counterexample, it is
likely that the conjecture also holds without the removed assumptions. The tool
returns the largest sets of assumptions that can be removed. A largest set of superfluous assumption is not uniquely determined, e.g., it might be possible that
two disjoint sets of assumptions can be removed. For example, a conjecture with
three assumptions A1 , A2 , and A3 might be valid with the single assumption A1 ,
or A3 . Removing A2 and A3 , or removing A1 and A2 is an option, but removing all
three assumptions would be invalid.
A naive solution to find all maximal sets of superfluous assumptions is to
check for counterexamples for all possible subsets of assumptions. However, this
would lead to 2n many checks for a theorem with n assumptions. Assuming that
superfluous assumption are rather rare, we pursue another strategy. Given a theorem with n assumptions, we first check all conjectures where one assumption has
been removed. This yields a set of superfluous assumptions for this theorems,
which we denote by S 1 . We then proceed to check for larger sets of superfluous
assumptions. Then we check all conjectures where two assumptions have been
removed. The sets of cardinality 2 are constructed by taking two elements of S 1 .
Assuming that we found conjectures with 2 superfluous assumptions, we proceed
building sets of 3, taking the sets of cardinality 2 and adding an element from
S 1 . We continue this process iteratively for larger sets, until all assumptions are
removed, or we find counterexamples for all sets of a given cardinality.
4 It

is debatable whether superfluous assumptions in these theorems should be removed.
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Of course, the tool is approximative and it can report false positives, i.e., nontheorems for which Quickcheck cannot find a counterexample after an essential
assumption has been removed. This is mainly due to two reasons:
• Checking the conjecture times out before encountering a counterexample.
• The representation of values inherently limits Quickcheck to find a counterexample to an invalid conjecture.
Table 6.6 shows the results of this tool on a few theories, that serve as libraries
for other developments. The columns show the total number of theorems, the
number of theorems with assumptions, the number of theorems where the tool
found superfluous assumptions. By manual investigation, we found them to be
essential assumptions (false positives reported by the tool) or we were able to
make the theorems more precise. This is indicated by the last two columns (false
pos. and fixed).
Our experience suggests that once the unnecessary assumptions of a theorem
are identified, it is usually easy to modify the existing proof to a similar one
which does not rely on the premise: After removing the assumption, the proof
remains either unchanged as it never relied on the assumption, or one adds a case
distinction on this assumption in the proof, where the new case is usually trivial
to prove. For some cases (i.e., two cases in Divides, six cases in GCD, one case in
RComplete and three cases in Map), we did not improve the theorems as they were
either only for internal use of another proof tool or modifying the proof such that
it did rely on the assumption was too difficult to be done within a few minutes.
For example, the very specific theorem about maps obtained from zipped lists and
updating maps,
map-of (zip xs ys)(x 7→ y) = map-of (zip xs zs)(x 7→ z) ∧ x ∈
/ set xs ∧
length ys = length xs ∧ length zs = length xs
=⇒ map-of (zip xs ys) = map-of (zip xs zs),
is valid without the last two assumptions, but the existing proof uses the assumptions heavily and a proof without those assumptions requires a much longer proof
compared with the existing one. For such theorems, we did not consider the improvement worth the effort.
The benefits were already palpable, as we could simplify a few proofs in further developments and sustain theorems free from superfluous assumptions after
major modifications in the system [61].
The presented tool was built to show a simple useful application of Quickcheck. For further research, there are many directions one could take from here:
• Currently, it only finds counterexamples using Quickcheck, but it could also
employ Nitpick if Quickcheck fails to find a counterexample quickly. This
could help reduce the number of false positives in a few cases.
• Once a premise of a theorem has been removed, a further step would be
to automatically find proofs that relied on the overspecialized theorem and
detect if they can be simplified, as some parts of the proof were only required
to prove the assumption of the overspecialized theorem.
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Theory

total

w.assms

sf.assms

false pos.

fixed

Arithmetics
Divides
GCD
RealDef
RComplete

313
255
253
103

142
106
56
47

15
7
4
4

0
1
0
0

13
0
4
3

Set Theory
Fun
Relation
Set
Wellfounded

155
193
471
114

91
59
176
68

1
4
1
3

0
4
0
3

1
0
1
0

Datatypes
List
Map

844
133

308
59

8
6

1
1

7
3

AFP Libraries
List-Index
Regular-Sets
Matrix

35
44
126

16
15
63

2
0
3

0
0
2

2
0
1

Table 6.6: Detected superfluous assumptions in Isabelle’s libraries
• Automatic detection of such “smells” is just the first step in the process of
improving the quality of theories. A next step is to automatically refactor
the proof document, as known from modern integrated development environments for programming languages.
• Unnecessary premises is just one of many possible over-specializations. One
could also extend the tool to detect other over-specializations. For example,
users frequently state theorems with overly strict arithmetic bounds, e.g., a
theorem with a premise i < j might also be valid for i ≤ j.
• An alternative approach to detect unnecessary premises is to automatically
inspect the proof term of theorems [13], and this way find assumptions that
were not used in the proof. Analyzing the proof term is limited to find superfluous assumptions based on a syntactic criterion, but the proof term analysis
ensures that the existing proof is still appropriate. However, it cannot detect
superfluous assumptions if the existing proof requires the assumption, but
there exists a proof that does not require the assumption. In contrast, employing counterexample generators detects superfluous assumptions based
on semantic observations: It can potentially provide false positives, does not
yield a fixed proof, but can detect superfluous assumptions beyond the syntactic criterion of the proof term analysis. It would be interesting to see how
the results of these two approaches differ on Isabelle’s current theories.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion
7.1

Results

Earlier versions of Quickcheck, which test with random values only, were already
very useful. Although exhaustive testing is limited to explore the property with
very small values, we have seen that counterexamples are often found before one
reaches larger values. In our benchmarks and case studies, exhaustive testing
slightly outperformed random testing. For the programs and properties that one
encounters in Isabelle, we have come to the conclusion that exhaustive testing is
better suited than random testing. In general, it certainly depends on various
factors of the program, e.g., its size and its complexity, and the property to check.
Isabelle’s users benefit from having both strategies at their disposal: they can
choose the best for their actual development.
When random and exhaustive testing fail to find an existing counterexample
within reasonable time, other methods are unlikely to help. The reasons are commonly that the problem’s nature entails a huge, asymmetric search space or that
the naive methods do not take an important facet into account, e.g., the existence
of a premise or many symmetric evaluations. We could address the latter with
two further testing approaches, testing with specialized generators (smart testing)
and symbolic evaluation. Especially in case of the smart testing approach, getting
from the principal idea to the actual implementation was not just an engineering
effort, but required some research and many experiments to obtain a competitive
testing technique.
Many further improvements in this thesis are related to making larger parts
of Isabelle’s theories executable. This was certainly beneficial for all testing approaches.

7.2

Future Work

In the introduction, we have mentioned that counterexample generation in Isabelle
is split into two camps, led by the tools Nitpick and Quickcheck. Both counterexample generators have gathered a set of techniques for refuting conjectures in
the past years. A next logical step is to combine their techniques.
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Taking a high level view of Nitpick and Quickcheck, they differ in two main
aspects, the evaluation order and the representation of values. Nitpick is more
flexible in these two aspects than Quickcheck. It has no fixed evaluation order, as
the evaluation order is dynamically determined by the underlying boolean satisfiability solver. Furthermore, it applies various encodings for boolean values (either
as two-valued type or approximated with a three-valued type), sets, predicates
and functions.
Quickcheck has a fixed evaluation order dominated by the evaluation order
of the employed programming language. Furthermore, Quickcheck globally fixes
the representation for every type, which is mainly determined by user’s setup of
the code generator. To make Quickcheck in these two aspects more like Nitpick,
we could provide different data and program refinements for the code generator
that allow more flexible representations of values, similar to the different encodings in Nitpick. However datatype and program refinement is technically much
more involved than Nitpick’s translation. Isabelle’s code generator requires to extend theories by defining new constants and proving theorems for the translation.
Another difficulty is that Nitpick’s translation performs global optimizations, but
the code generation’s optimizations must be local ones to combine them with the
current code generation process.
Equipping the code generator with other execution principles would allow
different evaluation orders in Quickcheck. One such example is providing automatic compilation techniques to tabulate sets efficiently. However, a compilation
that naively enumerates all values of a set probably quickly exhibits a large set
of values that exhausts all available physical memory. Tabled Prolog systems,
such as XSB [111], and Datalog systems show that the enumeration of sets is
manageable if one employs further techniques, such as the magic set transformation [10]. By integrating this technique, one could enumerate sets up to a suitable
size for counterexample generation. Combining this with functional executions
and lazy enumerations might allow us to check further specifications. Instead
of targeting a functional programming language, an alternative is to translate to
languages with different evaluation mechanisms. Suitable candidates are the functional logic programming language Curry [3] and logic programming languages
XSB and λProlog [88].
Further good targets are satisfiability-modulo-theories (SMT) solvers [11, 37].
SMT solvers drive the evaluation by the underlying boolean satisfiability solver
and integrate further mechanisms elegantly. For example, functional programs
could be evaluated with the built-in equational reasoner and sets could be enumerated with the built-in Datalog engine.
An alternative is to provide a dedicated model finder for higher-order logic,
similar to first-order model finders SEM [122] and Mace4 [83]. This model finder
would eliminate the need for a translation to other paradigms. To compete against
the existing counterexample generators, it must be fairly scalable and efficient.
We could implement such a model finder by combining evaluation mechanisms
with different embeddings, i.e, the evaluation would combine ground execution,
symbolic evaluation, such as normalization by evaluation [1] and narrowing, and
Isabelle’s provers, such as the simplifier and the tableau reasoner.
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